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LETTER C) TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF TILE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF Em CATION,

lraNhingtwt, September 17, 1908.
SIR: The interest in industrial education which has arisen in this

conntry has brought into new prominence the whole sysiem of train-
ing for trades by a regular course of apprenticeship. Education by
apprenticeship and educatiOn by schools have gone on for many
generationside by side as two entirely distinct and unrelated forms
of education. The newer movements are concerned with bringing
these two kinds of education together and making of them a new
kind of education which shall train equally for skill and for intelli-
gence.

new movement, is attended with obvious difficulties. It is clear
that among other things a better knowledge of the apprenticeship
system as it is to-day, is urgxntly needed. With as view to meeting
this need.'Dri Carroll I). Wright. who is known everywhere as a
foremost authority ill mattersrelating to trade education. has pre-
pared at my- request an account, of the apprenticeship system, which
I have the honor to transmit herewith. I beg to recommend that
it LI published as the sixth number of the Bulletin of the Bureau of
Education for the current year.

The.re can beno doubt that the desired combination of schooling
and apprenticeship must be approached from many sides and will
1)0 accomplished in many ways. The treatment 'of apprenticeship
presented by Colonel Wright describes certain ways in which this
combination may be effected, as shown by recent experience iii a. few
of our leading industries. It will throw light also, upon the subject
as a wIlole. and will Liubtless be of value even in tllo undertakings
in which the problem is approached by altogether different ways.

Very respectfully,
- ELMER ELILEIWORTII BROWN,

Corn mi88ioner.

The 'SECRETARY OF TILE INTERIOR.-
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

Thkbulk of the information or material on wid this bulletin is
based I the result of correspondence with parties throughout the
country and of personal investigation of concerns employing the
various types of apprenticeship systea.s This original material has
been supplemented in some degree bythq meager information already
to be found in publication's and addresses.

In this work I wish to acknowlilge the assistare I have received

from Mr. ArthwriD. Dean, a gentleman fully aciainted with all the
elements of industrial education. Ile has made many personal 'inves-
tigations for this publication.

Cminot.t. D. WRIGHT.
CLARK COLLEGE,

11- orteeter, aNs., 1 oil y 11, 1908.
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THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM IN ITS RELATION

. JO INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

A COMBINATION OF,APPRENTICESIJIP 'AND ACADEMIC EDUCATION
NEEDED.

. 'There drelthree well-known methods of rsecuring greater skill in our
industries. First, the apprenticeship system; second, trade schools;
third, industrial schools. The first means the indenturing of appren-
tices in any given trade for the purpose of giving instruction to young
men in the art and mystery of the trade involved. This system,
whtch is Very old, reaching back to ancient times, was developed
very largely in medieval times in connection with the old guilds,
;Ind lender various iodifications extends to the present.

Nearly all writers and speakers otindustrial education state .

broadly and definitely that sense this
true. Yet the old type of apprenticeship is not quite dead, because it
exists very largely in this and id other countries, but it is decadent,
while what may called the modern system, involving. very broad..
lines of general instruction, has largely taken its place, and is being
developed ih such a way that its influence in general industrial edu-
cation musk be recognized. Yet the propagandism for_industrial edu-.
cation which now occupies the thought of the public is likely to
obscure to some extent the advantages pf the apprenticeship systein.
This is quite naturaLbecause that system, as it occupies the public
mind, does not play a very great part in industrial trtining. This'is
because it is not the subject of public indorsement through legisla-
tionand other mqvemedta to secure modern industrial4chools.

'As intimated, when this system is mentioned one is apt to think of
the prd apprenticeship system as it existed prior to the introduction
of the modern factory or the aggregated system of labor tInd the sub-
divipion of labor; yet credit must be giveryto the old system,.even as
it grew up during the middle ages, because it really produced work-
men in various branches possessing the highest skill.

The old guild fostered the apprenticeship system,for it was dift.
atilt for anyone to beconie a member of a guild who had not passed
through all stages of development; and while the guild ask became .

1
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10 APPRENTLCESRIP AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

unjust and arbitrary and gradually declined, the apprenticeship sys-
tem, which had furnished the skill lived, for the laws and customs
of western Europe especially required that any person desiring to
exercise certain branches of skilled labor must serve an. apprentice-
ship. During the continuance of the apprenticeship the labor of the
apprentice belonged to the master, and he received oftentimes, no
wages during the first years of hisindenture. and very meagre wages
until he becaie a journeyman, when he was expected to reimburse
himself for the years spent in learning his trade.

The industrial revolution which took place in the latter part of
the eighteenth century, resulting in the introduction of labor-saving
machinery and the subdivision of labor, was the beginning of the
decline of the apprenticeship system. From that time to this the
need of apprentices has not been felt in such powerful degree a,
it had been previously; hut with the modern development of industry
there comes; the absolute necessity of securing skilled workmen in
all branches of labor, and this necessity has brought to the attention
of the public the desire for industrial education; for

the

evidence is
overwhelming from all parts of the country that the demand for
skilled labor is not met by the supply. It is this demand, the facts
concerning which are strong enough to induce any State to secure by
appropriation anchauthorizition public industrial education. The
schools have been devoted almost entirely until within a very few
years to cultural training. Now the demand comes that vocational
studies shall be introduced, and that separate industrial schools shall
be organized for the purpose of instructing young persons in various
trades.

The old apprenticeship system did not comprehend this idea, nor.
conversely, do the advocates of industrial education fully appre-
ciate the advantages to be gained through some aahin-ence to or the
perpetuation of the virtues of the old system. This old system, as
intimated, has largely become obsolete. Its essence remains, but it
is unwarrantable to argue that the apprenticeship system answers the
whole demand for industrial education. It does not., but it may doso to a 'large degree. It is also thought needless to argue thai the
industrial schools furnish everythitV in the way of vocational equip-
ment that can be gained by a thorough appr,enticeship system. What
is peeded in regard to this system is some coordinatidit lrfltinll
secure nearly all that can be gained from the apprenticeship system
and much that can be gained from modern schools for. trade ind
industrial education generally.

Herein lies thiproblefft, for it is generally conceded by educators
who are interested in industrial education that the industrial school
per se does not and can not result in turning out a full-fledged skilled
mechanic ready to take up his trade.



A COMBINATION OF THE TWO NEEDED. . 11

It is also recognized that the apprenticeship system on the whole,
especially as it was conducted formerly, possesses many features that
are unjust and unecdhomic, and setup features that may be called

ounmoral. That is,. the ethical side of the apprenticeship system pf
the olden times is now a7atisfactory one. Under it the apprentice
found that he was doing quite as good Work after a while as the
journeyman ahead of him, but Must be tied to an apprentice's wages
a term of years. This was an unmoral situation in itself and helped.
to demoralize the apprentice. He became, when he graduated,'a man
who would slight his work because hehad been unjustly treated
economically. At least this was the case in many instances, and this
tended to make a bad workman as well as a man given to loafing..1

_Now, the modern idea is to perfect him in the theory, and, to a
large extent, the practice of his trade in the shortest .possible time
commensurate with efficiency and adequate skill. If he could serve
as an apprentice for such time as might be absolutely required to per-
feet himself as a journeyman, and at the same time Require the riidi-
ments of an education, that system might be applauded.

Employers therefore looked the field over broadly and carefully,
and those engagetkin great industries are recognizing not only the
difficulties of the old system, but some of the difficulties of the new,
while recognizing also the advantages of both. They are therefore
establishing their own apprenticeship schools, where aarth is not

11 only taught all that lie would be taught in an independent industrial
institution, but where he is given the equipment he would have ac-
quired under the old apprenticeship system, with the faults and ob-

i jections of that system quite fully eliminated.
The apprenticeship system pure and simple would not teach the

apprentices, as would the industrial school properly equipped, all the
science and art of the trade in which they were enlisted. In order to
become a thorpughly -skilled mechanic a young man ought to under-
stand not only the science and mathematics of his work, but something
of the art itself. This knowledge of the art ho would gain. as an
apprentice in one of our great modern manufacturingostablishments,
so that he would secure freab his apprenticeships Stem and from the
industrial school, or froni the two combined, the very best possible
equipment that would lead to the greatest efficiency. This is the need)
of the day anal the w8'rk that is progressing.

The propagandism that is being carried to all parts of the country
will sooner or later, and the sooner the better, produce a unified,
coordinated system of apprenticeship work and industrial education
that will give the United States the standing it needs, and which it
must have to preserve its industrial supremacy. The development of
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the apprenticeship system, however, will not take from the influence
of other methods any of their peculiar and imprant work..

.
DESCRIPTION OF TEE SYSTEMS, WHICH HAVE DEVELOPED.

The trade school as it is now carried on is a school to provide
(Instruction in the mysteries and technique of special trades. Thus

we have trade schools for carpenters, brick masons, machinists, etc.
These trade schools supplement the trade instruction with the rudi-
ments of an education, if the pupil does not already have them. Ile
is taught reading, writing, arithmetic, and how to apply his knowl-
edge of elementary mathematics to the particular trade which he
is studying. He- may get some other instruction which involves
practice in a shop connected with the trade. Such schools flourish
in Europe and America.

Trade unionists object to them because they do not and can not,
in their estimation, turn out the full-fledged artisan, the man ready
to go to work on his graduation. They also fear that the trade
school will in inane instances furnish recruits to take the places of
strikers, thus aiding in the breaking of strikes. Unfortunately for
this attitede, prominent manufacturers have stated that this
would/be the result of any extended system of trade-school instruc-
tion. It is purely and simply an apprehension, but an apprehension
has great weight until the minds of those holding it are disabused of
their fear.

Those who believe in broad industrial education are also of the
opinion that the trade school piire and simple is inadequate, that
it does not go far enough, that it often teaches a single trade, and
that adequate teaching of trades can only be fostered in large schools
devoted to mechanical instruction. lievettheless, the power and in-
fluence of the trade school must be recogniz4, and the fact that it
has taken its Once as one of the modern means of securing that skill
which is overwhelmingly demanded everywhere, especially as a means
of training our own boys how to work and training them in the best
possible way.

The hest equipped public industrial schools have all the machinery
and appliances necessary for the instruction of the students, and
teachers competent to instruct them in the branches of general edu-
cation. Probably, too, Often in large degree, they help to bridge
over that dangerous period in the lives-of young persons before they
are old enough to enter upon an apprenticeship. This age is, accord-

'The foregoing Section has been taken, with some alterations. from Tile Apprenticeship
System as a Means oPProosoting Industrial Efficiency. An address by the writer before
tim National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Chicago, 111., Jan. 24, 19011.

se
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ing to the laws of most of the States, from 14 to 16. Fourteen is the
usual limit of the compulsory school age for those who are at work.
Boys, and in many instances girls, coming out of school/at that age
are in a peculiar position. They are not old enough to enter upon
specific trade education, either in trade schools or industrial schools,
nor are they old enough to be desirable as apprentices under the

'apprenticeship system. They therefore take the line of least resist-
ance in the nonskilled vocations and work from hand to mouth, and
are too apt to remain as unskilled workers throughout their lives.

The report. of the Massachusetts Commission on Industrial and
Technical Education, known as the Douglas Commission, in its ex-
haustive investigations, found that in the State of Massachusetts
alone there were at least 25,000 children between 14 and 16 who were
in this precarious condition. This is undoubtedly true, and mist be
true throughout the country. Thus there are many. many thousands,
reaching into the hundreds of thousands, that are in adverse con-
ditions and must remain therein, because there is no adequate means
for their entering upon well organized and fairly skilled trades. Here
elementary industrial training in the public school has a large field
for most nsefill activity.

The industrial school, so called, can not be definitely differentiated
from the trade school, yet it is in fact distinct. It is not designed
to teach any one trade, but groups of trades, plus rather advanced
work on acadmnic lines.

The industrial school must be equipped with machinery, tools,
and all the appliances of the trades it undertakes to tench.. It must
have well organized class-room work, so that the students can secure
alyhe ults of education necessary for the practical working of
their tra s. It helps also to fill the gap between 14 and 16 years
of age in rather a better way than does the trade school pure and
simple. The industrial school or industrial education involves not
only sitparate schools for the purpose, but industrial courses in the
common schools, the idea being that by this method boys and girls
will be kept in high school work longer in many instances than they
would be under the public school system without vocational training.

It is also asserted and thoroughly proved that in industrial schools,
si,1 distinguished from pure and simple trade schools, the academic
work will be all the more valuable because allied to industrial trains..
ing. The advocates of this system also believe that it is practically
an extension of the manual-training idea which spread over the
country so rapidly a few years ago. It is not aimed under manual
training to teach boys or girls any definite line of work, but to
familiarize them with the use of tools and some of the art of mechan-
ical work. + .. ,1,- .

...41/4-.



14 APPRENTICSSAIP AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

The :industrial school advances this proposition and makts it a
practical means of developing skill along specific, practical, and
useful lines, and it is this idea that is holding the public attention at
the present time. As already intimated. it combines shop work with
atidemic work. Thus the graduate of an industrial school is in a
position to enter upon the trade selected with a degree of ,emlipment
that could not be obtained by the trade-school method along. although
the two forms art very closely connected and associated. Whether
the. apprenticeship system can under certain conditions and in par-
ticulfir localities take the place of either of these depends upon the
development of. the modern apprenticeship idea, as will be shown.
This work, therefore,. will deal specifically with the apprenticeship
,system in its relation tp other systems of industrial training and
education, but it must be understood that in this consideration-there
will be no effort made to belittle the trade school or the more ad-
vanced industrial school in any respect whatever. The writer is a
warm advocate of industrial training_ and education, but it has
seemed to him that the time has come to consider the apprenticeship
system in relation to these other methods as one that should be
brought to the attention of theriblic.

ORIGIN OF THE MODERN APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM.

The old legal indentures of 1840 and before in England and
America have very. generally passed away in this country. In 1864,
at a convention of ethploying printers, the apprenticeship sYstem was
generally sppken of as in disuse for twenty years; sonic.. insisted that
it was entirely gone, And all writers and speakers of that period made
similar statements. Evcepting the case of isolated employers who
used it for dishonest purposes in the acquiring of boy labor under
conditions of practical contract slavery, it may be said that the
English legal indenture system had at that. time quite disappeared.
So at that time also the apprenticeship system of America was in a
state of chaos. Individual trades or individual employers attempted
to meet the situation in varying ways as best subserved their private
interests, butfof established, permanent, and general apprentice sys-
tems it is quite true that they were nearly gone, certainly obsolescent.

parties then agreed as to the evils of the situation. Employers
and employees alike bewailed the general decline of mechanical skill

, and the flooding of skilled trades with half-skilled labor. ,The em-
ployees insisted, and with bitter voice, against the competitionof half-.
skilled, cheap labor, which was reducing wages. The labor papers
d* the low standard of plechaeical skill, the advantages of the

uro form of apprenticeship, and the danger to the American
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industrial world of a decline in the quality of American workman -
skip in the face of the maintained quality of European workmanship,
These conditions were intimately connected with the transition in
various tradeS'due to the introduction of machinery and the division
of American labor. So the period of the sixties found the country
with the old American system either in disuse or seriously depreciated,
while the modern system was yet unborn. But it is in the struggles
of the sixties that there is to be found something of the origin of the
modern system.

It was found in the hide and leather trade that there wak one sub-
ject connected with the industrial interests of the United States which
needed to be considered. debated, and studiediov a greater degree
than av other salbject pertaining to domes( wealth creation, and
that was the apprentice system. The I ily Evening Voice, Boston,
January 29, 1867, yoked the sentiment of that time when it ventured
the assertion that there was not a single tradesman or master mechanic
in Europe who would employ a journeyman at the age of 21 who had
hem. .allowed to stride through his apprenticeship in two or three
years,.and in -that time had been under the 'instruction of perhaps
three or four masters.

The-employing printers came quite near to the desires of the labor
unions, and they felt (1) that the decline in the quality of printing
skill must be stopped: (2) that under *ell excessive competition as
existed it could only be stopped by a legal system of apprenticeship
which would prevent the competition of partly trained workmen with
the journeymen, and compel thorough training of apprentices. They
favored quite generally a five-year apprenticeship.

Employers in other trades took a different position, opposing rather
than favoring a binding system of apprenticeship, and favoring
rather than opposing the introduction of partially skilled labor into
the various trades. By " partially skilled " they meant labor skilled
in a single part of a trade. i. e., a division of labor system. They felt
that this kind of labor took less time to train and could in many
instance,; take the form of boys, and was much cheaper than journey-
man labor.

The" employing plasterers, iron founders, glass manufacturers,
leather manufacturers, and others contended for unlimited appren-
ticeship. The printers and the Illinois Central Railroad officials, who
wePe most favorable at that time to regular apprenticeship, made.no
specifications as to limiting the number of. apprentices. The em-.specifications
ployers were profiting by the. cheap labor incident to wage competi-
tion in the skilled trades through a flooding of those trades by men
and boys who had picked up a single line of the trade;and so they
opposed any established system of apprenticeship which compelled

, . .
. .



APPRENTICESHIP AND 'INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

them to thoroughly teach the boys and limited the number of ap-
prentices.

The position of the laborers upon the question ;wren t iceship
was such that it has seemed advisable to divide the whole matter into
two parts, (1) the general labor attitude with regarNto apprentice-
ship, and (2) the position of certain trades with regard to appren-
ticeship.

In regard to the-general labor attitiule, there were four main prin-
ciples upon which the laborers of the sixty period seemed almost
unanimous, and these were: (a) The limitation of the period of ap-
prenticeship, in almost every case, to not less than five yearS. The
strength of this five-year movement may be judged from the fact that
in at least four States theyrattempted to make a legal limit of five
years. (b) The limitation of the number of apprentices. The unani-
mous feeling among mechanics was that the cause of low wages.
lack of work, and powerlessness of workers to withstand oppression
by employers was due to an excessive number of workers in the vari-
ous skilled trades, and that the outlook for the future was getting in-
creasingly darker because of the continual pouring in of more boys.
(c) The compelling of the employer to teach the whole trade to the
apprentice. The workers continually complained, and the employing
printers at least acknowledged the justice of their complaint, that tat
the end of the apprenticeship period a boy no longer knew his trace,
but had been specialized upon some one part of it. (d) That a legal
system of indenturing, very similar to the decadent system but puri-
fied of its abuses and adapted somewhat to modern conditions, was
the only remedy for the situation. In Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
New York; Illinois, and Ohio efforts were made toward apprentice
laws, and in Massachusetts a law was actually pissed. The laws
urged in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and New York were prac-
tically, if not quite, identical, the Pennsylvania agitation of 1864
being the first, Massachusetts following in-1865, New York and Illi-
nois in 1869. The law of Illinois differed from the others in allowing
a three to five year instead of a five-year period, and in requiring the
consent of any minor over 15 yeais of age to his indenture.

The petitions which were presented to legislators in various parts
of the country demanded, (1) that the apprentice should be legally
bound for five years; (2) that the master should be compelled to teach
him the entire trade and provide necessary schooling; (3) that the
master should be responsible for his moral training; (4) that- the
number of apprentices should be limited.

The labor papers of the time had much to say upon the whole sub-
ject. The Chicago Woikingmen's 4dvocate, Fincher's Trade Re-
view, and the Daily Evening Voice, perhaps thAie of the most rep-
resentative labor papers of the sixties and seventies, were thoroughly
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in favor of the system of apprenticeship established by law, rigidly
controlling master as well as boy, and strictly lu siting the number of
apprentices in accord with the actual needs of the trade and at a num-
ber that world enable the maintaining of a good scale of wages.

The position of individual trades at the time is interesting. The
hatters and granite cutters found the conditions in those trades were
the same as in others, .and ;he general attitude to the apprentice
question was the same. The National Railroad Engineers were not
working for an appr ilticeship system of the nature of that demanded
by the other trade: but they demanded what amounted to the same
thing. namely, a ate hoard to oversee t training of and to examine
engineers. The machinists, blacksmith.. stove molders, shoemakers,
cigar makers, printers, bricklayers. plasterers, and stone cutters all
stood for a definite time limit, for the limitation upon 'one basis or
another of the number of apprentices, and the prevention of com-
petition between journeymen and boy helpers. The machinists,
blacksmiths, and stove molders favored a law upon the.subjecLaind
so far as ascertained all the above-named organizations backed the
petitions in various States for laws regulating apprentices...

It will be seen from tlie foregoing very brief summary that in the
period from 1860 to perhaps/IS 7:2 tht seed:=, of the modern- appren-
t 'stem were planted. That aystem has been of slow growth
comparative y, and yet its growth has effected a revolution in the
form of a Nitwit ieeship,. clearly marking the present aspect of it in
all its elements from tote old system vliich prevailed for so many'.
hundred years.

EXTElki-g OF THE APP,RENTICESHIP SYSTEM.

/THE UNITED STATES.

In round numbers there are 225,000 manufacturing establishments
in the United States. It is impoaiible, without taking a census of
the whole number, to ascertain how many have adapted any form
of apprenticeship, but from all that can be learned there mu t be
many, many thousands. It would be well if at the next (13th n-
sus of the United States, there could be introduced into the manufac-
turers' schedule one or two simple questions that-would bring out
facts as to the extent of the application of the apprenticeship system.
The census heed dot go into details, but an inquiry as to thq exist-
ence of such system would furnish the Bur4au of Education; or any
other instrumentality, the opportunity to examine into the methods,
character, and elements of the system as it now prevails' Undoubt-

This Information as to the attitude toward the appreetleeebtp system In the sixties was
prepared by Mr. Letwohter tor the Bureau of Brogue tweam.h.

56566-08---2
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edysuch an Inquiry4.ould show that while the old system, which' is
now objected to. ex is in large degree. it is very quietly but -quite
rapidly giving way to what may be known as the modern system of
apprenticeship. There are a. few facts. however, which entirely
disabtwe the mind of the .idea that the apprenticeship sy4cm as
such is dead.. These facts,are quite meager. loit they are indicative.

The report of the apprenticeship committee of the National M-
chine Tool Builders Association throws some light upon this ques-
tion. this report, printed in the American Machinist of November
22, 1906, states that .in order to make a thorough analysis of the
apprenticeship systems now in use throughout the United States the
committee addressed 100 representative concerns throughout 4110
country. Fifty-nine of thjse letters were addressed to machine tool'
builders, and 41 to other manufacturing concerns, such as electrical
manufacturers, engine builders. automobile manufacturers, etc., who
represented what the committee termed the " allied trades."
-Replies were received fro)n 51 machine-tool builders and from 26

concerns engaged in other lines. Eighty-two per cent of the concerns
replying who had apprentices under the indenture spblni were ma-
chne-tool builders. and 18 per cent were from allied trades. The
re l ies from various sectionis of the country showed that a large per-
cen nge of the concerns employing apprentice, were located in Nov
England, the Middle Attlantic Slates. and the Central Western States,
and the majority of them enter into formal. agreements to properly
instruct the apprentices during a stated period of service.

In the Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Massachusetts Bureau
of Statistics of Labor there is a very excellent part devOted to the ap-
prenticlhip system. From replies to an inquiry sent to employ(trs
and officers of trade unions asking if there were a System of appren-
ticeship The trade represented it was found that out of .1S employ-
ers e gaged in different industries 31 had A system of apprentice-
ship and 27 had no such system. while front 104 officers of trade
unions 55 represented trades in which the system was applied and
44 trades where it was not applied. These trades represented 'hoots
n sh Fringe and wagon builders, clo-Cr"`teratches, clothing.

cottop goods, ectrical ittpparatus and-appliances, food preparations,
furniture, host ry and knit goods. jewelry, machinery, metals and
metallic goods, piper, printing, railroad construction, rubber goods,
scientific instruments, shipbuilding, and other trades.

President Charles S. Howe, of the Case School of Applied Science,
Cleveland,.0hio, in 1907, sent a letter to 900 manufacturers in the
State of Ohio making certain inquiries relative to the apprenticeship
system, and received reifies from 124, including nearly all the large
concerns among the 400 addressed. Of the 124 who answered 44
had no apprenticeship system And were not. especially interested, in
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it; 9.4 had no system, but were interested. The superintendents of
these 24 stated that they had no tippr iticeship system because they

-had very few men employed, but they 1 ped, as soon as their facil-
ities increased and their work expanded, to establish such a system,
at least to a limited extent. Fifty -six companies answered that they
had apprenticeship systems more or less complete. but molt. of them
gave the apprentices nothing. more than was absolutely necessary
'to enable anti to do their work in the particular trades engaged in
\%71111 fill stucess.

'1'I results of an inquiry by Messrs. Cross and Itu.sell, of the New
York Central lines, as to how .far the large railroads have adopted
apprenticeship systems, are given on p. -13.

The present investigation, undertaken in view of the magnitude of
the subject. the great number of manufacturing concerns in the coun-
ry. and other condition;, took into account the actual extent to

which the apprenticeship system is applied. and information was
received from nearly every State in the Union that the system was
in vogue. l'he descriptions of the system show. that it varies as local
conditions vaty and as conditions accompanying industry vary. The
object of the investigation was not so 1111A to ilSCPrtp in- thc number
of manufacturing concerns adopting some form of apprenticeship
system as to determine tliekind of system \\M411 is prevailing, with
the point always in view of the relation.of such system ti industrial
education, broadly speaking: but incidentally the investigation has
developed the fact that the apprenticeship system is a powe to be
reckoned with, and that it exists in all parts of the Union, and not
only that. hilt that law protects to some extent the employment of
apprentices. although in many instances, of course, such laws are
practii,ally dead letters. But- the conclusion that the system does pre-
vail in all parts of the Union and under varied conditions, and to an
extent that has not been realized, is thoroughly warranted.

Not only here in the United States is the apprenticeship system in
process of being resuscitated slohg expansive lines. in order to meet

Deln ern conditions of production in great mankfacturing establish-
ments, but many countries in Europe have for some years been pert
fecting this process. coordinating the apprenticeship system with
general trade and industrial instruction.

1(
AUSTRIA.

Austria, while perfecting her system of industrial sehools.ohas not
abandoned the apprenticeship systerli as a valuable means for impart-'
ing trade training. On the contrary, the effort has been made to
perfect this system, and this effort. constitutes one of the most im-
portant and interesting phases of the modOn movement for the
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making or developing of skilled workmen. It has been shovn in
that country that the chief means by whiely(.the apprenticeship
system can be preserved and brought into harmony with existing
industrial conditions is through the formation of trade associations
after the models of the old guilds.

'These guilds, for many years declining in importance, had, at
the time of the enactment of the industrial code of 1859, reached
the last stages of decay. This code, as one of its main purposes.
attempted to restrict the power of these associations. 10-117-matle
it obligatory upon employers to maintain their relations, or to
restore them when they had been discontinued. Further, etfoos
to'reorganize the guilds. so as to bring them more in harmony with
the (tinge in indoistrial conditions, were made in the laws of 18:t
and February l897. The first. of these laws is of special impor-
tance. It established the guilds upon a new basis, which exists at the
present time, as the law of Is97 introduced but slight modifications.

The ',Rost important featute.of the law of 1883 was that whereby
the fundamental difference between conditions ih the large indus-
trial establishments or factories and those in the handicraft trdes
was recognized: The functions of these guilds show to how- large an
extent they are bodies to look after the training of apprentices.
Their dutieS are. .(1) to maintain harmonious relations between
employers and their elnployees, especially in respect to the organiza-
tion of the labor force,, the provision of guild shelters or lodges, and
the :teeming of einployment, for persons out -of work: (2) to pro-
vide for a satisfactorf apprenticeship system by the preparation of
regulations regarding the technical and moral instru ion of appren-
tices, the length of their terms of service, their exTinination, etc.,
and watch over the tompliance vith these regulations; also to de-
termine the conditions required for the keeping of apprentices. and
the number of apprentices in proportion to the number of other
gmployees; (3) to create arbitration committees for the adjustment
of disputes between members of the guilds and their employers aris-
ing out of their relations; ,4) to further the establishment of, :and
themselves to establish and maintain trade schools: (5) to care for
sick employees through the creation of new or the support of exist-
ing sick funds; (0) to care fer sick apprentices; and (7) to make an
annual report of the work of the guild which may be of use in he
preparation of trade stati.stics.

They have other duties of a general character.- The employer,
under a contract made in accordance with the code, must interest

,himself in the industrial education of the apprentice and must not
deprive him of the time and opportunity necessary for this ptu.pose
by using him for other purposes. The employer or his repiiianta-

'
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rive must look after the morals and deportment of the minor ap:
prentices both inside and outside the workshop. Ile must see that the
apprentices are not required to perform work, such as transporting
burdens, etc., which is beyond their physical strength. IIe is fur-.
Cher required to allow apprentices who have not yet been absolved
from the obligation to attend an industrial continuation school the
uecessary.time for attendance at the existing general industrial con-
tinuation schooks, as well as the trade continuation schools, and also
to see that they do attend such schools.

These provisions are by no means a dead letter. They set forth
the actual conditions under wich most of the handicraft trades are
learned at the present time.

BELGIUM.

In Belgium there are several apprentice shops for girls. They are
perhaf, the least important of all the classes of institutions for girls,
but they have a direct hearing upon the relation of the apprentice-
ship system to general industrial education.

An apprenticeship workshop for girls was created in Jemelle in
1877 through the joint action of the. commune, tin, province, and the
State. In ls90 it housekeeping. 511001 was :t1111eXt.d to it. In this
school. are tattolit hand and machin sewing. garment making. knit:
Ong.. the washing, mending.. and ironing 1 if linen goods. culinary
operations. and all the; Accessory work which must he done by a good
limmkeeper or working woman in this country.

In 187:1 the communal council of Ecans,inesd'Englien, upon the
. solicitation of the master quarrymen, decided to open a shop in which
'young boys could receive instruction in the trade of stoncieutting.
This notion was taken. because there was a distinct lack of workmen
capable of doing. other than the most ordinary work of stonecutting.
The apprentices in this shop 1,0r1«41 On stone by the
Yuimi, master quarrymen who adhered' to the shop idea. There were
some grave defects iu this inst it ut ion. us. for instance. the great diffi-
culty found in securing eon/ j111101N Work for 'the apprentices; which
caused a change of system. Until 1s90 there was but one shop of this
kill In that year, however, a thorough reorganization was effected
and the multiple shop system was adopted. Shops belonging to
evtployers were established in the quarries and the, time formerly
lost in transporting the stone Was thus saved.' The apprentkes were
brought into immediate touch with quarrying and cutting operations
of Jt11 kinds. The work executed by the boys is paid for according
to the rate prevailing in the quarry.

The effort is made to bring the apprentices to a higher 'perfection
of skill rather than to exploit them in their labor.
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GE+IANY.

In Germany' there have been considerable development and suer-
vision of the apprenticeship system, but to understand this there must
be some knowledge of the great efforts that have been put forth for
the preservation of that system in those trades in which4thas been
adopted, and it mina be remembered that in Germany, as in no other
country, the people live been unwilling to break with the past.

Nowhere etse, with perhaps the except ion of Austria. has the contest
between the two systems. 'namely,' that of handicraft, or production
upon a small scale, and that of the factory, or production upon it large
scale, been more bitterly fought. The attempt to preserve the handi-
craftsman and the small trades is one of the features of labor4kegis-
lation in Germany, during recent years. It has had as its re,utt the
formulation of two .distinct industrial systemsthe handicraft 'and
ale factoryand the enactment of labor codes for each. The legis-
lation regardingithe factory trades follows in all essential particular:
that of other industrial yintries. The legislation regarding tW
handicraft trades is utterly unlike that of England and the United
States, and is, osely followed only by the Austrian system, the cen-
tral feature of which is the restoration to power and influence of the
old guilds, and through them of the apprenticeship system, with all

training of boys by masters for whom they are work-
. ing. The history of this legislation iv relation to apprenticeship, the

guilds, and the handicrafts generally may be very briefly summarized.
During the early years of the nineteenth entury the pain purpose

of the industrial legisratipli of Germany was the freeing of industry
from the many restrictions that had been imposed upon it in the past.
In 1845 this legiSlation culminated enactment of a general
labor code: In removing ninny restrictions, however, the effort was.,
made to maintain the on guilds. The reason for this action was
chiefly the desire to preserve the apprenticeship system. It was
thought that the education of apprentices was a matter that should
riot be left to the hazard of purely private contract. - At the same
time the Government was not ready to introduce a system for the
official examination and regulation of apprentices. The law there-
fore defined anew the duties and rights of guilds, and assigned to
them the care of the interests of their trades, the regitlatio of ap-.
prenticeship, and the establishment and maintenance of relief funds
for their members.

Though many years of agitation accompanied the movement in
Germany, the agitation was not productive of any results until 1881.
NVhile failing to establish the Tuiatei.ple of compulsory guilds, the
law of July of that year gave voluntary guilds a privileged position.
It made them organizations of employers and journeymen carrying
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on a trade on their own ON-flout, with an authority of their owns and
power to enact certain regulations, especially as regards apprentice-
ship. which should have all the force of law. even in respect to jour-
neymn not affiliated with the guilds. Finally. after a long Series of
laws, the efforts culminated in the very important law of Judy, 26,
1;sp7. its which were consolidated -1111 the legal provisions regarding
guilds. journeymen. and apprentices.

The constitutions of nearly all guilds provide that the members
of the guild obligate themselves to require of their apprentices, at-
tenilance opal a trade school recognized by the guild, and to enyur-
age them to arrive promptly at the school aml to apply themselves
with' sustained zeal. As regards the instruction given, everything
is subordinated to noticing it as practical as possible. The courses
are in no sense those of institutions preparing 'Nil- secondary tech-
nicalschools. Their iiiirinnke is solely that of making the students
more efficient workmen in the trades in which they are at the time
approu iced. These schools iit thus trade schools in the fullest
sense of the woad, and accordingly show the alliance between the
apprenticeship system and the broader industrial education.

SIV ITZERLA N D.

Tn Svitzerland there is provision for the supervision of the ap-
prenticeship system. The regulations are quite minute but very.
comprehensive. Their aim is to elevate apprenticeship and develop
the professional value of workmen in the various arts and trades, etc.
Among other things apprentices must ilrgiven instruction; the em-
plo either himself inst rusts or an-es the apprentice to be otherwise
ins meted in a gradual arnUeonvlete way in the profession, art,
tra«w branch of trade which is lie object of the apprenticeship
contract; for each apprentice must he allowed during the work
period such time as is necessary for the performance of his religious
ditties and the scholastic instruction required by law.

The laws of the different cantons provide for the supervision of
a 'Trent it-es, their examination. penalties for breach of contract, dailies
of the master, duties of the apprentice; civil duties, etc.

FRANCE.

In France much progress has been made in the resuscitation of the
apprenticeship system. Evidence of this is observable in the appren-
ticeship-school of the Industrial Society at Nantes. PractiCal work
in this school is all done in the shops where'the apprentices are em-
ployed, while the studies are both tecithical aid general. The sub-
jects taught are free -hand, linear, and ornamental drawing, French
.language, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, descriptive geometryNtbook-.
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keeping, physics and chemistry, and mechanics. The society p6s-
tosses a library of several hundred volumes relating to industrial and
economic subjects, apparatus for-physical and chemical demonstra-
tions, and a collection of designs and models for the ,use of pupils.
This school is supported by contributions from the State, from the
department in which located, from the city; from the chamber of
commerce, from trade unions, and from various individuals.

There is at Paris a school for cabinetmaking maintained by the
Association for the Protection of Apprentices, in which the modern
idea of the development of the apprenticeship system is clearly
marked. The aim of the association is to give the apprentices a the-
oretical trainkawwhich they do not obtain in the shops, to further the
progress of th industry by creating through manual competitioni; a
rivalry among apprentices and young workmen, and also to stimu-
Ista designers through competitions to the development of new ideas
in decoration, etc. The courses are open for ten months each year, the
programme of theoretical work comprising drawing from relief,
technical drawing, elementary geometry, descriptive' and applied
geometry, perspective, and modeling.

HUNGARY.

In Hungary industrial education is organized in a complete sys-
tem, all the parts of which are organically connected. Its organiza-
tion is uniform, though it makes allowance for local conditions and
needs. It is divided into two vartsapprent ice schools and technical
schools proper. The former are under the control of the depart-
ment of education, the latter under that of the department of com-
merce, this department having a speciaj bureau for industrial educa-
tion. Teachers.of apprentice schools are usually teachers of rinmon
elementary and high schools, who teach in the evening and holiday

-. schools for a small additional salary. The complete system of indus-
trial schools consists of (1) apprentice schools; (2) journeymen's
school];; (8)' trade schools; (4). industrial technical schools: (5)
higher industrial schools; (6) women's industrial schools; (7) indus-
trial drawing schools, or schools of design; (8) one publiclozver in-
dustrial school; (9) schools of general culture, in which some indus-
trial branches are taught; (10) industrial museums.

Froin this classification it is seen that the lowest step of the system
is the apprentice school, under the control of the minister of educa-
tion. The branches of instruction are (1) the mother tongue; (2)
geography, history, and nature study; (3) penmanship; (4) arith-
;Ileac and. bookkeeping; (0) drawing and sketching. Thus the Hun-
prim ichools are in direct line with modern efSprts. to secure general

education.
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In England there has been no such development of the tilnAntice-
ship system as is found in the United States and in the countries to
which reference has been made. In these countries many more exam-
ples might be cited, but the above seem sufficient to indicate the course
of events. It will be seen, when descriptions and types of appren-
ticeship -systems existing in this country are .given, that we are quite.'
up in line with the foremost endeavors of educators elsewhere in the
field of industrial methods.

1.

STATUTORY REGULATIONS RELATING TO APPRENTICE.

Forty-three of the 46 States in the Union have laws relating t6 the
employment of apprentices. The three States having no such laws'
are Idtho. Nebraska. and Wyoming. The District of Columbia,
governed by Federal legislation, has laws relating to the subject.
Nearly all these laws protect the minor apprentices. and all require
that masters shall teach the apprentices the trades in which they are
engaged. while 33 States provide that in addition to the trade, its art
and mysteries, the 'apprentice must be taught the common English
branches of education in some public cr other school, or through such
other means as the employer may provide. Thus these laws in 38
States result in an alliance between pure trade education and such
schooling as every youth entering business should have

As a rule the branches to be taught are reading. writing, and the
rules of arithmetic to a certain degree. The States that have no .
schooling provision in their apprenticeship laws are Connecticut,
Maine. New ,Jersey, Oklahoma. Pennsylvania. South Carolina, Ver-
mont. and Washington. While the apprentice laws of the different
States are somewhat voluminous and it is not worth while in this
work to print them in full: a very brief digest appears in the
appendix.

THE ATTITUDE OF TRADE UNIONS TO THE APPRENTICESHIP
SYSTEM AND TO INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

As already stated, trade unionists are as a rule opposed to trade
schools, and for the reasQus stated. They do not oppose broad gen-
eral/Industrial education and are very favorable to night or continu-
ation schools, the latter furnishing opportunities for men already in
trades, journeymen and others, to.acquire inforniation concerning the
science and art of the trades in which they are working. The resolu-
tions adopted at the last annual convention of the American Federa-
tion of Labor were must encouraging in this respect, and indicated
clearly that there was no deep-seated prejudice on the part
unions. Everywhere they ace begiwing to understand th ind
trial education does not injure'those already engaged in hylustry.
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The limitation of the number of apprentices in each trade is some-
thing of a bugbear. So far as the facts are concerned, it is quite true
that the number. of apprentices agreed to by the unions is ordinarilv
in excess of the number that the trade could absorb. Up to a5c7t.
1840 no attempt had been made by any local union to limit the
number of apprentices other than the mere requirement that appli-
cants seeking membership must have completed their terms of service,
nor is any regulatiou'of apprenticeship found in the written consti-
tution adopted by any of the unions prior to 1840 or thereabouts.'

The Typographical Society of New Orleans was the first local
printers' union to place a limit upon the number of apprentices. and
this practice by the New Orleans union' was extended to other local
unions, and finally adopted as a fixed policy by the International
Typographical Union.

The president of the International Union of Bricklayers, at its sec-
ond annual convention, announced its policy as follows: The
system of apprenticeship is the very 'cornerstone of our institution.
and it reethed the earnest attention of the previous convention, and
if the article in bur constitution is carried out, it will be a monu-
ment that we will be proud of.-

Following the organization of international unions the apprentice-
ship question was developed along distinctive lines. So in the cigar
'making and building trades and others rules were adopted, while
in other trades, such as iron molding fund glass Vowing, the inter-
national union early formulated detailed apprenticeship regulations
which every local union in any way connected with the international
organization was lxmnd to accept and enforce .4

As a rule apprenticeship is very largely determined by trade agree
mentg, i. e., by agreements beteen* the employer and employees.
Doctor Motley in his excellent work. Apprenticeship in American
Trade Unions, just quoted, in concluding a chapter on apprentice-

.. ship determined by trade agreemeitt. says:
!be general purpose of the apprenticeship sygtem, namely, to provide an

'adequate supply of competent workmen, has been practically the flame from
the beginning of the trades in this country to the prefient time, but special
phases of it have beeu emphasized at different periods. During the early
period the master was not restricted in employing apprentices, and often en-
gaged a large number In order to receive the benefit of their low wages. The
opposite tendency was emphasized by the union: for the interest of the journey-
men was largely considered, and it rigid limitation made,of the number received.
The feature greatly emphasized at the iireaent time, especially in those trades
in which the finished productenters keen competition, is the uniform ratio
for -all competing shops. IS securing this object, conciliation has been the
method most generally adopted.

' See Apprenticeship in Aplerlcan Trade lYntons, by James M. Motley, Ph. O. Johns
1 Hopkins Unlvendty Studies In Iiistorics1/41.9d Political Science, Series XXV, Noe. 11-12

(Nov.Dec, 1907).
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.13octor Motley states that of the 120 national and international
trade unions, with a total of 1,676,200 members, affiliated in 1904 with
the American Federation of Labor, 50 unions, with a membership of
766.417, did not attempt to maintain apprenticeship systems. The
remaining national unions. Le., about 70 of the 120. with a member-
ship of 900,000. together with some half dozen unaffiliated national
unions. attempted more or less successfully to enforce apprenticeship
regulations.

It is quite true that in many trades the union regulations relative
to the employment of apprentices are disregarded wholly or in-part
by both the unionists and their employers. The prejudice against.
any form of industrial education, which still exists, as has been said,
toward the trade' school.% is disappearing, and in many instances
boards of management of local schools have upon them representa-
tives of the unions involved. Unionists are also beginning to tinder-.
stand that in increase in skill, as well as increase in numbers of
skilled workmen, is to be found that stability of wage and other
conditions to be desired, rather than in the reverse.

In Massachusetts, where the State has already. been committed to
the subject of industrial education by positive 'statutory provision,
the antagonism of the unionist is rapidly failing away, and he is
taking an honorable part in the projects for industrial schools and
industrial training in the public schools.

The relation of the apprenticeship System to industrial education
must be, considered in the light of the attitude of trade unions, for
without thorough cooperation between employer ,and employee, as
reciprocally interestedjn industrial training, there can be little prog-
ress. Manufacturers desire industrial education for many reasops.
They demand skilled workmen more, and more, and wish to see the
industries of the country put upon n strong, solid basis so far as skill.
is concerned. The etnployee, on the other hand, should, or ought to,
desire the same results, and at the same time have in view for his
children the opportunity of securing a higher place than he himself
has been able to attain.

It is a reciprocal question; it does not belong wholly to 04 em-
ployer or wholly Jo the employee, but to both of them; but, more
than all, it belongs tathe great public; mold as the agitation proceeds
and the establishment of industrial schools and trade schools and the
expan,sion of the apprenticeship system 1)ecolle more effectual, all
prejudice will cease and the great .work will be harmonized.. When
the wage receiver learns that increased skill means increase in wages
end thus enhanced consuming power by which demand for goods
will increase, he will be an ardent a te of general industrial
education.
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TYPES OF SYSTEMS.

I.-TYPE IN WHICH SHOP AND SCHOOL ARE INTIMATELY
CONNECTED.

Each establishment that has some form of apprenticeship system
has its own type, although the general features are the same for all.
As alreaq stated, there are a great many concerns in this country
that still adhere to the old form of apprenticeship, with indentures
spetifying all the conditions uncle- which the apprentices are em-
ployed. This type is not dead but is going out of use. The second
type, which exemplifies modern conditions, is that which makes pro-
vision for the education of apprentices both in the shops and in the
class rooms. The third type is where manufacturers control the in-
dividual apprentices, to some extent, outside of working hours.

It does not seem necessary to describe the old type of apprentice-
ship system, but the new types should be described, and this can best
be done by giving an account of a few typical concerns, or concerns
that have made the most of the various educational features connected
with' the employment of apprentices.

THE GENERAL. ELECTRIC COMPANY. LYNN. MASS.

Seven years ago or more this company established tan apprentice-
ship system based on new methods of procedure. with a view of ac-
complishing the very best results. The system comprehends a ma-

chine shop. tool making, pattern making, and a foundry. Four
years of apprenticeship are required. Apprentices are paid 9 cent,
per hour the first year; 12 cents the second year ; 14 cents the third
year. and 16i cents the fourth year, and a cash bonus of $100 is given.
Graduates of high schools, or those who have comcleted,a three-year
course in such schools, may have their apprenticeship period reduced
one year.

The significant feature in the General Electric Company's systein
is the practical training of apprentices in large " training rooms."
The boys are in these rooms for tw*years. after which they are
placed in different departments of the factory. This is considered
the great point of advantage in the General Electric Works. Educa-
tional courses are provided by the company in academic branches
which will assist the apprentices to obtain a better understanding of
Machines and machine parts, and will make them acquainted with
the problems and calculations connected with the reading and com-
prehension of mechanical drawings, and' with the sketching and de-
signing/3f auxiliary tools needed in modern manufacture. The
school sessions are held'during the working hours, and the appren-
tices are paid the same wages during these hours which. they would
lipeeive if they were working in the shops.
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Of course some foremen object to this method, because, as they say,
it interferes with production, but the company insists that on the

it is for the best interests, of all. The course of study in the
school sessions comprises arithmetic, elementary algebra, mensura-
tion, elementary trigonometry. elements of machines, power trans-
mission. strength of niverials, mechanism, elementary electricity,
mechanical drawing, machine designing, and jig and fixture design-
ing.

Mr. Magnus W. Alexander, the engineer in charge of apprentices,
General Electric Works, at Lynn. Mliss., emphasizes the importance
of having the leaders of industries more interested in the question
of the insufficient supply of skilled mechanics. and he believes that
manufacturers should be more thortokhly aroused to the necessity
of reviving the apprenticeship system and adapting it to meet the
new industrial conditions.

Great care is exercised in selecting applicants, as well as in the
weeding-out process during the trial period. The company insists
that instruction in the class room is a necessary part of the ppren-
ticeship system. Six hours a week of this instruction are gic,en for
ten months of the year. About one-fifth of the apprentices at the-
NVOrkti are at school at one time, and the services of one man are
required to give them the academic instruction. The plan of paying
the boys while receiving this education makes them feel the impor-
tance of the education., as well as being an indncement'for-those who
might otherwise not be willing to obtain it at the sacrifice of wages.

The teacher in the school nmst be a man who has had engineering
experience and has the pedagogical qualities of a good teacher
besides. lie must be acquainted with the needs of the factory indus-
tries in general, and know how to adapt theoretical school training
to the educational needs of the machine trades. The work in science
and mathematics is very concrete, and applies to the factory condi-
tions of the General Electric Company. The problems are carefully
selteted and arc based upon actual occurrences in the factory. This
method has the double advantage of initiating the apprentice into
tlktteehnicalities of the bu,,iness. making him acquainted with the
various kinds of apparatus manufactured and the different material

lof executing fine drawings, but rather of

used for each, and-at the same time familiarizing him with the solu-
tion of the same class of problems which he will meet later on Es
journeyman and foreman.

Mechanical drawing is not taught for the purpose of developing
mechanical draftsmen, but as a means of teaching designing of tools,
jigs, and fixtures needed for manufacturing on a large scale. The
boys are taught to sketch out special tools, jigs, and fixtures which
may be required from time to time for labor-saving purposes. This
is not considered aquestia
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sketching quickly for the inffnediate use of the machinist and tool-
maker a required tool, which, when once made, is liable to remain in
use for a long period. The teaching of mechanical drawing in this
respect differs from instruction in reading mechanical .drawings.

A feature which belongs to the General Electric Company alone,
so far as ascertained. consists in examinations in the school work.
which are held frequently during the year, with a final examination
at the end of the course to deter...ine to some extent the star ling of
each apprentice and the wages which the company considers commen-
surate with his value as a journeyman.

M.r. Alexander considers that the methods of training employed
are of paramount importance in considering the degree)af skill which
will be acquired by the apprentice through his shop work, and that
here there is naturally a conflict between the purpose of the apprentice
and that. of the foremen in shops which have an apprenticeship sYs-
tem different from the one carried out at Lynn.

Usually, under the old system. the boy comes for shop training.
and wants to procure all possible information in the shortest One,
and desires a variety of work in a department and an opportunity
to work in all departments. The foreman, on the other hand. repre-
senting the company. strives for economy, for cheapness of 'produc-
tion, and 'feels that he can better further his ends by keeping the
apprentice on one class of work and in one department for a tong
time. Few foremen combine a legitimate care of their own interests
with a proper_ appreciation of the boys objective.

As an illustration, the average foreman utilizes the apprentice at
&A, for an errand boy or for sonic such nonskilled labor. He then
gives him simple work at the bench, such as chiseling and plain tiling.
cleaning of all castings, or assisting the stockkeeper in the handling
of small too and stockthiaterials. While there may he a certain value
in this class o workfor it makes a boy familiar with factory life
and system, accustoms him to the factory atmosphere. and gives him
an elementary knowledge of his tradethe Gc;.neral Electric people
feel that after a time the bentrin the efficiency curve is reached, and
any further expenditure of time gradually becomes more and more
disproportionate to the additional advantage gained. Bright, ambi-
tious boys realize when this point in the curve is reached, and begin
to press the foreman for a higher grade of work, especially work at
machines.

This position of the General Electric Company is borne out by
nearly all concerns whose systems were investigated for the yurpoae
of this bulletin. The Pesult of this condition is that the apprentice
is forced to push himself forward in order to learn the different classes
of work, while the foreman is usually-slow to respond and give him
the advantage of a variety of training, because if the boy is inefficient
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in some particular branch of work he will. naturally be held at that
work for improvement, and, on the other hand,,if he is efficient;the
foreman is likely to keep him for an undue length of time in order
to get 'the greatest commercial advantage from him.

So the General Electric Company has attempted to equa..7.e the
opportunities for,all apprentices and to offer them expert instrhAion
in the practical work of the trade, especially during the first par: of
their course, through what is called the "apprentice training roo."
This feature makes the apprenticeship system of the company unique,
and a far different proposition from that of any other concern so' far
as known.

Where teaching is carried on in connection with shop work, niany
manufacturers have gone no further than to employ a suitable man
to look after the apprentices and to assist the foielnan in giving the
buys industrial training. This superintendent of apprentices jointly
represents the i:iterests of the employer and the apprentice. Ile may
go so far as to inaugurate classes for the study of mechanical *drawing,
mechanics, and kindred subjects, but the apprentice in his shop train-
ing is a pupil of whoever happen to be foreman and assistant fore-
man, or leading journeyman in the department to which he has been
assigned. These men are skilled, but may not have any special fitness
for imparting instruction. Moreover, the boy may be handicapped
by being assigned to a department which has only a small amount of
work on hand, and this of such a nature as not to add to his skill and
knowledge, while other departments may be crowded' ,vith work df
instructive and interesting character. and so the boy who happens to
he assigned to the first department is put at a decided disadvantage
with respect to the apprentice:; of the other departments, where pro-
ductive conditions offer a fine opportunity for further advancement.

The mechanician of the General Electric CoMpany in charge of the
training room possesses the ability and patience to instruct beginners,
and during the trial periods studies each boy's mental and moral
make-up and his native ability for a chosen trade. The instructor
emphasizes the need of developing in his training room the best and
most efficient methods, and this can be done in such a room better than
in the regular shops, because the boys will not le hampered by the
hostile attitude which may be encountered in factory departments on
the part of regular workmen. For example, the boy may be shown
the highest practical cutting speeds of modern steel without any
reference to the traditions which may exist in the mind of an old
workman. Moreover, those in charge at the General Electric Com-
pany's works believe in having an apprentice who has thoroughly
leirned a certain operation impart that knowledge to a now appren-
tice before he himself is-taught another operation. In this way
apprentices are pupils to-day and teachers to-morrow: This develops
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in the apprentice the faculty to impact the knowledge he has already
received and thus brings out the bes-tv?tforts,of the individual.

The product of the training room is of com,mercil value. The
psychological influence of commercial work is of great importance.
It takes a boy out of the sphere of theory and into that of practice. ,
It clinches his interest, and makes him realize it at the product of his
work is to be a part of some interesting machine.

The "training room" is primarily for the machinist apprentices.
The smaller number of students in pattern making and foundry work
do not permit of so elaborate a system.

After the students have spent from one and a half to two and a
half years in fhe training room they are given an opportunity to
specialize in die making, tool making, or laying out machine work.
The apprentices are then under, the charge and discipline of the
respective shop foremen.

This feature obtains iu sonic other cases, especially in the system as
carried out by the Yale & Towne Company, at Stamford, Conn.. as
will be seen later on.

Of course the General Electric Company encourages graduate
apprentices to remain in its service!' The number who do remain in
the service of the company is fairly satisfactory, butt the temptation

graduate apprentice with $100 in his possession
thing of the world is not uncommon, though a number of them. after
seeking employment elsewhere, sooner or later return to the company.

Brown Niarpe, at Providence, R. I., have had a similar ex.-
perience.

The efforts of the General Electric Company to estifblish a new,
up-to-date apprenticeship system have met with results satisfactory
to the company, and the system has been copied in some degree by
others. Certainly the company has shown its desire to connect the
science of apprenticeship with the science of industrial education and,
so far as this investigation shows,"they hove succeeded.

FORE RIPER 8111P8UILDIN(1 COMPANY, QVINCY, 'SLABS.,

The apprenticeship course of this company has been laid out oti
solid basis. The apprentices have a special man to Jook after them
and a special academic teacher to give them instruction. There is no
special instructor in mechanical drawing, but the method of teaching
mathematics brings out the sbject, one or two boys being takett at a
time and given instruction in the drawing.rOom.

The work of the boys in the different trades connected with ship-
building is varied by giving them a working knowledge of all
branches, altholigh there is no definite time schedule arranged before-

: ,hand, except in the yearly division of work.-. Boys have a school
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period covering twenty-two weeks. from Ottdber to April. Those
selected are required to attend tvoi hours a day each for two clays a
week, this 'time being accounted for in that of the regular time of
service, the service time of the boys being shortened if they stand well
M their class or do outside studying. This superintendent of appren-
tices visits each boy daily to see that he gets proper instruction. and
keeps all records of bis tinie and efficiency. The general manager
reports that the apprenticeship system has given them an efficient
basis for a corps of killed workers.

The applicants to- beconie indentured must not be less than 16 years
of age and are not wanted when more than 17 years old. They must
be graduates of pudic schools. The first forty-eight days constitute

.the ll;r111 of trial. Apprentices are not expected to work perti"ie. but
when they do they are credited witlitthe number of hour of such time
in their service. This is very popular with the boys. They are
allowed to do piecework, and are gi ven,the difference between the
regular wage per hour and their piecework earnings reduced .20 per
cent. At th4 present time the apprentice force employed by the'com-
patty is about '5 per cent of the wholei In some departnients the
employees are 40 per cent apprentices., while in ()Piers they constitute
only about 1 per cent.

The boys are anxious to enter apprenticeship in fie machinist and
carpenter trades, for they can mate use of this knowledge in other
phes than the Fore River Company. The superintendent of appren-
tices does not feel that industrial education could meet the needs of
the minpany, in that thiTe could never be a special school for ship-
building in Quincy. so they must always give the training themselves.
There are at the works in Quincz 14 apprepticeship departments,
chiefly those of blacksmiths. coppersmiths, electricians, foundrymen,
carpenters, pattern makers. joiners. machinists. etc.

As a rule the course runs forfour years. Taking the apprentice-
ship machinist course as an example, it is found that during the
first six months work is given on the bolt machine, milling machine,
and other small -tools, the second six months on general bench work,
such as shtiping and tiling: the third six months the boys are as-
signed to the different ,machinists and work under their direction
on drills, planers, grinders, lathes, and ,boring miffs. The fourth
six months they are given work on slotters, platters, and shapers.
At the beginning of the third year the apprentice is placed at what-
ever tool he has shown hiniself to be most efficient and is given
work which will develop his special ability. If apprentices are
particularly well qualified, they may specialize in laying out, setting
up, and finishing work in the tool room,' or in erecting and installing
engines and auxiliary machinery on ships.

6800-08-8
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After the first six months school work is required of the apprentice,
unless he shows that he is already proficient therein. The company
allays selects-a few boys for the engineering and electrical drafting
rooms each year, and this encourages the brighter ones to study itp
on mechanical drawing and maihemtics, and to do well in their
bOok work, in order that they may becolile draftSIli. Sonic of the
apprentices attend. the Y. :M. C. A. classes in addition to the regular
class-roon

During the first two months of probation the apprentices are
required to serve as 'messengers. in office work. or helping in any
miscellaneous service.

A. fine feature of the system in force by this company consists iu
a set of blanks furnished by it. and the method of revodin,, the
advancement of aPprentices. This"shows that they intend urvarry
the apprentice through a regular shop system. The quarterly aft
prentite repOrt. which the foreman is ohhged to make to the super-
intepdent of apprentices, also shows that the apppentie is -followed
closely in regard to his improvement. etc. The compuny also pub-
lishes a special .text-book. _called a note book of arithmetic aml ge-
ometry; for the apprentices. This is a testimony to the high grade 4)1
apprentiesh?p system- which the company is attempting. to carry
out, and exemplifies not only the possibility of coordination, hut tes-
tifies to the efficiency and good results of the attempt.

NEW YORK CENTRAL LIN Es.

The New, Xork Central lines have established what is called by
those responsible for it "a rational opprenticesystem.- Their
efforts parallel the methods of the General Electric Company,
already described. but they reverse the process. While t'le Gen-
eral Elecirie Company has training roolos or class roolli, where
theory is taught for the first year or two of the apprentices' expe-
rience, and then transfers the apprentices to the shops for the prac-
tical results of their class-room studies, the method of ilut \\ Vprk
Central lines reverses this. Instead of Ivorkinr from thorny to prat.-
tice. they work fr011 practice to theory. as illustrated by Mr. Cross,
of the New York Central lines. They take an' old steam pump. run
it by comp'ressed air in die school room, and let the apprentices see
the way it works, take it apart and examine into Ale valve niutlift
make drawings of the rations parts, calculate the cubi ail contents
of the cylinders, study the various mechanism; and then go out into
the shop -and grind the valves. In other. words, starting with the
pump, they work down through the various subjects of arithmetic,
geometry, mechanical drawing, mechanics, etc., as applied to the
action, of the pump.
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The authorities of the railway interested in this unique experi-
ment do not feel that trade schools meet their needs. They claim that
he teelinivl requirements of a railroad posit ion are such that no

special trade school could meet them. 'Filey even go so far as to
minimize the value of tlw railway engineering courses in technical

Th4t feel that the trade !-eln)ol graduate comes into the
shops with a more or less exalted opinion of his capacities, that they
would have to spend a couple of years making, him over. 1111(1 that
those vie would IS more or less wasted.

This xperienve of the New ('entral lines of so great im-
portance . illustrating flw mo-t advanced type of apprenticAystems,
that considerable ...Taco is here given to a description of it."

l'1101. I, the inauguration of the new plan there had been some lip-
prentit o schools established by the New York t'entral, but these

o schools for sane time had 1W011 carried on by Phe local management
at four points-A.:1 Idiart, Ind.; Jackson. Oswego, N. 1., and
McKee; Bucks, .

.khout t hree.years ago anapprent icy school was -tailed at the Elk-
hart. Ind.. shops of the Izike Shore and Southern Railway.
sessions were held in the evening; the school was intended primarily
for the apprentices. although anyone in the employ of the company
was eligible to membership. In isse, evening work for the
apprentices had Leen started at the :Jackson shops of the Michigan
(:;,litral Railroad. and in .1 ;)0I an apprentice school was organized at
the Os\vc!ro shops of the New Yorl: Central Railroad. Attendance in
this .111(1 till' previously mentioned school was compulsory for trite ap-, preni ices. hind they were' paid for their time in the class. thus making
it possible to enforce somewhat rigid discipline. .kbotit three years

an evening school was organized at the Mclees Rock shop,: of
the Pittsburg and Lake Erie Railroad. whore lases met t sviee a
.yeelc, and the atteinlance of the apprentice.: was made compulsory.

The new plan now in operation was not nut in force- until March
I Ina;; trader it I lie lint apprentice class was started at the West
Albany shops in May of than yimr.

The apprentice department of t he New Yorl: Central lines is tinder
the (hi., etion of Cross, superintendent of apprentices,
having an (Olive at the Grand t'entral station in New York. Ile is

by Mr. NV. who has charge of the educational
features. The central organization deals with the .reiceral problems

tecting the apprentice svork, outlines the ditrerent courses, lool(R
The writer Is small} indebted to Mr. It. V. Wrlizlit for Ids various articles on the New

York Central Ilnem, which siyeart.1 as II reprlid from the Yinerivan Engineering and Rail-road Journal for Juno. -1111y, tiopteinber. October. anti November, 1007. In a pamphlet
entitled "A ItatIonni Apprentice laystem.- wideb Is used by his permission. Mr. Wrighig
descriptione have been supplemented by ix-rsonal Investigation of the work of the New
York Central lines.

wir
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after the educational features, organizes new schools, and keeps in
close touch ith,all of the schools.

Thus far apprentice schools have been esttiblishea at nine points on
the system, including West Albany, I )epees, East Buffalo, and Oswego
on the New York Central: Elkhart and Collinwood on the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern: Brightwood on the Big Four:
Jackson on the.11ichiga Central. and MKees Hocks on the Pitt-
burg and Lake Erie.

The system adopttol may be summed up under the following thrM
heads: (I) It provides for a close superision and instruction of 'the
apprentices in the shop he the ?pprentice instructor: (2) a school
is conducted by the copny during working hours, the apprentices
bent', paid for attemliee. at which ntechaniral ,hwing i. taught
in a practical way: (3) a cour-e of problems carefully arranged to
suit the needs of the apprentices has been prepared. which t hey 11 re
expeseted to work out during their own time. This system, which
differs radically in many respects from anything that has been done
in ibis country. follows morcor less closely the general principles
governing the educj.itional system of Ilia British Admiralty, which
has been in operation more than sixty years, and. according to Sir
William II. White, has produced' the majority of the men who are
now occupfing the most prominent positions in the shiLibuilding
industries otGreat Britain. Sin. William White has said: "It has
given to private shipluilding its lemlers, who halve risen front tile
ranks, while it has produced men holding many iniportant and infl-
ential positions in all pitrts of the world."

. So the New York Central authorities hope that thr,pugh their
expanded apprentice 4,ystein they will train up the men who will he
the leaders in railroad work.on 'their lines. Their work. therefore,
and that of the General Elect vie Company, already described, must
stand as the two great systems on a lawe scale for the purpose Of
securing general industrial training.. While the two systems have
the same .end in view, they find it essential to proceed from different
points of initiative. They thus constitute together most interesting
experiments.

Under tlx New York Central system boys come into contact with
actual shop conditions from the very first. The chief special features
of the system are that the apprentices are instructed in drawing and
in shop probltms by a man already in the service of the company,
on the shop property, during wokjig, hours, and 'while tinder pay.
This, it !mist be observed. is an important element in the modern
apprenticeship systems, without which there probably would not be
seitisfactory4 results. The apprentices are instructed in .the trade Sri
the shOp by a special instructor, who gives the whole or part of his
time to this work and who is responsible to the local shop manage-

'
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'went. This is an important feature.' Under the old apprenticeship
system the apprentices lackgd instruction, as foremen and others
were not willing to give their own time in the interest of the appren-
tices. Instruction in the trade is given in the shop on the regular

cools and in the regular line of shop work. Apprentice schedules
are ollowed, assuriug a thorough training in the trade and givingi
the ecessary variety of work.

The drawing and the problem courses are arranged to allow each
apprentice to progress as rapidly ai he desires, but so as to enable a
single instructor to handle classes with as many as 21 students in a.
class. The character of the courses is such as to tit the standards of
the road, to read in the language of the shop. and to suit the special
conditions existing locally. The method of instruction differs radi-
cally from the ordinary method in the following points: Text-books
II IT 1 ot. an essential part of the pion; there is no subdivision into
subjects; all principles are clothed in problem form ; there is no arbi-
trary standard of the amount of ground to lie covered: no examina-
tions are held. The progress and tharks of the apprentices are based
on the close personal touch maintained between the instructors and
t he app rent ices.

.

The apprentice work can be'installed at a greAter number of the
shops than would be otherwise practicable, by using talent already

1

in the service of the company.
There are other interesting features connected with the system,

-nen, have evinced considerable interest in the apprentice schools,
a h

especially 'the arrangement for evening classes for employees other

nd.tere has beeit a demand for eening schools to giVe them the
lithan

apprentices. The men in the shops. both foremen and work-

same advantages. In response to this sentiment on the part of
employees evening schools have been slime( at Mc Kees Rocks,
Elkhart. Jackson, West Albany, Briginwood. )swego, and Collin-
wood. These classes are open to all the employees. At all of the
points except Elkhart and McKees Rocks the' men meet for an hour
and it half or two hours directly after that' shop whistle blows in the
evening. The men are more regular in attendance and take a deeper
interest in the work when the meeting is held directly after the
slug) closes. The maketia of these classes is very interesting. Ott
several of the schools where there is a full quota of apprentices and .

a waiting list, the boys take places as helpers until there is an open-
ing for them in the apprentice department. boys usually
enroll in the evening classes, and boys who have finished their appren-
ticeship also follow up their. studies in connection with the evening

' classes. The men who attend them take the same course as the
apprentices" but if they desire may skip the easier portions. As a
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rule they prefer to take all the work, reviewinethat part w,it1 which
they are familiar. These classes give the more ambi*us men an
opportunity to become more Koficient and to fit the,mlves for better
positions. They are especiall valuable for foremen and assistant
foremen mho may desire to brush up their knowledge of drawing
and mathematics. As a re,skilt of the classes the shop men are
becoming more familiar with the company standards and being
drawn into closer touch with the shop draftsmen.

The advantages thus far apparent from the brief experience of the
New York Central lines are that a better class of boys is secured.
With the greater opportunities that are being offered this is the
natural result. Formerly it was difficult to keep up the full quota
of apprentices at most of the shops. Now there is' a waiting list for
some of the trades at several of the shops, and apprentices are being
secured for tracks formerly without them. In ninny instances high
school graduates have enrolled themselves as apprentices. At shops
where there is a waitinlist, as just stated, the boys frequently take
places as helpers 'or wipers and enter the evening classes until an
opening occurs in the apprentice department. This service is a sort
of probation period, and those who are unsatisfactory are sifted out.

The boys under this system take a greater interest in their work,
and because of the principles learned in connection with their educa-
tional studies, are better able to understand the instructions given
them and carry them out intelligently. Their earning power is thus
increased.

From a productive point of view the work of the shop instructor
is especially satisfactory. There is a greater.output when the
apprentice is shifted to a new class of work. The instructor stays
right with him until he understands it thoroughly. Under the old
system of apprenticeship the foreman was supposed to instruct the
apprentices. He would almost invariably be interrupted a slumber
of times, and would probably hurry off after he had half instructed
the boy, expecting perhaps to return shortly. The chances were
that he would forget all about it and the boy would be left to shift
for himself. As one shop superintendent tersely put it, under the
olchrystenf a boy, after working on a machine fir two or three
weeks, might get to a point where lie could produce one-half of a
mechanic's output, now he can on an avdage turn.out seven-eighths
of a mechanic's output after three or four days. When a workman
does not report for ditty an apprentice can be put on the job under
the direction of the instructor, and the output.does not suffer to, any
great extent. The increase. in the apprentice's output due to thee
Cause mentionerniore than offsets, the loss' of time due to class work,
which amounts on an average to forty minutes a day for each boy.
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Another advantage is that the amount of spoiled work has been
very greatly reduced, a saving due to the advent of the shop in-
structor.

At the end of each year the instructors draw Up an estimate of
the personality and progress of each apprentice. This is made up
of answers to the' following questions.

g1. Does he work overtime on drawing or problems?
2. Is he the type of boy we wish to have in our employ?
3. Is his attitude toward his employers good?
4. Does he spend his time well outside of shop hours?
5. Have you, or has the shop instructor, succeeded in gaining his

confidence: i. e., would he come to ytm first in trouble of ?any kind?
0. Can you recommend him at present to start in the company

drafting room, or will he qualify during the next year? (Give
probable date.)

7. What is his strongest point, or for what type of work is he best
fitted ?

S. What is h.s weakest point, or for what type of work is he least
fitted ?

9. Does he live at home or board ?
10. What is his address?
There are manyilicentives to encourage the apprentice in his work.

The drawing and 17-tilent courses are made as interesting as possible;
they deal with no abstract theories, tact all the exercises and prob-
lems are in connection with the practical work in the shop. In most
instances there is more or less rivalry among the apprentices as to
their progress in this work.

It is quite probable that after the schools ha 'e been established for
a period long enough for the apprentices to have had time to com-
plete the course in drawing and problem work, a few of the brighter
graduate apprentices will, as an additional incentive, be sent, at
the company's expense, to a technical school for a year to finish off
their course. Such menwill then be admirably prepared forork in
the motive power department. This is a most encouraging feature un-
der modern apprenticeship methods. If students can only have the ex-
perience of a technical school after alltheir training as apprentices,
the problem of industrial education will, to a very large degree, not
only be simplified, but placed on a .footing no other method would
secure.

The New York Central is also adopting another method in this
very direction. At two of the shops the apprantiCes have been taken
in a body, under the direction of instructors, to visit neighboring
shops or large manufacturing establishments; as, for instance, the,
apprentices at West Albany have visited both the American Loco-,
motive Works and the General- Electric Company's works. at Schem*
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tady. t At some of the smaller shops, where the boys are n& able
to:round out their courses to advantage, they will be assigned.to
larger shots for their fourth year; as, for instance, the company
contemplates giving the boys in the car department at East Buffalo
au opportunity of spending a year at. the West Albany shops, in
order to get experience in repairing passenger cars. This is an added
incentive.

The shop superintendents encourage the boys by occasionally as-
signing them to special work where they can apply the knowledge
in drawing or mathematics which they have gained in the class room.
One shop superintendent, who is very much interested in 'the appren-
tices, makes a point of occasionally stopping and asking an apprentice
something about the work which he is doing that will make him ap-
preciate the application of what he is learning in the class room, his
aim being to attritct the attention of the apprentice and induce him to
put his very best efforts into his work.

The experience of the New York Central lines under their unique
system answers a few questions which advocates of industrial educa-
tion might advance; as, for instance, What is the attitude of the men
under this system? Those who have charge of the system under the
New York Central answer through their experience, and the facts
gained through inquiry are that their workmen ttre taking a great
deal of interest in the new development and that they look upon it
with considerable favor. There has been very little incentive dur-
ing the past few -ears for boys to enroll themselves as apprentices,
and the men are glad to haw an opening for their sonsty which they

be assured of a thorough training, which will make them first-
class mechanics, and which, if properly followed up, will fit them for
positions of authority and. responsibility. On account of du; neg-
lect of a proper system for recruiting men the percentage of skilled
mechanics has very sadly decreased, and the good all-round mechanic
has almost been lost sight of. A system, therefore, that will build
up men of this kind, and thus add dignity and importance to the
position of the mechanic, is to he welcomed.

As to the attitude of the officers of the rotkd, they, from the gang
bow; to the superintendent of motive power, seem to be much pleased
with' the new system. It means from their point bf view and obser-
vation that they are going to have more efficient men under them,
and that the problem of issuing and executing orders will be simpli-
lied. The boys, coached, by the shop instructor, are doing better work
and more of it, and the, amount of spoiled work, which is always an
item where there are many boys in the shop, is being reduced to a
minimum. The problem oT securing and holding apprentices has
been solved, and in a fete years the problem of securing good all-
round mechanics will, to some extent at least, also be solved. A point
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blank question addressed to various officers as to whether such a sys-
tem was worth while and really paid, was met by a very enthusiasti9
response that of course it did, and in most cases they were ready to
advance good reasons as to why this was so.

It is interesting to note the attitude of the different officials as they
enter the schoolroom when a class is insession.. One superintendent
of motive power always promptly -removes his hat, as he considers
that the schoolroota,is on the same plane as a ccffiege recitation room
and deserving of the same respect and dignity.

At every point questioning brought out the fact that the higher.
officials quite often stop, in at the schoolroom, and usually examine
the work the boys.are doing. occasionally asking questions or in some
way showing their interest in the work.

An extension olthe'syste is contemplated relative to the car de-
partment. It has usually been considered impossible to maintain an
apprenticeship system in this department, and recruit the force other
Ulan the laborers and helpers, on the repair track from its ra It
was said to be impracticable to introduce such a system, but th re
last year five regular apprentices at East Buffalo, and the indications
are that this number will be considerably increased in the near future.

With this expanded system in successful working order on the New
York Central lines, the question may be asked, What is the attitude
of other roads to it ? The general .criticism has been made that
thr New York Central is educating apprentices for other roads, and
this statement is probably true to some extent. The awakening of
interest, however, in industrial edneation and the inquirie&and ob-
servations from all directions indicate that other railroads are now
giving this matter the consideration it 'deserves, and in -sonic instances t

have taken action with a view to inaugurating some phase of the plan.
The fact is lxing. appreciated that no outside system of instruction,
such as trade schools, correspondence schools, or even the Y. M. C. A.
classes, can fully meet the }weds of the apprentice, and that the con-
trol and direction of the instruction must be coincident with the con-
trol and diretion of the shop. The indications point to a day not far
distant when each railroad will have a fully equipped apprentice sys-
tem organized as an integral part of its motive-power department,
Beforeuch. work can start, the management must be conVinced that,
for its 'own safety in the futum it must be pfovided "witleskillefi,

and do the work which is needed to keep country commercially
ik,intelligent, native workmen, men who en s end on their own merits

ahead of the world; men who command the respect of their employ-
ers; men. who NI and will bring skill and judgment to their work,
so that they may command compensation commensurate with their

.increased ability.
i .., 4.

Thus the New York Central lines are contributing largely to the
advancement of the purest forms and methodkof indaiitrial educt4ioat.

.......
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MOROAN'S LOUISIANA AND TEXAS RAILROAD AND STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

APPRENTICESHIP AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

AND IA)UISIANA WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY.

The apprenticeship sem of these lines is practically the result of
many years' experience, and, in addition to the necessity of providing
skilled labor, has been largely due to a desire to assist in the practical
education of the sons of employees of the companies. thereby assisting
them in sewing the proper means of livelihood, and giving them the
opportunity of learning a useful trade and fitting them for the battle
of life.

The chief element which warrants a description of the system of
these lines at this place. is the establishment of class-room work.
When fin apprentice has served one year he is permitted to enter the
class of mechanical drawing. which is taught two nights each week by
a competent instructor from the drafting department.- The course of
instruction begins with the first elements of mechanical drawing and
simple geometry, gradually followed by a more ditheelt quality of
work with descriptive geometry, which is continued in ascenibng
grade until the, apprentices or students are fairly good draftsmen.
and able not only to read a drawing intelligently, but also to make
their, own series of drawings from the first rough pencil Sketch to the
finished print.

In this conneetiiih it may be said that it is r&juired by the com-
panies that when the apprentice once enters the driaing class he shall
be constant in his attendance, and this requiremetir is one of the con-
ditions of his apprenticeship. This school of drawing is regarded as
one of the most important and essential features of the lines men-
tioned.. Aside from its undoubted value to the graduates in providing
for their future career, it enables the companies to turn out of their
own apprentice schools strictly first-class mechanics and young Wien
who are far above the average of those who ordinarily seek the class
of employment i9volved. Many of the wry best tnen that the ciao-
panics have had in their shops and of those who still remain began
with them as apprentices. and a number of those who haveleft are
now occupying responsible positions with other lines which, not pur-
suing a similar system, are gladto take advantage of the opportuni-
ties these lines provide.

In addition to the opportunities which the ompanies provide for
their own regular apprentices who have not lr the advantagps of
oollego or manual training sclpols, they are e ouraged to take
mimes in mechanics, special or i,kneral, with correspondence .schools
of recognized. standing, as the technical information and instruction
thereby gainei can be illustrated and fixed in their minds by the de-
tails of daily.work in the shops.
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GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY..

The Grand Trunk Railway has had an efficient apprentice system
in force iu its shops for several years and with very satisfactory, re-
sults. It includes a thorough shop training and a course in mechan-
ical drawing, simple mathematics. and applied mechanics. The-.
applicant west le not less than lo nor inure than is years of :ire.
After successfully passing his entrance examinations, Toth
and other, the apprentice may be assigned to tiither the blackso;ith
shop. boiler shop. or 'any shop otiellTilin theinachine and erecting -
shop. where he is required to remain for a period of from six to nine
months. lie is given a text or instruction book which covers his en-
tire apprenticeship and contains the questionsOvhich lie will be re-
quired to answer correctly before living promoied from one class of
work to another. There are quite elaborate rules for-examinations,
and general rules relatiVe to !narking. etc.

Apprentices in machine work and fitting are required to serve
years; others serve 6nly four years. All are required to attend

evening clas'ses twice a week from October to April. These are in-
charge of competent instructors. mid the course includes a thorough
trai.ning in nashanical drawing. arithmetic, and applied mechanics.
This instruction. together with the necessary material (excepting
the drawing instruments, which must be provided by the appren-
ti(vs 1. is furnished.free of charge by the company. The boys are not
paid for the time spent in the class room. _Apprentices who do not
attend the classes regularly and who do not have it good excuse for .

being absent are discharged.
While the system on the Grand Trunk works satisfactorily, it is

not as broad, comprehensive, and expansive as that in vogue on the
New York Central lines.

OTtIER RAILROADS.

Messrs. Cross and Russell. of the New York Central lines, have
recently been making an investigation of the apprenticeship systems
of the large ratroads of the United States, and as a result have
found that 55 railroads have 7,053 apprentices in 368 shop plants
while 07 plants answering have no apprentices. Thirteen railroads
Pay apprentices to attend school, 15 make attendance compulsory;
on 13 railroads the schools are held in working hours, while on 5.
the school is held in the evening.

The Santa. Fe Railroad system now has 10 schools in operation
with 347 apprentices. The Pittsburg and Lake Erie has a school at
Mc Kees Rocks with 36 7i rent The Minneapolis, St. Paul and
Sault Ste. Marie has a school at Minneapolis, with 29 apprentices.

*American Engineering and Railroad Journal, Januar/ 1906,
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The Union Pacific has two schools, one at:Omaha with 71 and one at
Cheyenne vrith 12 apprentices. The Delaware and Hudson has twoschools, one at Green Isle with 25 and one at Oneonta with 33apprentices.
. Schools mean in this connection the number of branches of an
apprenticeship system on the various divisions of a railroad where
apprentices work in the shop and also work in the schoolroom.

LUDIA/W MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LUDLOW, M.

This company maintains a school for the purse of training
apprentices in the special branch of the textile trade concerned with
the manufacture of jute goods. It has a purpose outside of this,for an attempt is made to develop desirable, law-abiding citizens.
The conditions prevailing in the village which makes this school
possible are peculiar, the manufacturing company having built the
sewer, constructed the streets, and supplied the village with water,light, and p .er. This varied activity of the company offers avery partic field of work for boys educated in the company's
school.

The school was started on the discovery that of the fifty or more
overseers and second hands employed by the company, not one hadin forty years been educated in the village schools, and most ofthem had received their technical training in Scotch mills. This
discovery made it evident that the company must depend upon men
trained abroad or else give boys growing up in the village an educa-
tion which would fit them for responsible positions in their mills.

The instruction.is of two kindsthe practical part, which is given
the mill, and the theizetical part, given in the school. Each boy.spends five hours wery working day caring for some machine or

performing such, work as is assigned to him in the mill. The millwork the first year consists in sewing trolley bands. doffing, tending
creels, supplying different machines with bobbins of the proper kindof yarn, packing cans, running ]uppers, running calendar, makingreels of twine, taking care of finished card, and making tests ofyarn for weight and strength. Every three months every apprenticeis transferred to another machine or to other duties representingadditional stages in the process of manufacture.

The mill work of these apprentices is under the supervision of theregular mill overseers, sonic of whom are members of the eveningclasses in the textile school, which fact has an important bearing on
their trentinent of the apprentices, in that they feel themselves to bea part of the school mt thus more interested in the welfare of the
school while in the mill overseeing the work of the boys. The ap-
prentices attend.ichoOl three hours each day and receive three-fourths of what they would receive if they worked that time in the
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mill; in other words, evh apprentice is paid for his mill Work at the
regular rate per hour, amounting to one-half day, and In addition
receives one-fourth pay for hi4 school attendance.

The boys are divided into two classes, so arranged that the work
performed in the mill in the morning by one class is continued by
the other class in the afternoon! The class which attends the loom-
ing session of the school and works in the mill in the afternoon dur-
ing one week reverses this arramrement the following week. The
results t.lio that better work is done in the school by the mornina
clas5o

The boys must be between the ages of 14 and 16, in good physical
condition, and of good moral character when entering. They must
possess a fair knowledge of English and arithmetic. The appren-
tices do not sign a contract, but leaving the employ of the company
means severing their connection with the school: thus there is a bond
which holds the apprentices. The school work. conducted in a sepa-
rate building- devoted to school purposes, commences in September
and continues for eleven months, with a short recess at Christmas.
All expenses are paid by the Ludlow 'Manufacturing Associates.
The majority of the pupils are of Scotch descent. A large propor-
tion of the workers in the mills are Poles and Italians, but none of
them attend the school.

The moral influence of the school is already apparent, although it
has been but a short time in operation. In personal appearance and
cleanliness the boys have greatly improved. They have learned that
soiled hands mean soiled drawings, and they have thus seen the bene-
fit of soap and water. It is a common remark about the beautiful
town of Ludlow that the increased interest and intelligence shown by
the boys in the textile school have to sonic extent spread to other boys,
and' it is believed that apart front turning out foremen, the school

.4 will in this way be a benefit to the village as Well as of practical value
to the company.

The.out line of the course of study at present is tentative, but it will
probably embrace four years' work. Some special features projected
are of interest. A special shop arithmetic, covering all the operations,
calculations, and duplications performed in the mills, is provided.
This book has been prepared by the mill overseers and the director of
the school. In manual training the boys make parts of looms and

pthcr models which have reference to the machinery. Jute and hemp
seeds have been planted near the school; it is proposed to study the
plants at different stages of their growth, making sketches of the parts
and attempting to extract !h.: fiber. In geography particular refer?
ence is made to the United States and those countries where fibers are
produced.
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In the history work the boys study the history of the textile indus-
try; the savage and semicivilized beginnings, developing into
modern textile machinery and the steam engine; industrial develop-
ment in the United States and in England; the growth of the factory
system and the factory acts of England, etc. In connection with
their studies in physics they examine and grade fibers. use the cali-
brating scales, measure apd weigh rove and yarn. test the strength of
fibers, make tests for moisture, tabulation, etc. In English they have
a certain amount- of required reading. writing of business letters,
study' of business forms, writing of shop English. etc. special em-
phasis is-placed upon that side of each subject which is related to
mill work.

They are solving at Ludlow a peculiar problem. and one Which
belongs emphatically within the realm of int ustrial education of a
high order.

wrsrixonot-st: Ant nitAar coNtrAxv, etrr,storn,

This company combines shop and school work. The only require-
ments for entrance are that the applicant must be 16 years of age or
over, of good moral character, mentally bright, and have completed
his school studies through decimals in arithmetic. In connection
with its system the company has a day school at which attendance
on the part of the apprentices is compulsory, the time devoted to
educational work averaging about seven and one-half hours weekly.
the apprentice being paid the regular rate per hour for the time
spent in school. 'The school period'extends from the middle of
September to the middle of June.

In connection with the day school the company has a night sehod.
at which the attendance .of the apprentices is not compulsory. The
courses. other than those directly concerned with the trade itself.
av, for the first year, arithmetic. algebra, business English. halt's-
trtal-composition. freehand perspectiveand mechanical draWing; for
the second year, algebra, mechanies of physics, industrial composi-
tion, shop problems. meehanical drawing; for the third year, algebra,
geometry, tIlientistry, mechanical drawing, shop problem: 4; for the
fourth year. geonietry. elect ricitii, shop problems, mechanical
drawing.

D. A. TONIPIC INS CONIPANT, CHARLOTTE. C.

This company Awls disposed to reduce the age of the apprentices
as much as possible, on the kindergarten plan. ,Their experience
shows that an apprentice of 12 years will make a 'better machinist
at 16 or 17 than an apprentice of 16 can make by 20 or 21 years. In
the case of young apprentices the company appoints a journeyman
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workman as a sort of foster father, with instructions that the young
apprentice.shall not be worked for profit. nor at all except in a sort
of kindcigarten way. The company finds that this requires a Well-
lolanced judgment for- the proper 'result. but that the undertaking
is not too difficult. It is trying to Ntork out the problem of school

S1101)Orli coord inated

CIN( !NN ATI `,111,1,IN( ACHINE CoMPANY. CINCINNATI. 01110.

This company has an'apprenticeship system -when, tlay take bop
16 years of age or older. employ them for a probation period of
several not hs, aJol then i f they are willing and Late Shown them-
seles i Ity are taken under 0 fallvappirenticeship contract.

In addi (CII to the training in one of the three dr four branches of
the machinist trade, to be deehied an by agreement herween the em-
phiyer. the apprentice. and his guardian. the boys have an oppor-
tunity of attending`'an apprenkice school established by the company.
They are footed into classes IS or 20 each. and meet Wit It a special
instructor one even ing:1 week for two hours. Their schedule of Nyork
consists chiefly of shop ari t hiniq.11` ail the solution of those problems
with Which they come in contact in their shop work. There is no
class work ::E1d the boys re not asked to recite, the entire objeet of
the company bent!, to teach the boys to use things and tothink..

This school has been in operation for over a year, and the results
have been highly sati-factory: the boys take an intense interest in
their school. with the immediate TV!..tiit d a greater interest in their
shopork, and the mental development \Odell they acqnire., coinci-
dent with their shop non nal training. has resulted in marked im-
provement in their: everyday work.

IA' n, tut-rox s SUNS (11111`.1N1, rt l'IADF.1,1911

This company is engaged in the manufacture of architectural
sheet-metal work. It has au apprenticeship system established in
11410. During the first ttt o years of its experience each apprentice
was requested to register with some institution of learning %%law he
could study the technical branches of the trade, but this.efTort priwed
to be an 'absolute foilure. While the hoys would register; they would
not attend and apply theinsclvcs; hut in the fall of 1 907.the com-
pany made arrangements With the Philadelphia North-East Branch
of the Young Men's Christian Assochition, under which the com-
pany pays the boys' membership fee of $5 and $1 for class fee for
each apprentice, the branch employing instructors suggested by the
company and furnishhig a cltr13 room two nights a week for a term
of twenty-six weeks. The company-has in its employ two foremen,

. eminently fitted for the position, and they have worked as instructora.
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At the close of this investigation. in May 1908. the company had
just concluded the first school term under the above arrangement:
and stated that it was more than pleased with the. results. both as
to instructors\ and apprentices. The instruction was confine-d to
arithmetic, geometry, and drawing pertaining to the sheet-metal
trade in all its various branches.

Of course, the curriculum is peculiar to the work done. The com-
pany insisted at the inception- of the class that it. was just as neee,-
sary for an "apprentice to be punctual in attendance and diligent in
his studies as to report every day for work, and that any violation of
this requirement would be sufficient cause for dismissal. By su---
pending a number, with the understanding that they could not report
for work until their home tasks were submitted satisfactorily, it
broke up .a converted action to defeat the purpose of the school work
of the company. Now the 'general results are not only 'satkfactory,
but extremely gratifying. The company has succeeded in getilior
apprentices interested, so that they ate. by the information they
have acquired. onahled to get better results.

4%,

SOUTHERN BELL TELEt'uoxE comeAxv. ATLANt GA.

This company maintains at Atlanta an operators' school. coin-
pletely. equipped with all the apparatus necessary for giving local-and
long-distance service. The school is conducted by an instructor and
two assistants. While in the school the students are paid 50 cents
per day and are at no personal expense whatever, as the company for-
Wishes all charts, books, apparatus, etc. It also furnishes regular
work for the graduates of the school.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY, CHICAGO, 11.1..

This company has equipped a special machine shop as a technical
school for evening classes in shop practice, and the results during the
past two or three years warrant it in continuing the plan. There are
carried on three or more lines of work in which lads may enter fdr
training, the Company teaching some classes in elementary mathe-
matics, reading, and writing duribg the working-day period, which
classes the boys are expected to attend, they being paid for the time
so employed.

THE WILLIAM TOD COMPANY, YOUNOSISWN, OHIO.

This -Cm any, engine builders, has an apprenticeship system on a
progressive b is It sthrts a boy on the first of every month. For
the firEit year e is moved from one tool.to another every month,
working on small tools which are regularly devoted to apprentice
work. He serves here a sufficient length of time to acquire some
..

, .
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knowledge of the various operations, sue as drilling, turning, and
planing; then for eighteen months he is t on the floor as a fitter,
or on such work as 1w can do satisfactorily and efficiently, the idea
being that he will acquire a knowledge of the various operations and
a general idea of the trade. The last eighteen months he is again
put on machine tools, being moved every two months from one tool
to another, and hi! is expected to acquire considerable accuracy and
speed. This is rather a novel plan. but it works satisfactorily.

The company states that, by:planning exactly 'where each appren-
tice is to be during his entire apprenticeship, it is Si) to work a
large number of apprentices without requiring an e. raordinary
amount of attention from the fottman, as it is expected t at each boy
will do considerable toward breaking in the boy who follows him.

The company is also doing something in the way of school educa-
tion. It is its practice to otter to pa- half the expense incurred by
any of the apprentices in an approved night school bearing on the
apprentice's trade, provided he does satisfactory work. Under these
conditions about a third of the boys are taking up variouslInes of
educational work.

WESTERN F.I.ETRIC COM PAN Y. (1111( %%GO. ILL.

This wmpanrhas an apprenticeship system combining shop and
eritss-room work. Applicants for apprenticeship are required to-pass
an examination in arithmetic before their names are placed on the
list of eligible candidates. Every apprentice attends two classes a
week, one in mathematics and one in drawing. The class work comes
the last working hour of the day, and the apprentices are paid for
the hour at their regular shop rate. Apprentices are divided .into
two classes: First class, mathematics 1, drawing f; second class,
mathematics 2, drawing 2. Mathematics 1 consists of arithmetic
problems, attention being given to their application-to shop problems.
Four or five problems for home work are given each week. Mathe-
matics 2 includes algebra aqui plane geometry. Drawing 1 takes up
geometrical problems, drawing 2 orthographic .projection and the
making and reading of shop drawings.

In the class of mathematics the boys are furnished §mall note-
books, in which they are expected to keep definitions, rules, etc.
The company has decided to give two lectures a month to all in-
dentured apprentices; these lectures are given by heads of depart-
ments, the subject-matter to be elementary in character, and asfar
as possible to consist of Western Electric methods of .manufacture,
illustrated by examples of the work and by blackboard sketcheS. It
is proposed to have each speaker, whether he speaks on manufactur.

403411-08-4
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ingur other work, bring out clearly the relation between the depart-
ment with which he is connected and.the department in which The
apprentice is employed. The idea is to tench the appAntice to see
the relationship between the work he is engaged in and that of other
departments. I he is repairing a jig or fiRrure he should, by virtue
of his knowled e of where and how the tool is used, be able to exer
oise the necessary judgment in making the best possible job of repair-
ing. He must be taught to place himself in the position of the mar

. who is to U o aUse the to. I, and look at it from the other mn's view point
In short, he must be taught the value of good judgment. It is im-
portant that he recognize the necessity for such requirements as the
keeping of his time on each job, and keepiz if accurately, it not
being possible to determine the cost of a jot) without this information.

, Bigiving the apprentice thorough instruction in the trade he is
learning and 'a general knowledge of other branches of the business,
the company hopes to obtain far better workmen than has been pos-
sibli3 heretofore.

R. K4: ii1.0'ND MACHIN g Tool. 11131PMC Y. cl Net N ti.vri. oiuo.

This com has an apprenticeship system which has been run-
nidg under universal contract- approved bet e'. National Metal
Trades Association. It has had various kinds of apprenticeship sys-
tems in its plant, but as a rule they have 'not proven entirely satis-
factory. Atoe company thinks that the old method of apprenticeship
has not proied to be just what is needed; that the best method of in-
structing young men in the machinist trade, in which this company
is engaged," is to establish a separate "department for this purpose,
where the young men can be taught the trade ku an atmosphere that
is removed from the rush and hurry of the.shop, and also where they
can receive instruction in mathematics, mechanical drawing, and
kindred subjects. The company is of the opinion, and stated it as a
fact, that if to instrtict a young man be the sole object, more can lie
accomplished by such a system in one year than in three years by the
old method of apprenticeship. The company also believes that .a
school department would relidve the shop foremen of the trfubleo
labor, and dkpense of instructing the apprentices, and place it in the \

nds of one man. This man would have to be one of the be4 men '.

loyed in the plant and of a high order of intelligerice, and its
op 'on is that, after the apprentice had .spent about three years in
the school department, he could be taken into the shop and put At
regular manufacturing operations as a journeyman. This, it believes', .

would be a far cheaper method, as well as more efficient and fairer to
the apprentices than the old one. .'
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GEORGE- V. CRESSON COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This concern, whicji manufactures iron work, such as hoisting
engines, cranes, etc., and thus has an excellent opportunity of utiliz-
ing the apprenticeship. system,-employs.a Supervisor .of apprentices,
who engages the bOys throughout the works. The system in vogue.
here is ,in a 'ray along the same lines us that in vogue at the General
Electric Company..

In the machine shop the apprentice is placed for two years in what
is called the manual training school, which forms a special depart-
ment planned for this particular purpose, under the sole charge of
one instructor. The boys are moved from machine to machine, but
before being assigned to a new machine they are, if required, to in-
struct. a new boy coming on. After two years the apprentice is as-
signed to the main shop and placed under a regular foreman. Ile is.
transferred from position to position in the shop, and if he shows a
liking for any particular machine or work he is allowed to finish Lus
term on that. The works have it school connected with The shops:
In this school are taught nvithematic.s and drawing during working
hours. The boys are divided into twujohyses, with mathematics in the
morning for one class, drawing in the afternoon for the qther, alter-
nating each day during the week. The term in this school lasts from
Septvmber 1 to May,1. The company encourages outside study by
giving the boys home work, which counts in their general average at
the end of the term. The superintendent, in the course of this inves-
tigation,'stated very frankly that he had adopted the General Electric
Company's idea, with certain modifications.- Ile is very particular iv.
the sort Alfitatice examination which he gives. There is also re-
quired a --physical examination. The shop instructor is a practical
man who was himself an old -time apprentice; the school instructor
is taken from the engineering department. In order not to break into
the regular factory work the school classes are held thelast hour of
the morning and the first hour of the afternoon.

The company has taken great pains to study carefully the various
apprenticeship systems, and believeS that the one which has been
adopted is the'best for its business. It believes that a better public
school system wouhkesult front a return to fundamentals, including
the teaching of subjects iu a more practical ay.

YALE AND TO\VNE MANI7FAC'I4RINO COMPANY, STAMFORD, CONN.

For a number of years this company has educated apprentices in the
trades of tool-making, metal-pattern making, and blscksmithing. In
addition to this it has given- a .few young men an all-round mechan-
ical business training. Up to quite recently they were educated in the
shops, working along as regular journeymen and being under the
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charge of various foremen, which was a method similar to the old
apprenticeship system, except that an apprentice instructor was dele-
gated 'to have general oversight of the work of the apprentices. This
plan did not prove satisfactory to the %ompany, as the boys did not
receive the amount of education which was believed to be.ne,cessary
to obtain the best results;

The company makes a " specialty " and must have skilled men, so
recently it has installed a " training room," where apprentices are
under the immediate supervision of the director, who devotes his en-
tire time to the work. This idea was taken from the General Electric

/Company's training room.
Each apprentice is required to pass.a prelimigary examination in

order to ascertain his fitness and general educatn. He then enters
the training room on three months' probation, and during this time
his habits and aptitude are very carefully watched. The term of
apprenticeship is four years, two of which must be spent in the train-
ing room. At the end of the second year the apprentice is transferred
to the shop, and remains under the supervision of the director until
the end of his term of apprenticeship.

Parts of machinery from the regular shops are sent to the training
room and the boys work on them there:. This means that the boys are
engaged' on the regular product and receive varied training. The
company has found it impracticable to lay out a definite timescheduler in advance for each kind of machine for each apprentice. This is due
to the fact that the boys differ considerably in aptitude, some requir-
ing nearly double the time that others take in learning a given
operation.

TILE ALLI8-CHALMER8 COMPANY.

The Allis-Chalmers Company, at its Bullock Works, Cincinnati,
Ohio, conducts a graduate student system, the purpose of. which is
to educate young men to successfully fill positions which develop
from time to time in its sales, erecting, and engineering departments.
The company cooperates with the University of Cincinnati, as de-
scribed hereafter.

This system embraces three different courses, namely, mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, and mining engineering. Each

,course'covers a period of two years (4,500 shop hours) and the stu-
dents' work is so arranged as to give them the best possible experience
and training which the large facilities at hand afford.

The company are builders on a very large scale of a complete mod-
ern line of machinery as follows:/Steam engines, pumping engines,
gas engines, blowing engines, hoisting engines, air compressors, steam
turbines; hydraulic turbines, air brakes, electrical machinery of all
kinds; flour mill, sawmill, and transmission, machinery; crushing
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and cement machinery, mining machinery, etc. This scope of manu-
facture offers exceptional opportunities to the student who desires
to procure the necessary shop training to qualify for the higher.posi-
tions that are offering in the engineering field.

To be eligible to the graduate course an applicant must be a gradu-
ate of a school of technology. The rates of wages paid to the stu-
dent are as follows : For the first 1.375 hours. 15 cents per hour; for
the second 1.375 hours, 18 cents per hour; for the second 2,750 hours,
20 cents per hour.

In addition. at the end of the entire term of service, for the faithful
performance of his duties throughout the course, the student is paid
a bonus of $100, which is prorated in case the student is permitted'
to shorten his course to enter the company's regular employ. No
bonus is paid to the student who, before the end of his course, leaves
the company's employ, either on his own volition or at the instigation
of the company for misconduct or unsatisfactory progress.

The students ordinarily serve the regular shop time of the com-
pany's works, which consists of fifty-four hours per week. All overtime
actually worked by the students is counted on the course and paid for
at the same rate proportionately as journeymen employees are...paid
for overtime, i. e., for every hour overtime served by students they are
paid in wages for an hour and a half.

The students ate subject at all times to all shop and office rules.
They are required to provide themselves with the ordinary tools neces-
sary for me 'chanics, such as rules, scales, calipers, etc., or if employed
in the drawing office, with a reasonable supply of drawing instru-

lh smeets. If the students so elect, the company will furnish these neces-
sary tools and instruments toj.ikein at cost to the company, and deduct
such cost from the wages of the students in installments. s

The courses involve work progressing at intervals in the various de-
partments as follows:

.Vechanical engineering. Iron foundry, Corliss engine machine
and erecting shops, steam turbine machine and erecting shops, gad

A& engine machine and erecting shops, hydraulic turbine machine and
("Iv erecting shops:

Also when opportunity affords, the mechanical students are, toward
the latter part of their course, sent out in the field with experienced
erecting engineiirs to assist in the erection of machinery, during which
time a reasonable allowance is made by the compa'ny for traveling
and living expenses; and such students as qualify for the responsi-
bility are sometimes given full charge of erecting work in the field
before completion of their course.

Mining engineering.Iron foundry, mining department machine,
and erecting shops, Corliss engine machine and erecting shops.
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Electrical engineering.Ummutator department, controller de-
partment, assembling department, shop erecting department., testing
department.

Students in all three courvs engage in the actual work of th
various departments mentioned under experienced machinists, and ip
this way learn to perform the various-classes of .shop and erecting
work in a competent and skillful manner. They at the same time

,-apply their theoretical knowledge to actual practice and become thor-
oughly familiar with the lines of machinery on which.they work.

.OTHER CINCINNATI COMPANIES.

The Houston, Stanwood & Gamble Company has an apprentice
system with a school of its own, and cooperates with tfie University
of Cincinnati in its cooperative courses, as do several other Cincin-
nati concerns. These illustrate the system. however.

TER COOPERATIVE COURSES IN ENGINEERING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

CINCINNATI.

The experience of the great manufacturing concerns and railroad
compoies as given above exemplifies most emphatically the types of
modern apprenticeship systems in which shop work and class-room'
work are coordinated in such a way as to secure the very highest re-
sults in industrial training. Other examples could be given, but
enough systems have been descNbed to illustrate the trend in the re-
suscitation of apprenticeship.

It will be noticed that in nearly all the cases cited the concerns pay
the apprentices while in the schoolroom the same as while in the
shop. This is an essential feature of the whole modern arrangement
and offers an inducement to a high grade of apprentices that does
not enter into any other method.

There is going on in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, an experiment
that is being watched with great interest by educators, whethe; they
are simply interested in academic work or in industrial training.
That experiment is known as the " cooperative courses in engineerl,
ing" at the University of Cincinnati, established in that university
by Prof. Herman Schneider, of the department of civil engineering,
and dean of the college of etgineering in that institution.

In an address before the Fifteenth Annual Convention of the So-
ciety for the Promotion of En'gineering Education, in July, 1907,
Professor Schneider stated that fie began what might be called a peda-
gogical research rota the problem of engineering education six years
before the time of his address; that in due course he sifted the prob-

lem to three questions: (1) What requirements should the finished
product of an engineering school fulfill? (2) Where and how shall
Vitae get the raw material to make the required finished product? (8)
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Through what processes shall we put the raw material in order to
obtain the required Oniiied product?

Professor Schneider carried on his investigations for six years
through visits to the largest manufacturing concerns in the Eastern
and Middle States in order to obtain from employers of engineers
their views on the subject, and he still considers his investigation is
progress. The results of all ais study, observation, and inquiry cul-
minated in an attempt to make an actual demonstration of a system
of education which should be the natural outgrowth of his investi-
gations.

Fortunately for him, opportunity was offered for the experiment at
F.. the University of Cincinnati, resulting in cooperative courses in me-.

chanical, electrical, and chemical engineering, now in operation at
that institution. The courses adopted are so planned that the students
taking them work alterpate weeks in the engineering college of the
university and ar the manufacturing shops of the city. Each class
N divided into two sections, alternating with each other, so that when
one class is. at the university the other is at the shops. In -this way
the shops,arc always fully manned, and thus the manufacturers suffer
no loss and practically no inconvenience by the system.

The length of these courses is six years. The entrance requirements
are precisely the same as for the regular fouryear courses, and the
university instruction under the cooperative plan is just as com-
plete, thorough, broad, and cultural as that in the regular courses;
indeed, the university people feel that, as a matter of fact, it is
broader and more cultural.

The cooperative students work alternate weeks in the shops of the
city throughout the scholastic year, and in the summer full time,
but are given several weeks' vacation, The practical work of the
shops is as carefully planned as the theoretical work at the univer-
sity, and in all cases the students follow as near as possible the pith
of the machine manufactured, from the raw material to the finished
product sold. At the Bullock Electric Company, Cincinnati, the
students spend theirrst year in the foundry, the next two years in
the graduate apprentice course. A contract is signed in triplicate
by the student, the university, and the firm. In all case; the dean
of the engineering college and the professor of electrical, chemical,
or mechanical engineering, as the case may be, confer with the manu-
facturers in planning the course of shopwork, so that the young men
get a logically and carefully planned shop and business training.

The students 'are paid fdr their services on-a scale of wages be-
ginning at 10 cents an hour and increasing at the rate of 1 cent
an hour every'six months. A student's total earnings in the six years
will amount to about $2,000.

A comparison of the work of the four-year freshmen who did not
take the alternate shopwork with that of the six-year freshmen whO
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did during one year is significant. The six-year cooperative stu-
dents, although working but half the time, did three-quarters of the
work of the regular students, including all the mathematics and
sciences of the freshman year, and their average grades were 25 per
cent higher than those of the four-year freshmen. As a matter of
fact, the cooperative students have taken all the university work
excepting three hours of English and three periods of shopwork,
but, of course, they have received more shopwork at the city plants
than they would have covered at the university.

The question is sometimes asked rehttive to this plan in vogue
at Cincinnati, How do the manufacturers themselves view it ?
The fact that they enter into the cooperation is sufficient evidence that
they believe in it. But the evidence is positive, through the Cincin-
nati Milling Machine Company, in a paper presented by Mr. Charles
S. Gingrich, mechanical engineer of that company, at the Fifteenth
Annual Convention of the Society for the Promotion of Engineer-
ing Education, July 3, 1907. Mr. Gingrich stated in his address:

It is our good fortune to have the University of Cincinnati centrally located
among us. When it proposed to us Professor Schnelder's plan of a coopera-
tive engineering course, it appealed nt once to the business sense of each
individual manufacturer. 'rue plan looked attractive from the business stand.
point. It promised us an immediate supply of boys of a much higher grade than
those who take up the regular apprenticeship. It held out the prospect of our
getting In a few years engineezing graduates with a practical shop experience.
We have all tried to give a shop training to young men from the colleges, but
it is never entirely successful. The cooperative engineering course
plan practically brings the school into the shop. Our present schedule of
half time during the school year and full time iu the shop during vacations
puts the boy in the shops eight months out of the. twelve. In other words,
during the six years that be is taking the course we have him in the shop
four years, the same length of time that is served by our regularly Indentured
appfentices. The fact that these students are capable of taking the university
course is in itself proof of their high quality, and men of their class will grasp
the principles, as well as the details of shopwork, very much more quickly
than our regular apprentices. We expect, therefore, to give them a very
broad shop training in the four years they will be with us.

This university is demonstrating the wisdom of the suggestion now
made by various educators, that the ordinary college student would
be greatly benefited by breaking a year out of his college course and
entering upon some actual practical labor.

In this connection Mr. Frederick W. Taylor, consulting engineer,
Philadelphia, has had gme experience, and contributes valuable evi-
dence. He has been very much interested in endeavoring toso educate
young engineers who graduate from technical schools that they may
be more useful immediately after graduation than they ha4 been in
the past. His personal observation has been that those young men
whop either from necessity or otherWise, have had a year or two of
itructical work before pedusting from college *re a great kleal more
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useful than those who have not. They profit much more by their cob,
lege course and are much better developed by such treatment.

Mr. Taylor has made a start in attempting to demonstrate the use.
fulness of this type of education by havingoy.oung men leave the col-
lege at the end of their freshman year. take a year in a machine shop,
and then return to the-college for the balance of their course. His
experiments in this line with young men of his city are most encour-

1
sizing, all the young men giving the greatest satisfaction to their em-
ployers, and they decide themselves that they are getting great benefit
from their practical work. Mr. Taylor therefore calls the experiment
a distinct success.

These experiments open the way to a new feature of coordinate
work, and they will be watched with great interest.

ILTYPE OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION UNDER WHICH APPRENTICES
ARE CONTROLLED TO SOME EXTENT OUTSIDE OF WORKING
HOURS.

There are some establishments hating a peculiar form or type of
apprenticeship where the manufacturer or employer controls the in-

' dividual apprentice, to some extent, outside of working hours. This
system has both the elements of the old apprenticeship system and
the elements of the type involving schAl `and shop work, or that
whah has just been described and exemplified. There are not many
examples of this third type, nor can it be ascertained to what extent
it is being carried out, but the experience under it is interesting, for
it shows a method of industrial education which may have some Cm-
portant bearings in the future on the whole subject of industrial
training.

NORTH END UNION, MORTON, MASS.

This organization is peculiar in its nature. It undertakes to teach
the art of printing, and at the same time secure some employment for
its apprentices. The apprenticeship indenture at the school carried
on by the union consists of an agreement by three parties, the master
printer, the pupil apprentice; and the North End Union School of
Printing.

The boy is bound to. the master printer for a term of four years,
with the express understanding that one year of the term shall be
devoted fo school training, and if the apprentice fails to perform the
work of the school of printing in a satisfactory manner;or proves
idle, unteachable, or disobedient, the master printer has a right to be
released from all obligationg under the tipprenticeship contract.

The school of printing, which has been in operation about nine
years, is under the supervision of a board of master printers. This
Ward consists some of the best-known printers in the country.
The pupils it thoert were young men who were at work in printing
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offices during the day, the school being in session three evenings eachweek, the object being not to make more but better printers. This
method did not work satisfactorily, because the average boy, after
laboring in a printing office all day, was not an ambitious student atnight. His term of employment and prospect of advancement
seemed to ljim so uncertain that the extra effort on his part was not
by him deemed to be worth while, and so his enthusiasm, if he everhad any, soon waned.

After four,years' trial of the evening school it was decided to turnit into a day school and make the term one year. Its proSpectus
stated that the aim was simply to give the pupil an intelligent startin his trade and instruct him in the essentials of good prin ,,so
that with subsequent practice he could become a successful workm n.To give him some training in the school and then set him adrift tofind his place in the trade was not considered as fair to him, or of
any benefit to the trade itself. Consequently an indenture form was
adopted, drawn up along modern lines, with terms and conditions
such as would attract any ambitious boy who wished to learn theprinting trade.

This apprenticeship agreement covers a term of four years, thefirst year, of the term being spent in the school of printing. Nowages are paid the first year, while a tuition fee of $100 is charged,
and a close scrutiny of a boy's qualifications for the work is con-
stantly exercised. At the beginning of the second year the apprent;re
enters his employer's workroom and receives $9 a -week for the first
six months, then $10 a week for the next six months, and is gradually
advanced until the last half of the fourth year he receives $16 a
week. The working time of the school is the same as in the regular
workshop, and the apprentices are responsible to,,their employers for
regular attendance and faithful performance of the work in the
school.

The superintendent of the union school emphasizes the direct con-
nection which this school has with the employing class, and statesthat the exploitation of a boy in the interest of the employer, or vice
versa, has never actuated the conduct of the management, and thatthe gentlemen who constitute the advisory board give much time and
thought to the prbbleni of the apprentice trade school, The superin-
tendent also made strong statements, in the course of this investiga-tion, relative to an apprenticeship system of the right sort, to the
effect that it Was an agreement between two persons to perform cer-
tain acts which are of mutual advantage, and that an apprenticeship

enture is essential to the success of trade training, if the shop is
to supplement in any large measure the school training. He believes
that the problem of trade training is made very complex by the
system of specialization and that the shorter the time required for

teginner to learn a prootouthe quicker he is apt to bonds a pro-
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ductive unit in the factory, so that unless an apprenticeship system
had some indenture scheme guaranteeing to the boy an opportunity
to learn his trade as a whole at a fixed wage with steady increase,

be, after all, a proper system. This is also the view of the General
resulting in more rapid advancement in trade training, it would not

Electric. Company.
The peculiar indenture at the North Ent Union, in the opinion of

TYPES OF SYSTEMS.

t
the directors of that interesting scheme, will guarantee to the em-
ployer continuous service of a boy for a definite time, a0 a better
grade of boys (for an employer will not enter into a contract cover-
ing several tears with a boy not selected with care), while the em-
ployer will get more faithful servi:.e. because the boy realizes that his
interests are bound up with those of his employer, and that his ad-
vancement depends upon how he improves his opportunity.

Mr. Samuel F. Hubbard. the superintendent, states that it de-
pends largely upon the employing class to provide facilities in the
shop so that a boy call utilize the education which he received in the
training school, and that, on the other hand, when he enters the
school he ought to get into some relationship with the trade. This
is the principle carried out at the North End School. Mr.,Hubbard
doubts the value of a part tittle idea, on the ground that employers
have informed him that they could not be bothered by such a scheme,
yet we see that on an advanced basis such a scheme works well in
Cincinnati.

An apprentice at the North End School is allowed to give a note
for $100 for his tuition, the superintendent not believing in having
an outside party pay the boy's tuition fee.

The following data are interesting as showing the practical work-
ings of the union-1Fr a money point of view:

vorth End Union. Boston.

SCOM E. FOR FIVE YEARN, ORDINARY APPRENTICESHIP, WITHOUT TFIE SCHOOL.

First year:
26 weeks at $4 $101
26 weeks at $5_ 130

Second year:
.26 weeks at $6 156
26 weeks at $T. 182

Third year:
211 weeks at $8 208
26 weeks at $9 234

Fourth year: . r
26 weeks at $10. 200
26 weeks at $11. 286

Fifth year:
26 weeks at $13_ 338
25 weeks at $15 300

1.

2, 288
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INCOME FOR THE SAME TIME., ONE YEAR OF WHICH IS SPENT IN THE SCHOOL.
brat yetir In the-school

00Second year:
26 weeks at $9

S2:t426 weeks at $10.
21U)Third year:

26 weeks at $11_
26 weeks at $12.

:112Fourth year:
26 weeks at $14.

:0; I26 weeks at $16_-_.
416,Fifth year:

26 weeks at $15
46S26 weeks at $15__________
465

0, SIIN
Income, five years, one year in sciwol _

Income, tire years. shop apprenticeship_

I,ess tuition_

Net advantage of one year in school
420

R. HOE & CO., NEW YORK CITY.

Another interesting example of this third type of apprenticeship isthe school established about thirty-six years ago in New York City byMessrs. R. Hoe & Co., manufacturers of printing presses. The needfor a school of this kind grew out of the fact that the constantly increasing demand for improved machinery made it necessary to havea more intelligent. class of workmen in the construction department inorder to bring about the desired results, and the company decided toestablish a school where the boys and young men employed in theshops during the day might spend a portion of the time in the eveningin acquiring a knoWledge of such things as would enable them tobetter understand the work in which they. Deere engaged, and whichalight ultimately result in training up a superior class of workmen.
Admission to the school is restricted to the apprentices who are'serving their time with the company, and tuition in the school isentirely free. The course of ,instruction covers a period of fouryears, and is carried on in conjunction with practical work in theshop during the day. It includes English, mathematics, geometry,and free-hand and 'mechanical drawing, opening the first week inSeptember and closing the last week in May; sessions are held threenights each week, and the school is under the general management-of the company. As the course of instruction is arranged to continueduring and terminate with the regular period of apprenticeship inthe shops of the company, all thograduates are competent to do prae-

11
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tical work as full-fledged journeymen. The school has proved satis-
factory- in every respect, and has fully attained the end for which
it was established..

BROWN-KETCHAM IRON WORKS, INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

The directors of this company have decided that all boys taking
advantage of the special night school organized by the Y. M. C. A.
(luring the term of their apprenticeship shall receive credit on the
last (lay of their apprenticeship for six months' time. The boys them-
selves pay the expenses of the special night drawing class, but this
is only $6 a year.

LAIDLAW-DU NN-OORDON COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO. A"..

This company employs apprentices at. the age of 17 on a four-year
contract. .Whi le its system has no special educational features out-
side of shop instruction, it encourages apprentices us far as possible
to attend the night classes of the Ohio Mechanics' Institute in Cin-
cinnati. A limited number of special apprentices who are students
at the University of Cincinnati are also employed, these apprentices
working ip pairs and alternating each week between the University
and the shop. This particular feature, which is unique and of; great
importance, will be referred to later on.

III.MIXED TYPES OF THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM.

The two types of apprenticeship just illustrated, (1) that where
school and shop are intimately connected, and. (2) that where the
management has some control outside of the shop. are those where
the elements of industrial education in the broader sense are most
conspicuously emphasized. There are ninny other examples, where
there is no connection between the works (or shops) And the schools,
that give valuable information relative to the extent and importance
and real influenCe of the apprenticeship system as such, and also
plainly show the friendliness of the Managers of such concerns to
general education along industrial lines. A few of the more promi-
nent and characteristic types are therefore given.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Under the system at these works the apprentices are divided into
three classes. The first class is composed of those who have had a
grammar school education and who are not over 16 years of 'age.
They serve four year* or until they are 21, at -wageg of 5, 7, 9, and

Seventeenth Annul Report of the United States Commissioner of tabor.
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11 cents per hour for each respective year of their term, and receive
a bonus of $125 at the end of their term. They are obliged by the
terms of tlieir, indenture to attend night school three evenings a week
during three years of their term, and study geometry, arithmetic.
elementary mechanical drawing, and shop practice. in order to be-
come familiar with the technical language used in the shops and Is.
able to readily interpret the working drawings in tinily use.

The second-class apprentice serves three years. This class includes
those who are at least 18 years of age and have hall a more advanced
education than those of -the first class. They areSitid 7, 9, and 11
cents per hour for each respective year. and receive a bonus of $100
at the end of their term. They also attend night school for the
first two years of their term. Many of them take tip advanced studies,
such as chemistry, higher mathematics. aml mechanical drawing.

The company provides for changing them from one shop to an-
other. and from machine to machine, once every three months, or
oftener if necessary, until they have beeu all over the workist, thus
giving them a thorough knowledge of the entiri. plant. The firm is
also hound by the indenture to retain the apprentice in service until
he has completed his term. They retain the right. however, to dis-
miss him for good and sufficienereasons.

The third class of apprentices is composed of young men, 21 years
of age and over, who are graduates of colleges. technical schools, or
other advanced institutions, and who have taken courses in higher
mathematics, natural sciences, and mechanical drawing. They Are
not indentured as are the boys of the first and second classes. They
serve twp years, receiving 13, 1(1, 18. and *20 cents Pen hour for each
respective six months of service. They are not required to attend
school, although many of them do so. but instead must read a techni-
cal journal and turn in a synopsis of all the articles in it, which mat-
ter is used fa indexing the articles in the publication.

The-course for the first-class apprentices is likely to de p men
who will be first-class mechanics and fitted for posi is of minor
responsibility; the second grade is likely to develop mea who will
graduate into the positions of Subcontractors and foremen; and the
men of the third class are likely to become foremen and heads of
departments and members of the executive staff of the company.

There is also another class of apprentices called " specials." This
class is composed of young men who, on account of their age. can not. .1
be placed in either of the three regular classes. Their term of \ervice
is voluntary and they have no fixed rate of wages. this being ar-
ranged by the particular foreman under whom they may be woricieg.

Of the 899 apprentices in the works at the end of 1906, 204 attended
various night schools, as follows: 12t%, Central High School; 32Spring

Garden" Institute; 11, Drexel Institute; 1, Franklin -Irietitute ;
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17, Young Men's Christian Association schools, and 17, various dis-
trict public schools. This shows that about 89. per cent of tke boys
attend formal schools. In addition to the apprentices who are obli
gated by their indentures to attend school, there is a .large attendance
at various schools and institutions of specials and other young men
who attend voluntarily. The superintendent of apprentices of the
lialdiv in Locomotive Works. Mr. Semple. who furnished the informa-
tion for this, investigation, stated that while the boys are expecte4,
and, as far as possible required, to attend evening schools, there is no'"
way of finding out how well they do attend, or how they progress,
except through the return Wanks of the principals of Ihe schools; but
these blanks do not furnish the exact information the works desire.
Nor is the work which the boys do in the ptiblic evening school satis-
factory, because of the large size of the classes. Some of the teachers
have as many as 60 students in a room at the beginning of a term,
and by the time the roll has been called half an hour has been lost.
A good many boys wish to drop out because they are not getting
enough individual attention. .

The instruction in the public evening school is free, but of such a
character that those boys who can afford it take up work in private
schools, such as the spring ilorden Institute, Drexel and Franklin
institutes, and the Young Men's Christian Association schools. The
average attendance of the boys taking the public school work was 84
per cent. The average attendance taking private school work was
89 per cent, showing that where these boys had to pay for instruction
themselves they did better work than where, instruction was fur-
nished free. .

.

The feeling at the works is that there must be better elementary
schools and better evening schools; the first for a more efficient prepa-
ration for the apprenticeship system and the second for better oppor-
tunity for working boys to supplement their daily experience through
evening study. The superintendent has a system of blanks to show
the progress of the apprentices in the shops and the, quality of their
work, their ccnduct, and the statements of the foremen. At the Bald-
win Locomotive Works they do not believe in lectures, outside socials,
or any of those features which prevail at the General Electric Works,
The company is conservatve and has made a succOs i a conservative
way, but it believes in the thorough training of its s, and its belief
has been strengthened by the fact that many of th men in directory
positions at the works have come up from the raps.

.

i

at present about 150 apprentices 4plicants must not be less than
16 or more than 18 years of age, and have had a grammar school

This company, engaged in the manufacture sif machinists' tools, has.

BROWN & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

.
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education. They kre required to serve for a term of four years. The
company believes in evening instruction fiA the boys, and that the
more outside instruction they can get the better for them on general
principles, and if the young man is getting ready for work as an
engineer it is necessary for him to have this instruction. The firm
recommends and helps young men 'to the evening schools, but does
not require attendance. The superintendent states that sonic of the
young men have gone for a short period to evening schools, others
have gone for the whole four years of 'their term of service. He says
also that the boys make good use of the Rhode Island School of
Design, where the chief draftsman of the company is on the advisory
board of some of the courses of instruction. The superintendent is
of the opinion that the only way of furnishing good all-around
workmen is to have,lioys. indentured for four years to some well-
'conducted, up-to-date concern, wliere the may learn their trade, for
in this way they are, not only bound .t the but the concern
also becomes boundfo them; accordingly no foreman, on account of
some in' feeling or spite against a boy, can discharge him, as the whole
matter must be brought before the manager, by whom the case is
investigated thoroughly before being decided.

Mr.*Luther D. Burlingame, chief draftsman of the Brown & Sharpe
Manufacturing Company, who has written on the subject oa,p-
prentices, stated in the course of this investigation that he -felt there
should be a careful selecti .pn of buys fitted for the worls,-with a period'
of trial, during which they may be tested as to their intelligence,
application, accuracy, interest, and other desirable qualifications, and
where candidates were found lacking they should be weeded out; that
the wol.k given to the boys should be so diversified as to give the most
varies} .training possible. The -apprentice and his future should be
considered, as well as 'the profit to be derived from his services. If
possible, outside study and auxiliary training should supplement the
work in the shop and be a part of every boy's training. When even-
ing salmi's are not available or suitable, private instruction or home
study should be resorted to, as such study, in addition tothe knowl-
edge gained, gives confidence to the boy, and enables him to take for
himself that social position that some claim is not accorded to the
mechanic or other manual workman.

Mr. Burlingame emphasizes the fact that apprentices should be in
charge of a competent man, whose duty it should be to see that a
proper selection is made in'biring new boys. This man should look
after, their general welfare, both inside and outside the shop, encour-
aging, correcting, and teaching. them, without showing a paternalism
which would take away the boy's self-reliance, but working in sym-
pathy with him and keeping such' watchfulness over him as to see
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that he gets a fair deal. This is especially essential in large works,
where a great 'lumber of apprentices are employed.

One of the faults of the old apprentice system, when employed in
modern times, is that there is no one to care anything for the appren-
tiej. The jeurneymen.can not stop to instruct him, and he is, as has
already been shown, largely dependent Upon chance fur learning any
of the art or skill required. Elyery shop, however small, should be
looking to the future in the training of boys by a system of appren-
ticcship, and it is thrbugh the wide extension of such a policy-that we
can anticipate a great future devehyment of skil

The Brown Sharpe Manufacturing Compnny considers that the
apprenticeship system is not a mere (lentil incident to the conduct of
tlu business, but is one of the corner stones on which its prosperity and
Jlermanenee rest. one of the most important positions in the fac-
tory are held by men who have been qprentices in it. They have
lined the company's methods of doing work. and are interested in
the welfare of the business as \veil, and while technical and manual
training school,; are of great importauce, Mb management believes
that nothing can take the place of the boy indentured to some first-
class concern.

Mr. Burlingame emphasizes the value of apprenticeship over that
of die trade school, especialiy where the apprentice adds to his experi-
ence in the shop school knowledge which he gets by evening study.
The boy coming from the school shop, no matter how good his train-
ing, must start as an unknown quantity with his new employer and
win his way ;rout the,beginning. A boy already four years in the
service of an employer ittity have won his confidence and esteem, and
developed such ability, andJoyalty as to place himself in line of pro-
motion even before he completes his apprenticeship.

This firm is an advaneml one, broad and liberal, and believes in all
'forms- or methods which will produce gut increased amount of skill
and skilled labor, and its experience is that this can be done better
through a modern up-to-date apprenticeship system titan by any other
method.

BULLARD MACIILNE TO01:COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

The experience of this- company leads to conclusions opposite to
those drawn from the experience of the General Electric Company,
the New 'York Central lines, and others adopting their type of ap-
prenticeship, yet it is carefully considering them and in a friendly
spirit.

The conditions which led to the attitude of this company are those
which are universal, namely, an apparent lack of skilled workmen,
and the difficulty of 'procuring boys Who wanted to learn the trade

158500 08 5
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of machinik. There were other contributing circumstances, such as
the differentiation of machine processes. the low wages paid appren-
tices, which were not sufficient to encourage a boy,to elect a four year -'
apprenticeshit), and other economic elements.

Mr. Bullard. the head of the company, is chairman of the alprell-
ticeship committee of the National As;:ociation of Machine Tool
Builders, and that association is adopting his ideas. The getwril
terms of the apprenticeship system recommended by this association
are practically the same as those that characterize the s stents in nit,
by firms and manufacturers generally. A distinctive feature, how-
ever, is what is known as a special apprenticeship contract, for
boys 11 years of age, providing for a trial period of two hundred and
forty hours, with pay at a rate ranging from 12 to 15 cents an hour.
then a term of service ranging from one to tNvo years. dependin_ upon
the department; that is, the spe.a&lization of work by apprentices
is'ettphasized. This system has b 1 in operation about two years.
and already over 150 diplomas have been given out by the association.

While the firm does not in any way antagonize the methods de-
soribed under the school and shop type, it feels that some of the firms $
that,take up that method can afford to do it, while the machine-tool
builders as a whole can not bear the expense. The associatim has
many small shops where they have not many apprentices, and so must
adopt a system suited to their needs. Where the number of appren-
tices is large enough and the financial re+ources are ample. Mr.
Bullard and the association he refire -eats would have a broader plan
than the one he now advocates.

This company has an excellent scheme for following out the prog-
ress of the apprentices. Records are kept of individual work, the
piecework and the timd work of every boy, which-give the quality
of work done, productiveness,.and punctuality of every boy. These
records go to show whether a boy's judgment is good. His person-.
ality and character are determined by observation.

Before Mr. Bullard recommended this special form of apprentice-,
ship 'to the association he made a thousantHrials in all departments
to ddiermine whether apprentices were worth while, commercially
speaking: He would give a job to a journeyman and then the same
job to an apprentice, keeping account of material spoiled, time, and
inspectors' reports, etc. The result was that he found apprentices'
work paid.

The company is very much interested in the matter of trade schools.
It would like to see the( public schools fit for something besides col-
lege. It does not care to employ a boy until he is 17 and has reached
the age of 'discretion, and it thinks that the schools ought to teach,
more practical aubjectsiwhiCh would fit in with the industrial life whicr
an appyentice 4:bound to Meet, and while strongly faicriiig and
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advocating special apprenticeships, it is also a strong advocate of irf-
du trial schools. Probably the action of Mr. Bullard through the Na-.
timid Association of Machine Tool Builders in advocating the train-
ing of specialists, will do much to call the attention of the public to
the needs of industrial education. Moreover, this action, represent-
ing nearly 100 prominent firms \illicit control the machine-tool output
of the United States. so directly in the interest of this form of edu-
cation, offers strong evidence that the ti<irenticeslap system and in-
dustrial education are allied forces.

REED A: BARTON, TAUNTON, M ASS.

'Among the other well-known manufacturers of the country adopt-
ing a liberal apprenticeship system, and proving by their experi-
ence under it that such a system lutist he dealt with when considering
industrial education in any font'', is the firm of Reed & Barton, Taun-
ton. Mass., silversmiths, which is uniting its shopwork with a course
in mathematics, mechanical drawing. etc.. conducted during the regu-
lar hours. Such instruction is in addition to the regular instruction
in mechanical drawing which it has been giving its apprentices. The

training room " has been in operation but a short time.

M NIA NU FACTURI NG COM PA N Y. PROVIDENCE. R. I., AND OTHER
ESTABLISH MEN TS. 41.

The system of this concern comes into the category under considera-
tion. So does that of John A. Gledhill, patternmaker, Providence,
R. I.. ahlhough here the boys must take mechaniCal drawing and
arithmetic during two or three evenings a week in some of the even-
ing schools of Providence. They are also sent on visits to different
shops and factories.

Pratt & .Whitney. Hartford. Conn., the Underwood Typewriter
Company, Hartford, Conn., and many, many others in the whole
country might be cited to show that the apprenticeship system is not
dead, thfit it exists not only in its old-fashioned type, but in its
modern up-to-date type, end is constantly progressing toward tlik
highest form of trade and-technical instruction.

*.

OENERXL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS.

If industrial education means the sort of education which relates
to theAndustries and attempts to prepare our .workers for them, it,
is p r to examine the needs of those industries and the' manner
in which they alp endeavoring to meet these needs'
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One of the greatest needs is for skilled workers. This has been a
very acute problem in days of prosperity and a serious phase of the
labor question 'at all times, due to the rapid development in pro-
ceases of manufacture, which has required an adaptability on the
part of the workers that has been hindered in its development by the
very nature of the evolution of manufacturing methods.

Advocates of industrial education, in their presentation of the
needs of such education, have overlooked some very important de-
velopments in factory management along the very lines of the im-
provement in labor conditions which; they so strenuously urge upon
the general public. These advocates claim that the apprenticeship
system has passed away, and that some form of public education
must be provided in order that the Workers in our industries may be
trained for their work..

It is fortunate for these workers that the old form of apprentice-.
ship is passing awa3v.. It does not meet the present industrial con-
ditions. It may be very picturesque to look back upon olden times,
and think\of the boy who was indentured to a master craftsman as
binding himself for a term of seven years, of living in his master's
hOuse,-of sitting at his master's table. and attending his master's
church, and being started (nt at the completion of his. term of service
on life's road with a new suit of clothes and a word o God speed.

There is another side tolhe picture, however. Tht Irbey served a
term of seven years, when it would have been possible, through .a
Tore definite training, to have taught liini his trade in much less
time. Although he lived in his master's house, he performed many
times certain domestic duties. "Learning the trade " meant a long
period of shop, sweeping, running errands, and other labor which
bore little or no relation to the trade itself.

To be sure, he had the opportunity of working under one master
craftsman, and even(ually absorbed all of the skill and knowledge
of his master. But the shop conditions of that time were different.
froTri what they are to-day. The master knew the whole of his trade
and practiced it every day. There was little subdivision of labor,
little.differentiation of the industry into subdivisiOns, no elaborate
factory system such as exists to-day.

Fortunately there can be no general return to the old apprentice-
ship system. The present industrial-conditions will not allow of it,
and it would be absurd to consider present social conditions meeting
The old relations between apprentice and employer. No one.. with
a right understanding of present industrialism, its spirit, purpose,
and methods would advocate for a moment a return to the old system
of manufactlring. Without a return to this °ler industrialism
one could not expect to have any regard for the experience of the
former apprenticeship system.
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. The proprietors of industrial establishments at the present tithe
are not blind' to the necessity of training labor in their own works.
There is hardly a manufacturing firm to-day, especially in machine
trades, In jewelry trades, in shipbuilding trades, which does not have
some form or other of apprenticeship system whereby the boys are
indentured for a term of years to the trade.

As in olden times some boys were fortunate in living And working
for good employerS, who cared for them physically and ethically
and taught them the trade in which they promised to serve. so to -dray
one finds varying phases of apprenticeship agreements and fulfill-
ments. The present systems range from those which merely inden-
ture the boy for a term of years. with a gradual increase of -wages,
but without a very definite system of shop training, which is so
necessary for the keeping of the agreement made by the employer
that the " boy shall be taught the art and mysteries " of the trade,
to the system employed by some of the best industrial establishments
in the country, where definite facilities are given for the boy to learn
the trade, and where be may go to a school connected with the factory,
and where his daily trade work and his personal life are carefully
supervised by a salaried officer whose special business is to look after
the apprentices.

The point for consideration by the student of industrial education
is, to what extent do these modern apprenticeship systems meet, the
arguments advanced for the introduction of industrial education as
a part the public school system. All employers realize the impor-
tance of this kind of education. Those who can afford it prefer
their own system. More, not able to maintain schools in connection
with their works, are in favor of the public supple of the facilities.
But it is very rare to find an employer opposed to some scheme of,
industrial education.

In the careful investigation of the apprenticeship systems of the
country for the purposes of this publication, it has been found that
there is a wide variance in their procedures. For example, in the
machine trades, very few industrial concerns have no system; the
majority have a system of indenture for a term of years, while a few
have a very elaborate scheme, whereby they give a trade training
which will compare favorably with the best jittblic industrial training.
which can be offered. The building trades haVO-11-sytaarn of trade
training more like that of former times, due to the nature of the trade,
as their materials are still put into position by hand, and boys can be
assigned to work under master mechanics as .of old. On the other
hand, any apprenticeship system which may have formerly existed in
the textile industry would be entirely out of question under modern
factory conditioia.
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In the shoe industry there s been such an enormous growth in the
use of machinery and such a c. sequent subdivision of labor, that no
apprenticeship system worthy of the name can be introduced. This
will be clearly recognized by th statement that there are over 100
operations in the making of a sh , while the industry itself has been
subdivided into last making, ather working. shoe making, shoe
machinery manufficture, shoe ings, finishes, etc.

The printing and book-in mg trades have an apprenticeship sys-
tem in common with other ess important industries.

It is readily seen that sonic industries have great possibilities in
their own works for the proper training of employees, while other
industries must look lo public industrial education to meet their needs
for skilled and intelligent workers. The point to bear in mind in this
connection is that industrial education must be adjusted to the labor
requirements of these various industries. In some cases the public
school system must actually supply as far as any such system can
supply it, the demand for skilled workmen. In other cases training
in a 'school must -be.supplemented by the training inJthe shop; and
finally, the public school may have as its function simply the .proper
preparation of boys and girls for the practical and efficient. training
received under an excellent apprenticeship system.

It is worthy of note in this connection that an intelligent compre-
hension of the needs of a modern apprenticeship system exists in a
great majority of those industries where such a. system is possible..
The last ten years of unprecedented prosperity have made the need
for skilled workers so acute that every industrial concern of note is
alive to the necessity of some plan of training industrial workers
through a factory system. Instead of a decadence of the practice of
indenturing apprentices there is a marked revival of a definite sys-
tem of truiining labor, and it is but a question of time before indus-
trial education as it exists in theory will confront the apprenticeship
systemas it exists in fact.

The tendency toward the general adoption of 'some form of appren-
ticeship is decidedly marked in all trades and industries where such
wsS.em is practicable; indeed, it is but a question of time when all
concerns will have as good a system as a few now have, and these few

ill have a system far superior to the one now existing. In view of
's fact it is worth while to examine the principles and Methods of

so e of the best of these systems.
careful selection is made of boys fitted for the particular work in

view. They pass a physical, mental, and moral examination, which
corresponds to a school-entrance examination. Allowance is made for
previous shop experience or academic, training. Graduates of manual
training schools and technical colleges have their period-of appren-
ticelfhip shortened.
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Their rate of pay is determined beforehand and increases fre-
quently enough to make the boys feel that they are getting ahead.
Some firms advocate a deposit as a guarantee of good faith and to
assist the parent in taking the matter of indenture more seriously.
Other firms retain the money earned during the trial service until the
term of indenture has been completed. The majority of firms givela
bonus varying from $50 to $1:0 at the completion of the term of
service to those boys whose conduct, both moral and technical. warrant
it., This procedure has the same effect as school ranking and
c es.

i.
The length of service is definitely agreed upon when the indenture

papers are signed, and usually is four years, depending, however,
upon the particular trade and the age at which the candidate enters
it. The older the boys, the less time is available forShis service.

The kind of work the }inf.: do is varied, and in this way the future
of the apprentice is considered. as well us the profits to be deriked
from his service. A schedule i, arranged beforehand, so that the boy
way know how much time he AvilIJK! expected to give to certain Proc.-
esses and machines. In brief, it is a shop course of study such as any.

.industrial school would be expected to bare. At lea.:t three large
concerns have special shops set aside for the first two years of train-
ing of apprentices, \ VII i Ch practice guaiantees to every boy an equality
of opportunity, and affords him expert instruction in the practical
work during the most important part of his course. .

This plan makes 0 close approach, in its spirit and purpose. to in-
dustrial education, in that there is a special shop instructor qualified
to teach,0 definite shop course a man Who teaches the boys the best
princip4 of manufacturing, and prepares them for the other work
which collies in the regular shops in the last two years of service.

There cull be no quiestion raised as to the value of the instruction
received it such a training'room. The shop methods are up-to-date,
and the le rning of them is not dependent upon master workmen in
the regtda -hops, whose methods may be more or less obsolete or who
may be in fferent to imparting knowledge.

Nearly al of the best concerns which have the modern apprentice-
ship n'stem " arrange for academie work to supplement the work
in the Amp. They recognize that the object of the system is to teach
the bob a trade, and that the trade can not be learned unless the boy
knows the mathematics, mechanics, and business methods which ac-
company the trade. This instruction is given by some establishments
in a schoolrooin connected with the factory. When the teacher of
these subjects is.a master of pedagogical principles, and has akin-
West in boys and a knowledge of the industry, it is readily seen that
this supplemental academic instruction, combined with shop training,
is a very strong compe.titor of the best industrial edutation under..

. ...
public auspices 'that could be devised.
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The cphrase arranged for " has used advisedly, for no tAvo
concerns agree as to the method they nploy for this academic ifi-
struction, and unfortunately the methods adopted sometimes.lack in
definiteness. The public industrial or trade school will always be a
better place for a boy to receive the proper academic instruction, un-
less the industrial establishments make an effort to arrange means of
imparting more definitely this instruction.

A few manufacturing concerns, such as the General Electric Com-
pany at West Lynn, Mass., the Fore River Shipbuilding Company at
Quincy, Mass., the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company at Stam-
ford, COnn., and the George V. Cresson Iron Works at Philadelphia,
tookther with three large railroads, have each provided definite in-

. struction in the theory as.well as the practice of the trade it repre-
sents. In each case one of the engineering staff has been chosen as
the academic instructor, and through' special text-books and notes the
boys are shown the reason for shop processes and the application of
principles of mathematics ail science. None of these concerns give
instruction in English or history except such as may incidentally be
called for in class discussion. The special text-books and note; on
tinagiematics and mechanical drawing which are used are exceedingly
practical, and furnish an object lesson for any student of industrial

on "company time,- being paid for the time consumed. This is an
essential feature of modern apprenticeship systems.

The majority of the concerns having an apprenticeship system fail
to provide in their works definite instruction in the related subjects
of mathematics and science. An investigation shows that they " en-
courage" boys to attend public evening schools, mechanics' institutes,
and the Young Men's Christian Association classes. Careful investi-
gation shows that this encouragement lacks definite results. The
effort of the boys is not followed by definite reports from the school
authorities, and in only one instance, the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
do the factory managers know definitely how many boys attend the
evening schools. The Baldwin Locomotive Company require those
apprentices who are deficient in school training to attend the public

. evening schools, and last yela'r 143 out of 338 who were serving their
e were required tq attend.
o " encourage " boys to take correspondence school work and

.evening school instruction without following them up or offering
definite inducements for so doing by a shortened apprentice course,
while it may show a tendency on the part of employers to recognize
the efficiency of education, will not bring the results that public in-
dultrial education would produce where book instruction was. a
required.part of the course for every boy. In this respect the appren-.
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ticeship system as now carried on is in marked contrast to the work
which would be done in the regular industrial or trade school.

In all the better apprenticeship systems'the boys are in charge of
a competent man, whose duty- in whole or in part is to see that a
proper selection is made in engaging new boys and in looking after
their general welfare. He is expected to encourage clean personal.
habits, inculcate right ideals of work. and exert a wholesome influence
on the boy both inside and outside the factory.

There are certain well-defined advantages of a proper apprentice-
ship system over almost any industrial school system which is likely
to devised. A good shop system assures the boy a practical train-
iog in actual shop processes and methods, for every apprentice is
employed on the regular factory product. The psychological value
of commercial work is of great importance. It takes a boy out of
the sphere of theory and into that of practice. It clinches the boy's
-interest, and makes him realize thal the product of his work is to be.,
a part of some useful machine. It Makes him familiar with factory
life and system. It may save the time of the bois, for the boy coming
from the school shop, no matter how good his training, must start
as an unknown qmintity with his new employer and win his way
from the beginning, while a boy already four years in the service of
the company may have won their confidence and esteem, may have
developed ability and a spirit of loyalty, so as to put himself in line
for promotion even before he completes the apprenticeship term of
service.

The apprenticeship system of a large factory which is the chief
industrial concern of a city, will naturally be considered by the
public as the substitute for a trade school, as both parents and boys
will argue that as long as the boy is eventually going to work for
the concern, it would be just as well to start at once after leaving the
grammar school and not " waste time by attending a special school,
in view of the fact that the concern woulJ not recognize the prepara-
tion of the trade school graduate by deducting more than a year or
two from his term of indenture.

The apprenticeship course gives a boy a chance to earn as well as
learn. This has an important bearing upon industrial education,
forlthe class of bo s which will be attracted, in the mintki of the
advocates of 'apprenticeship, are just the ones who can not afford to
spend four years in a trade school where no opportuniV is presented
to earn money. The idea of earning money is strongest inala boy in
his early teens, and in his desire to be a producer the apprenticeship.
course will appeal to him.

In so far as the apprenticeship system does not overemphasize
academic instruction, and there is no evidence Ilkat it ever will, it
will offer great inducements to the boy who does not want to stu
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'Those who favor industrial schools make a special point of the ap-
v.'peal which schools of this character will make to boys of this type.

Indeed, every industrial school programnle published at the present
time places less emphasis on Academic instruction than now exists
in our manual training high schools, but at the same time the school
side overshadows the shop side. Tlie apprenticeship system st:inds
for shop first and the school afterwards.

The apprenticeship appeals to the parents of boys as being very
practical. The prevailing opinion among the majority of people
that a trade can only be learned in a shop, is one that a trade school
will have difficulty in meeting in the face of definite shop training
pipesented in the form of the modern apprenticeship system. It is
not intended to convey the impression that fhe parents are comet
in their assumption, but merely to point onelhat such an impression
exists and will have a marked bearing on the problem of trade school
education.

Apprenticeship systems appeal tO the employer hveause he ran
train boysin proses e, and methods peculiar tv his business. or in
what. rightly or wrongly. he consider, as being peculiar to him.
Even in the ease of the best of trade schools the employer %vould have
to adjust his methods to those employed in the sehool or else the
school'ivould haVe to lit its courses to meet the needs of 1 manu-
facturer, and the latter would be impossible NVII(T0 a large number of
concerns of similar diaracter existed in the saint' city. Moreover,
the employer can afford to teach a boy who is inexperienced if he is
an apprentice, as he can make a profit 401 him. If the boy were a
trade-school graduate. he would .want more imy at the start than
the employer could afford to pay him, in view of the fact that the
boy would require lime to adjust himself to shop conditions.

The apprenticeship system most certainly appeals to the majority
of workingmen, in that it starts the boy at the bottom round of the
industrial ladder, and through .a natural process of the "'survival of
the fittest eliminates the undesirable elements. The trade school
miglit,give its graduates an impression that they were predestined to
be foremen, and aside from causing hard feelings on the part of shop-
trained boys, would tend to close the door of advancement to those
who were not graduates of trade schools. It is of social and industrial
sipificance that our head workers should rise from the ranks if we
ate to get the best results from the mass of industrial workers. On
the other hand, the apprentice would advance through a deserved
promotion. gained 14.. experience to pcisitions of responsibility. his
personal contact With the rank and file would leaven the entire mass
of his fellow employees. The experience of men now foremen and
superintendents who have risen from being apprentice boys points
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out that they get along better with those under them because they
were one of them."

.1 proper apprentice system is the only way to give trade training
in lines of industry located in small cities and towns where there
are ant enough industrial workers to warrant a special public trade
,.chool. or in those industries, located in large cities. which have a
special line of manufacturing which no public school we u Id be war-
ranted in teaing to boys, because of the expense of special courses
of in-t ruction for one industry which was not typical of the majority
of the other industries.

The impre,sion. must not be given that all apprenticeship systems
are a substitute for the trade school, for there are at the present time,
as 10.4 been pointed out, but a few concerns whiCh carry on 4111 appren-
ticeship systen that meets the entire social and trade problems as
Would a good trade school. Given a practical sort of trade school
with the emphasis on the shop side and a sysiem of academic instruc-
tion well correlated with the shop instruction, and, on the other hand,
a first-class apprenticeship system with thorough shop training and
a rea,:onahle amount of academic instruction, it might be hard to sue
which would be the better for the boy. With a poor apprenticeship

the exploitation of the boy at the expenst...of shop and
academie training. there would la. nocluestion of the advantage of
the public tr:Ide 5C11001.

It is (o be noted that not all the boys of a community work in $
shop Ivich has a complete apprenticeship system such as has been
outlined. There are sonic shops which have merely an indenture
system without definite shop training, and /no' academic training..
There are others which are engaged in a line of work where no up-
prentiveship would be possible, and still others which are too small
to have more than a half Wdozen apprentices and in which it would
not be feasible to have any elalairale shop and school training in their
works. Under such conditions these industries must look to public
trade schools to supply their need for skilled labor. Investigation
shows that there are few cities where there would not be need for pub-
lic industrial education which would have two purposes in view, one
the preparation of boys for the advanced,type of apprenticeship 53'3.

tem. represented in a few of the local factories, and the other a trade
training 'which would be a substitute for the lack of first-class shop
training which might exist in the remaining shops.

There is still' a large numbemof sluips in which there is a so-called
apprenticeship system that exists in name only, and this conttion is
worthy of niore than a passing notice.

The.apprenticeship system should have as its basis a mu%nal agree-
.

ment between two persons, the emplciyer aud the boy, to perform cer-
tain cta which are of mutual advantage, the employer agreeing to
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teach the boy a trade, and the boy in return agreeing to be faithful in
the performance of his duties and to continue his services for a cer-
tain definite time. No contract can be worthy of the name if it is
one-sided, and no apprenticeship system will succeed where the inter-
ests of the boy are not bound up with those of his employer.

The pralem of trade training is made very complex by the present
system of specialization, and owing to the short time-required fur a
beginner to learn a single proces.s and become a productive unit in the
factory. A proper apprentice .system will guarantee to the boy the
opportunity of learning his trade as a whole, at a fixed wage with a
steady increase.

The employer must provide shop facilities so that the boys can re-
ceive this all-round training, and so avoid the exploitation of the boys.
Unless great care is exercised sueh exploitation is very probable, for
the foreman and the boy are working at cross purposes. The boy ex.
pects definite shop training, Wants to procure all possible information
in the shortest time, and desires a variety of work and opportunity to
win all departments. The foreman, on the other hand, represent-
ing the compOny, strives for economy, for cheapness of production,
and- he can better further his ends by keeping the apprentMe on one
class of work and in one department for a long time.

Few foremen combiPe a legitimate care of thelNalyn interests with
a proper apkreciation of the boy's objective. The average foreman
utilizes the apprenKe at first for an errand boy. Then he gives him
simple work at a bench, such as chiseling and plain filing, cleaning of
small castings, or assisting the stockkeeper in handling small tools
and stock materials. Whiltrthis procedure accustoms the boy 'to the
factory atmosphere and gives him an elementary knowledge of his
trade, it does not take long before the bend in the efficiency curve is
reached, and any further expenditure of time gradualli: becomes more
and more disproportionate to the additional advantage gained.
' This forces the apprentice to push himself 'aforward imporder to
learn different classes of work, and the foreman is itsuallklow to
respond by giving hint the advantage of a variety of training, because
if the boy is inefficient at sonic particular work he will naturally be
held at that work for improvement, and, on the other hand, if the boy
is efficient, the forenian is likely to keep him for an undue length of
time on it in order, to get the greatest commercial advantage from
him.

Sweeping floors, piling castings, and running errands may try out
the boy and test his ability to stick to his job. but,these qualities would

...- be tested just as well by assigning him to defi ite-bench or machine
work, for' the shop management ought to be ascertaining the boy's
ability to make a good mechanic.
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When the shops are hi control of narro-winded workmen the
apprentice labors under a great disadvantage, in th.it the workmen
fail to show the boy anything. Either through ignorance or inalietous-
iwss the workmen fail to point out to the boy the be.,tinetho( I of doing
the shop work. They would have hint " pi tli it up as they di(1. In
some cases the workmen themselves do not know the latest principles
in shop work. Through slecial shop training rooms the ,General Elec-
tric Company has been able to develop a standard of labor-skill which
would not have been possible if the boys had 1W V11 1111'011'11 in contaet
with the mass of mechanics. When these boys graduate from the
apprentice course they set a standard for the whole factory organi-
zation.

Another disadvnt age of some apprenticeship _systeins is that cer-
tain establishmenis are so large, have so ninny departments and so
Wally operations and processes. that, the capacity and time of the boy
are fully tinployed in mastering the details of one department to the
exclusion of all other 'departments. This tends to keep the boy in
that department after he has finished his term of apprenticeship
service, and 'prevents him from working in any other department in
another factory should he desire to leave the employ of the firm.
public industrial or trade schools should never become so narrow in
their scope as to pr ifiat`all-round shop training.

Up to this poin the argument has concerned itself with two phases
of the apprenticeshilf system, one a definite and complete systeih,
which Div or may not be a substitute for the trade school, depending
upon conditions both civic and industrial; the other an indefinite and
incomplete systein. which lacks the fulfilling of a mutual obligation,
which is very essential to a properly conducted apprenticeship course.
There is yet another form of apprenticeship system now in existence
which has a very important bearing on the whole subject of industrial
education.. It represents just as yinite and complete a system tits the
one first referred to, except that it indentures apprenti es to one de-
part' lent, and one department only, for a term, varying from oupe,t9
two am Itis called the specials apprentictkip system. It has
been 1 pted by the National Association of Machine Tool Builders.
This system takes into account the changing conditions in the ma-
chino", mantJacturing business with regard to the increasing spe-
eialittetion whist runs through the industry. It assumes that, if the
vast majority worknien are to be specialists, the -apprenticeShip.,
system shot* recognize the fact and train boys for, the 'work whict
they are going to" do. The ,managers in these concerns state that, it is

condition and not a theory which confrontA them. They site that
it is difficult to obtain boys for the general shop courses through the
low to of wages which can offered them, because when boys are

trans sited iioma'one department4o annther there Lahr the dm
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being a loss of efficiency as far as output is concerned. II VI enough
wages to attract boys can not be paid without it loss in profit.

Under the special apprenticeship plan boy attain a good degree of
efficiency in a comparatively short time, deliberate instruction in one
department being reflected in an immediately increased efficiency. ;111(1
the plan is furthered because it is found to be immediately profitable
to the-employer to give it

These maitufacturers .1thve 60011 hindered in their production by
the lack of skilled men and, the difficulty of procuring boy, to learn
tke trade of machinist, for these boys could go right into the shop-;is
machine hands and earn good wages at automatic machines.

The Only w;iy these firms could meet lie problem was to give the
boys. as special apprentices, the sort o work which paid a definite
profit to the firm from the start. this plan appeal, especially to boys
from the country who. ;iway from home, can not live on the small
Wage paid the general apprentice.

The special apprenticeship contract covers a trial period Of two
hundred and forty hours. and then an indenture to one of 11 depart-
ments---turni.ng, vertical boring mill. horizontal !ling mill. planing.
milling, drilling, grinding. erecting. turret, vise, scraping. Not less
than 1 cents an hour is paid the beginner. and at the end of one :" .1
one-half years be can earn as much as 0 cents per hour. The general
apprentice course in many factories has frequently a maximum wage
at the Mel of four years of .service nOt. approaching what is paid
ander tilk special apprenticeship plan44 the end of a year's service.

As a rule, specialization limits capacity and narrows the mind. It
is right as it secures special skill, but there should is' something more
in order to train the broad man.

Careful' investigation shows that the demand for trade scluiols,
comes from employers who have no systematic, definite method of
training their apprentices. Thele men are of the opinion that
a public trade school woulet furnish them with a s'upply of skilled
thechnhics. Generally they have no more realization of the probable
results of a public trade school, as fur as producing skilled mechanics
is concerned, than they have of the possibilities of a first-class appren-
ticeship

.
system in their`own works.

Those managers of industrial concerns who have now in operation
1 broad, comprehensive form of apprenticeship are in favor of trade
schools, not because they will Meet their special needs, but %ther
because they are in favor of all forms of industrial education, and
the success of their apprenticeship systeth hai proved to them that
trade instruction can be made practical and effective. Moreover,
these men desire to see the general introduction of trade schools
totneet eeds of concerns which do not and can not -have a system.
0 apprenti.. p as elaborate as their own.
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in general it may be said that the superintendents of those indus-
trial organizations which have this advanced type of apprentice-
ship, combining shop and academic training. do not feel that local
schools will Meet the needs of their own factories. They claim that
,the technical regairet IlellfS of their Intsiness. ace such that no special
public trade school couhl ever fill the requirements. This feeling
vX i ,,i,r; Very strongly among the in:roger: of the various railroads
\\ hich love adopted ail apprentice-hip sstent. Some of the -e Melt
feel t hat the trade-school gr4duate would come into the shop with a
noire or less high Opinion of his economic value. and the company
moulda have to spend a couple of years making him over. and those
years NVOIlld he ',0111eWilat D'aSted :IS far .as both parties were
nmeerned. .

Moreover. they feel that it is-far better to vain boys right in the
situps in such it Way that they c;ta eventually become foremen and
soperintendents, Hirai to train theta outside the shops twat then entect
them to have the same influence on their shopmates that they would
have if they had been taught in the same manneti is the other.boys.
It is not to be Idlers:food that any of the industrial managers are
opposed to trod schools " per se.- They sintply do not see the
nee( I for them in connection with their own concerns. but they do
wish to have them for the "other fellow." who has uo &finite system
of training skilled nwehanics. .. -

The Douglas Commission on Industrial EdtWatitm emphasized
the need for industrial schools which would providi, for the boy and
girl of from 14 to 16 years of .age. who leave the grammar school
and - Waste two years" before they are wanted iri the industiies..

.This statement is reenforeed through recent interviews itit mann-
facturers.l'he ternis of the indentures which these men have
adopted! (To not provide for it boy before he is..1 6 or 1 7,wars; of age.
These men find that many of the applicants have left school as soon

.as the Im%alloWed, that they have been in all sorts of work, and that
they have not improved mentally or morally and have forgbtten
many of the precepts taught in school.. While they emphasize the
fact that they prefer to give trade instruction to these boys in their
own Way, they would like to have boys better prepared in the lines..of general intelligence, in hand training, with a bettermental grasp
of industrialism a better understanding of practical mathematics,
simple mechaniFal drawing, etc., and hence believe firmly in public
industrial education. ----. .

While the question may arise as to the value of the trade school
as compared with a first-class apprenticeship systegi, there is no
doubt of the need for industrial traminrin our public schools as a
definite preparation for the special shOp training which is being
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generally adopted in all modern shops, as well as for employ
those concerns which have only a mediocre system of training.

The unwillingness of manufacturers to employ a boy until he is 16
or 17, and so Kati reached the age of discretion as well as more physical
maturitrmakes it imperative that public education provide facilities
for meeting this condition. The recent developments of the special
apprenticeship system in the machine tool builders' trade only empha-
size the need for this type of school. The tendency is toward speridli-
zation. There is no getting away from the fact. The rapid increase
in the number of divisions of the various industries into related
industries, the ever-increasing subdivision of processes and operations

. within asingle department of an industry. mean that no worker can
master the whole of an industry unless extraordinary effort is 4mule,

either by trade schools or by manufacturers through Complete appren-
ticeship systes. to offset the prevailing tenth'91cy.

Specialization tends to narrow the field of vision,of the worker.
If this condition is likely to continue, and there is no reason to tliink-
this will not be the case, it means that the boy must icceive some all
round academic and hand training before he goes.to wori;, for it will
be impossible for the majority to rise above the conditions imposed
by the prevailing industrial organization.: It is the common experi-
ence that few boys who enter upon the special apprenticeship system
ever take up the full apprenticeship covse afterward,. The pay at
the end of the speciAl apprenticeship service is too litegi, in proportion
to that which a boy would receive if he startal Over again in another
department, to make it a sufficient inducement for him to continue a
scheme of training which would make him a master of the details of
all departments, of Which titre are as many as 11 in the machine tool
industry.

The action of the National Tool Builders' Association in boldly
stating that-they expect to train specialists will do more to call to the
sttention'Of the public the necessity for broad industrial training
before ttie,age of 17 than Any other procedure. The public must face
the question as it stands. ik

There is a need for mNrg AteticalosPPlicatioritof mathematics and
science our public salipAt, whether they be the regular public ,

schools as now conducted or the special industrial schools to come:
The excellent work being done by.the superintendents of apprentices
iuthe large indust'ial establishments along lines of practical teach-
ing, by shop problems bearing upon the formal subjects of arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, mechanics, and chemistry.,. Fill have a great in-
fluence on the courses of study in the regular and special schdols
conducted under public auspices.. ,It is a revelation to see the manner
in whictilhe teachers' in these apprentice courses approach the prob-
leni of the application of theory` to practicer . Each example a*
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concrete illustration:sof some mechanical or other principle of the
daily shop practice. In some instances the teaching covers arith-
metier elementary algebra, mensuration, elementary trigonometry,
elements of machines, power transmission, steengtki of materials, ele-
mentary electricity, mechanical drawing, and machine design. The
Apprentice learns a valuable lesson of the monetary value of such a
training by the mere ,fact that the company is willing to pay his
regular wage during the period that he is receiving this academic
instruction.

No provision is made by many firms.for academic teaching in con-
nection with tiipprenticeship system. Many firms do not feel that
they can afford to do it. and express the conviction that either the
public day school ought to meet this requirement or else the appren-
tices should attend a good evening.school. But whenever a concern
can have the boys engaged on productive work and at the same time
give them academic training, all on a prop-paying basis, it is to be
hoped that it will adopt the scheme of`Fombinecl shop and school
training. -

As the matter no stands, the public evening schools and other
agencies of supplern tai education are the only ones to provide
facilities for this seh I instruction for boys who have not receive,*
sufficient training to e ter the trades. . A few managers do not favor
the evening school plan, as they believe that the boys are not in a
physical and -mental condition to do the best work. The majority
are in accord with supplementary evening instruction, and believe
that the principle of the survival of the fittest will serve to eliminate
the boywho has not sufficient perseverance and patience; and leave
the boy who is worthy of promotion to a higher position.

It appears that evening schools will have an important bearing
on the future apprenticeship system. Doctor 13alliet states that the
'problem of efficient evening school instruction is to-day one of the
most serious educational questions. It is interesting to note that
the apprentices themselves oftentimes prefer to attend evening
schools conducted under private auspices rather than take publiceven-
ing ikrses: In one concern which compels apprentices to ittterid some
evening school, 42 per cent go to private schools where they are
obliged- to pay a fee and furnish their own text-books. They state
that they receive-more individual attention in these schools, and that
the courses of instruction are more closely adapted to their needs.

Such a statement is seen to be undoubtedly true, if one considers
that the majority of public school-teachers are regularly employed
in the, day schools and naturally use the methods and texts prescribed
for day students. Private educational institutions which are 'Wail,.
able to these _apprentices are usually open only nights, and hive &
4. . 5819307-08-.-8
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special corps of teache selected from the various factories. While
this is done for .the sae of economy, as no institution could afford
to pay a teacher at th rate of a full day's work for a few hours in
an evening, it serves a pedagogical and industrial purpose by pro-
viding competent men who are fully alive to theibrequirements of
modern industry.

It is but a question of time before public evening schools will offer
opportunity for all classes of workers. Mull of the instruction at
the preset time is adjusted to meet the needs of the commercial class.
The time must come when the facilities ofEimr manual training high
schools and technical schools will be open to the apprentices of the
community. The excellent example of the Springfield Technical
High School in throwing open its doors to the mechanics of the city,
whereby they can use the shops and drawing room, is worthy of emu-
lation by othr cities. The well-equipped Stuyvesalit Technical high
School in New York City will be open soon to the mechanics of the
city. Other cities are contemplating a simila'r course. In this way
whatever evils result from shop specialization can be met.

A differentiation in the> teaching of the various subjects will even-
tually come about In the German continuation schools one finds
that there is " arithmetic for the machinist," " arithmetic for the car-
penter," chemistry for the textile worker," etc. There is no reason
why a group of 75 apprentices now divided into three sections in our
public evening schools without regard to occupation should not be
formed into the same number of sections, but with each section made
up of men in allied trades. Moreover, the teacher could be selected
for his knowledge of that particular phase of the subject' which his
section was concerned with. It would not cost the school department
any mole to employ a man outside-the corps of regular teachers, and
the result would be more efficieht service.

The varied experiences of manufacturers under the different types
of Apprenticeship which have been described lead to certain general
considerations and conclusions regarding the relation of apprentice-
ship systems to general industrial educati&i, including of course in
the latter term trade schools.

Facts that have been given prove without question that the appren-
ticeship system, as is the case with trade schools and the more general
industrial schools, is designed to train fora trade and to develop the
mind. Thus the aim and purpose of all three methods are the same,
-each to be..applied anti developed in accordjnce with the conditions
of industry and the opportunity of securing pupils or apprentices..

. The facts also show -conclusively that it can not be assumed that a
trade or industrial school of some kind is the onlyiagenoy by which

litorgased amount of skill tin be obtained or sacureet. In !the
Won- of educators who are othimatinff some opt= of .education.
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by which there shall be secured this increased amount of skill, the
apprenticeship system in its modern form must be reckoned with as
a powerful element. The apprentitteship trade school and the half
time trade school should not he neglected.

The main difference between these types of school and the general
apprenticeship system of the better order lies in the former placing
upon a separate department of industrial organization the duty of

%training apprentices in those features of a trade- which can he best
(alight in a school. There are nearly as many expressions of these
types of school as there are firms or industries in which an attempt is
made to conduct them. These schools approach closely the supposed
purixise of trade schools, and are at the same time closely allied to
the apprenticeship system for two reasons: (1) in some cases th
bear a direct relation to an apprenticeship sysfem, as in the case of
the North End Union. where one year is deducted from the regular
indenture of the boy who attends the school; (.2) because in other
cases they are carried on by the concern itself as a' part of the regular i

apprenticeship system.
The train difference between the public trade school and the schools

that have been described _is that the first is initiated by the public
and natty bear but little relation to the specific needs of employers, and
may also have little direct supervision by them, while the second
depend upon the initiative and oversight of the employing class. This
class does not delegate its duties and attempt to place the responsi-
bility of training efficient orkmen upon the public. The advocates
of these schools claim that is not possible to teach trades well with-
out virtually carrying an 'the business which each-trade represents.
Furthermore, they solve the perplexing questions raised by trade
uaions, whether trades should be taught to others than those already
actually at work in the trades represented.

The North End Union School, an account of which has already
beeekiven, is an illustration of one kind which has a definite con-
nection with the practical`work outpiEle of the school, even before the
school instruction has commenced. It is a very marked example of
the connection which may exist between pchool authorities end the
employing class. It is unique in that a number of employers are
interested. It isthe training room for a number of printing offices,
and is devoted to a single idea a school .of printing. But the prin-.
ciple of this school might be easily appliedf in other trades. It iti a
type of school for communities where there are many small concerns
in the same dine of walk, '

'The Ludlow Textile School is of another order, embodying, liiiiifr -,
ever, the same general principles. It, is controlled by, one tot of enali,
ployers; it is an excellent illustration of the half-time .14004 s44.

e4eato with a clan of people who woulkneVer be encouraged to entior,-
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a trade school where no opportunity was given to earn while learn-
ing. Again; the composition of the population at the Ludlow works
must be considered, they being largely Poles, Italians, etc. The
school is of a type for an isolated factory village having a large
number of .workers all engaged in one industry, and that of such-a
nature that a general textile school like those at Lowell and Pliiiadel-
phia would not serve its ends.

Still another type, yet embodying sonic of the essential principles
under discussion, is exemplified in the school of II. Hoe & Co.. al-
ready described in detail; this school is conducted at the expense
of the company, but after working hours; or perhaps more accurately
stated, the apprentices stop work at 5 o'clock, wash up. have a lit-
tle supper provided .at the company's expense, then go to the school
room, and for an hour and a half study those subjLcts vhick fit.them
to become expert machinists

Educators can learn much from these three experiments. While
the apprenticeship system. or the several systems* have a direct bear-
ing upon industrial education, broadly speaking, there are some dis-
advantages.as well as the great advantages that have been specified.
Among the disadvantages there may be considered the. following:

(1) ,Boys are hired by the emplYment department and not by

shop oremen are too often utilized, as errand boys, to sweep floors,
pile, stings, anti for other work having no relation tcz the processes
of nufacture. It is claimed that thin is done, to," try out " a le3y,
yet is for nothing more than to test his ability to ,'hang on," his
neatness, promptness, politeness, etc. All these qualities could just
as well be tested by assigning him to definite bench or machine
work, or to the tool room or stock room, 'where he would become fa-
miliar with. the stock, organization, etc.

(2) The apprenticeship ideal and the action of the fi.eman are
often at cross purposes. The apprentice desires to learn a trade,
while the foreman wants to cheapen the cost of production, and his
litendency therefore to exploit the boy. The placing of boys underre

the direct charge of journeymen and their acting as helpers. to men
who are on piece work are examples of this practice. The assign-
ing of boys to automatic machinery an holding them there from the
beginning of their course discourages em.

(3) .In some shppt where the f men and workmen are some-
.

.what narrow-minded, the apprent labors under an enormous dis.
advantage,. in that the workmen will not shim him or teach him

4tods. -Some of the older men have served their seven years, and
IskY: , Let the kid pick it up as I did." . In one shop it was re-.

introstigation thit workman, when asked why, he.
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did not show a young apprentice how to do a piece of work, replied;
" Do yon think I am a teacher?" It would seem as though it would
be possible in every shop, no matter how small, to place the boys under
the best workmenthose who would have the greatest interest in boys,
even ifthesv men were paid 25 cents a day more for special service.

.. Of course the systems that have been desCribed above provide for
special instructors, and this sort of thing with them is entirely
eliminated.

(4) In the departmental system which prevails in very -large
concerns to a' considerable extent, the boys are apprenticed to one
department and can not obtain knowledge of any other. These
departments are so large in themselves and have so many operations
that they can easily employ all the capacity of a boy for the full
term of his indenture. This is all right as longs the boy remains
in the company's employ, but ff he leaves and does not enter a
competing company dealing in the same product he finds his beilig
unsuited for general work a bar to . further employment. -

Some of the specific advantages and disadvantages of apprentice-
ship training and trade school training have been very briefly but
positively summarized by a writer in The Apprenticeship Bulletin,
published by the Ndrth End Union, Boston, Mass., for March 1907.
They are brought' in here because this work is an advocate of
trade schools and modern indenture apprenticeship, and the state-
menu are perfectly fair-minded. Some of the reasons why a tree
school can render better service than the shop in developing a, com-
petent compositor are stated to be: (1) The school can help to 'make
a profitable worknuin in a shorter time by giving him at owe, under
instruction, legitimate shop practice in the work of the trade, while
in the shop a period of weeks, usually months, is,devoted to sweep-

running errands, and sim' work, and there is little or no
opportunity given to practice le work of the trade. (2) The school
can give,a series of _ra. 1 ons, general and fundamental, upon'
which othe wo ay be based and further efficiency more certainly
developed, w Ile in the shop there is no sequence in the kinds of
work given to the, learner, in ,that it is all alike routine work, or it
is ell so radically iinlike to his untrained mind tit he gets lost and
flounders around in a maze of uncertainty. (3) The school can
give the opportunity to do a task over and over again until it is done
right, the opportunity to study each problem closely and deliberately,
while in the shop there can be little or no chance to try again. The
work must be thrown away or allowed to go imperfect (4) The
school can give a broader, more intelligent idea of the relation of
parts to the whole. Where there is an opportunity to practice al..
the usual operations of production, the, beginner lams the depend-
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rS ence of each pai-t upon the others. When he locks up a foiln on
the stone hi learns why it is'important that the composition in_the
stick or on the galley should be accurately justified. When he puts
a foim on the press he learns why the work on the stone should he
done so that the lock-up is firm and square. In the shop.on the
other hand, the tendency to make him do one thing may permit him
to become a tolerably good workman. but he is helpless' in emer-
gencies and can not grasp any unusual problem. (5) In the school
the instruction is direct and personal, given by one who is selected
not only because of his superior qualities as a craftsman. but because
of ability to teach. In the shop the instruction is haphazard.
and accidental, given. by a foreman who is already harassed by a
multiplicity of details, not to mention his temptation to exploit the
boy. for the sake of profit to his department.

The same writer gives a few reasons why the school can neve) tiike
the place of the shop. The shop emphasizes the value of time. on
which cost of production is based. A clear perception of how a
piece of work should be done is necessary at the outset in order to

'avoid waste of time and a consequent money loss. Also while a
degree of skill and efficiency can he acquired in a school, it needs the
incentive of the commercial demands of titt; shop to develop them
to a higher degree. The writer closes by saying that on the whole
the shop gives opportunities of putting into practice. the principles
which have been learned inthe school.

These points are apropos not only to the printing trade, but to all
others, and the wisdom of the reasons for and against any particular
form of trade education, must appeal to all who are looking for the
best results of industrial training. With a wise coordination nil
these various elements lend to the most satisfactory te ins. It is too
late to advocate any particular form of industrial education as the
,only one. As already intimated, the point should be emphasized
in closing this study, that the brood-minded educator on industrial
lines must reckon with them all if he hopes to win the public. or,
gain the great objects sought both by educators and by manufac-
turers. Narrowness, jealousy of systems, special advocacy of one
or the other are prejudicial.

The advocates of the trade school pure and simple must he broad
enough to see the benefit of the widely industrial training, and the
advocates.of this.iiind of training must acknowledge the great result'i
secured by trade schools and by a modernized up-to-date apprentice-
ship system..
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M'I'EN DIX.

DICIF,ST OF APPRENTICE LAWS.a

In the followhig digest, the apprentice laws are considered by States. the
statutory provisions hi all States being considered as nearly as possible in uni--
form order and not in the order in which they appear In the statute books.

ALABAMA.

A minor inny he bound out by the parents, and when parents are unable to
provide for his support, by the probate judge of a county.

A male may be hound out until he is 21 and a female until she Is 18 years
of age.

The master is required to see that the lliwrentice Is taught his trade and to
read and write, to provide him with good and wholesome provisions, necessary

'clothing. washing, lodging. and medical attendance, and at the expiration of the
term of service, to furnisiClilin with two new suit* of clothes. Ile may enforce
obedienceond g( 5111 behavior by such moderate .corporal punishment as at com-
mon law a fattier or guardian is allowed to inflict.

It is unlawful to entice, decoy. or itersuade an apprentice to leave the sere tee
of his master, to employ him, to furnish him 10(41 or clothing, or to g.ve or sell
him ardent spirits, without the written consent of the master.

Soule! Code of 1597, sections -116; to ;07, 5504 to 5500.

A ANSAS.

A minor may be hound out by th father with the written consent of the
mother ; by the guardian if an (withal without sufficient estate for its ulink.-
nonce, and by the mother if tho fat a. is dead and no guardian has liven
appointed. In any case the indentures must be approved by the judge of the
county court. A minor pay also e bound out by the judge of tbe county court
In enswthe parents have not the leans. or neglect to maintain said minor:

A Wale may he bound until I and a female until 15 years of age.
The master is required to tench the apprentice a trade and to send tile appren-

tice to school at-. least one-fourth of his time after he is 7 years old, and the
apprentice must be taught reading, writing, and arithmetic to the rule of three,
inclusive.

It is unlawful to entice, persuade, or induce an apprentice to leave the serVIce
of the master or to conceal him after leaving such service.

Source: Digest of 1594, sections 249 to 255, 14t;3, 4950.

CALIFORNIA.

A minor of 14 years of age or over may be bound by his father, or by his
mother or guardian in use of the father's death or incompetency, or where he
has willfully abandoned his family for One year without masking suitable pro-
vision for their support, 'or Is habitually Intempende or Is a vagrant ; by ate
executor who 'by the will of the father is directed to bpktg up the child
to a trade or (riling ;.by the mother alone itthe child Is Illegitimate; and by the
judge of the superlot court if the minor is poor, homeless, chargeable to the
county or Staliior an outeaq who has no visible menus of.obtalnhig an 'honest

.
From Tenth Special'Report of U. 8. Commissioner ofphrrr 11904). An examination

of recent legislation boa failed to reveal any changes o importance to be made In the
statutory provisions there given.

eft
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.

livelihood. If a minor has no parent or guardian competent to act he may, with
the approval of the superior court. hind himself. The mimes consent must be
expressed in the indenture and testified to by his signing the same.

A male may be bpund until 21 and a female until 18 years of age.
The waster must cause the apprentice to be taught reading, writing, and the

ground rules of arithmetic, ratio, and proportion. must give hint the requisite
instruction in the different branches-of his trade, and, at the expiration of his
term of service, must give hint $50 in gold and two new snits of clothes ti beworth in the aggregate at least sno. In all eases the master most pay and Ile-
liver to the aiamentlee the atones. clothes, and other property to which he iseutitiell under the indenture.

It is unlawful to entice, counsel, or persuade an apprentice to run away. or to
employ, harbor, or conceal him, knowipg him to be a 'runaway. A master may
not remove his apprentice out of the State, but he may be discharged from the
indenture by the superior court, if he wishes to leavtlthe State.

Source: Acts of 1901, chapter 157, sections 51 to 63T

COLORADO.

A minor mac be bound out by his fats er. or by his mother or guardian if the
father is dead. Incounsqent, has willfully abamioned his family for six nemths
without making suitable provision for their sumErt. or has become a habitual
drunkard: by the mother alone if the child is illegitimate. but subsequent mar-riage defeats her power to bind a child during nutrringe, whether illegitinmteor not. In the above cases the consent cot ths, minor, who is over 14 years of
age. is necessary, and must be expressed isrthe indentures and testified to byhis signing the same. A minor may also be bound out by a smierintentlent of
the poor of the county if either the minor or his parents are, or May he. clam:e-
el:de to the county or shall beg for alms; if the parents am itoor and the father
a habitual drunkard. and if the father is dead and the mother is of a bad
character or suffers the minor to grow up in Idleness, etc. A minor may bind
himself if he has no parents competent to act and no guardian. 'A male may he bound until ;1 years anti a female until 18 years of age or
anti) marriage within said age.

An apprentice must be taught his trade and must bedastructed in the commonEnglisti brakhes of education, in some public or other F Owl. at least three
Monde in every year until he shall have arrived nt the one of 14 years, and
until he shall have upeelved a common school edncation. lie must be furnished
With suitable clothing, food, and attention In sickness and health. Upon theexpiration of his term of service, the master must furnish him a new Bible, and
two new suits of clothea, to be 'worth. respectively, $15 and $25.

A master may not remove an apprentice out of the State, but the court may
dissolve the indenture and again bind nut the child, if the master wishes toleave the State. The death of the master discharges the apprenticeship.

Source: Statutes of 181)1, chapters 6 and 26.

CONNECTICUT.

A minor duty be bound out by the fathear guardian, in which case the con-
seat of a minor who is over 14 years of age is necessary; this must be expressed .in the indentures acrd testified to by his signing the same. The selectmen of atown may, with the consent of ajustice of the peace, bind out the children of
any person who, having had relief from said town, allows his children to tuts. .spend their time and neglects to emplby them in some honest calling, and of
any person who does not provide competently for his children, whereby they,are exposed to want; also any poor children who live idly or are exposed towant and have ne one to take care of them. The trustees of the State Reform
School may, with the consent of the boy or his parents or guardian, bind out anyboy who is committed to said school during his minority. The directors of the In-dustrial School for Girls may bind'out any girl committed to said school. Theoverseers of an Indian tribe may, with the consent of two justices of the peace,bind out children of said tribe who are poor, idle, and unprovided for. A
Minor, when of the age of 14, may, with the consent of the selectmen of histown, bind himself if he has no father or guardian within-the Mate.

Males may be indentured as apprentices until 21 and females until 18 yearsof age, or until their marriage within that age. In the case of Indian children,?
Males may, be indenture/1 nail 18 and females anal 18 years of age, or path
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inarrien 'within that age. inmates of the Connecticut Industrial School for
Girls way be Indentured only for the terms of their commitment.

It Is unlawful to eloign or entlee any lawfully bound minor from. tl a service
ea rest sly of Ills. master: ri

source: General Statutes cf 111(12, sections 12511, 2s2s, 2.5211. 2S-11, 4-127, 46S4 to
4,190.

.00 DELAWARE.

A minor may be b011ioi out by the father by the gutardtan if there he no
father tesiding in the State: by the mother if there be no father residing in
the State and these is no guardian: by any two trustee ia of the poor If theminor is hi lug in the limahobse. and by a.by Iwo justices of the isnlee acting
1m:ether if the minor has no parents residing in the State and has not skiffieient
pre; orty for his maintenance. or If his parents are not able to maintain and
bring Win up to industry and suitable employment. A Minor when of they age
of 1-1 way also bind himself if be this no Intl-ems and no guardian residing in
he litate, sod In this case the consent of a justice of the peace iv necessary.
The term for which uppretajces may he bound is until 21 years of age In the

case of males. and mit n 14 years of age in the case of females. Immigrants of
full age may lae bound oat for a period of not more than live years.

.Ipprentintes 11111S1 be given ensolitible education In reading and writing. and
must lie furnished wit In. pumper sliptiort and (uilling. l'pon the expiration of
the, tertn of sera ice the Master 11111stt provide his apprentice with two netv faults
of clothing. The master has power to enforeetsNileinto and good behavior by
moderate eorrect ion and by suitable Mul sufficient meant!:

It is nnlawful knowingly to harbor, tonee:II, or employ an apprentice who MIS
rim away from sorb'.': to dltal with an itprentlee without the consent of his
master, or knowingly to encourage him to disobey his master's lawful orders or
to neglect his business. An upprent,lee may be assigned from person to person
by assignment executed under seal by both assignor and assignee, with the
approbation of any judge of the State or any two justices of the peace. whosle
upluli MUM altkeil1 on t he iittSigtilllellt, if boulutto a person anal Ills executors,
administrators, and assigns. An assignee. executor, or .admintstrator must
take it minor upon the teruus of the original agreement and be liable for all
nperfot;tned emit-moms.

Source: Revised ('ode, edition of 111.1, chmpter 711.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

A minor child may he hound as an apprentice by his guardian: or. If he has
none, by his tattier: or if he has neither father nor guardian, by his mother,
with the eonsent. entered of record, of the probate court, or without such con-
sent if the minor, being 14 years of age. agree In writing to be so bound. The
pi!ohate court may bind 0111 tin orplani child or any child abandoned by Its
parents or guardian: any child of habitually drunkeb, vicious, or unfit parents,
when such child Is not in the custody of a person ii4 is providing, for its main-
tenance and education: also any child habitually begging or kept in vicious or
Immoral associations.

The utmost telu of apprenticeship Is until the apprentice attains the age of
21 If a boy, anq 181f a girl. The term of a child bound out by the'probate court
lain the discretion of the court. .

writing. and common a ritidnetic ; to supply him w suitable clothing and
The master is required to teach the apprentice AtIrre

co
de, aua also rending,

maintenance, and to pay such amount,. it any, as may be agreed upon in the
contract.

It is unlawful for any person to conceal, harbor, ok farilitpte the running
away of an apprentice, or for a 'raster, except In the ease of mariners, to send
or carry his apprientice out of the District. The contract of apprenticesh10..
may, with the approbation of the court, be assigned by the mu after his
death by ids personal representatives on such terms as the court may rescribe.

flouirce: Code of 1901, sections 173, 402 to 411.,

FLORIDA.

A minor may be bound out by r.nysourt or by a guardian. If the minor is
under 18 years of age the approval, of the judge of the county court of the
county at Which his meat or-guardlaa Is a ,resident is necessary, and it paid
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minor is of the age of 18 or over, his own assent, evidenced by his signature to
the Indentures, is required. Poor orphans, without estate sufficient for their
maintenance out of the profits, shall be bound out by order of the judge of the
county court. When a person having control of n ehild'under 10 years of age
1s adjudged a vagrant, Raid child shall be bound out by the court rendering the
judgment. When a person applies to be placed on the pauper list of a county,
the board of county commissioners, in granting said application, may in their
discretion require that the children of such applicant tinder the ageeof 16 be
bound out. When a child under the age of 16 is abandoned by the father, who
fails to provide it with support and maintenance. it way be hound out by the
judge cf the county court, but not without the assent of the mother, unless she
is unable or neglects to provide for its support and maintenance.

Male apprentices may be bound until they arrive at the age of 21 and females
at the age of IS years.

The master is required to teach the apprentice, in addition to his trade. the.
elements of reading, writing, and arithmetic. He inust give the apprentice a new
stilt of clothes, shoes, and a blanket immediately upon the expiration of the term.

It is unlawful for any parent, guardian, or other person to entice, take, carry
away, ur barboi a child duly apprenticed to another, or to cause the same to be
done.

Source: Revised Statutes of lsni, sections 2112 to 2110;2404.

GEORGIA.

Minors may be bound out by their parents, and those whose parents are dead.
'br residing out of the county and whose estates yield profits Insufficient for
support and maintenance, or those whose parents, from age, Inlirmity, or poverty.
are unable to support them, shall be bound out by the judge of the county court
or the ordinary.

Minors may be hound out find' they are 21 years of age, or for a stated period.`
A person of full age may bind himself for a valuaktle consideration for a limited
number of years, not exceeding five.

It is the duty of the master, in addition to teaching the apprentice a trade, to
teach him to read English, to furnish him with protection, wholesome food, suit-
able clothing, necessary medicine and medical attendance, and to teach him
habits of industry. honesty, and morality. The waster Is permitted to use any
such degree of force to compel obedience as a father may us with a minor child.
At the expiration /I the term of service the master must give the apprentice'a
small allowance 411Prh which to begin life, the amount to be left to thr master's
generosity. If be offers less than $100, the apprentice may decline it, and cite
the master before the judge of the county court or the ordinary, who, after a
hearing, fixes the sum to be paid.

The master has a right of action against any other person who, after notice,
employs his apprentice.

Source: .Code of 1SO0, Volume II, sections 2542, 251)8 4D 2000; Volume III,
sections 111) to 122. '

.40
ILLINOIS.

i -

Only a minor under the age of 10 years may be bound out ns an apprentice.
Such a minor may be bound out by the father with the consent of the motht.r,
or, in case of her death, habitual drunkenness, prostitution, Imprisonment in
the penitentiary, incapacity, or willful desertion of the family for six months,
without bet consent; by the mother, In case of the death, habitual drunkenness.
imprisonment In the penitentiary, or -Incapacity of the father, and by the
guardian in case neither father nor mother is living and free from above °Wee-
Sofia. An illegitimate minor may be bound by his or her mother. A minor,
may also be bound out by the executor or executors who are directed by the
father's last will and testament to bring the child up to some trade or calling'?
minor who habitually begs for alms, who is or whose igurents are chargeable
to the county or town, or who is augported In whole orrin part at the charge
of the county or town, may be bounrout by the county board or overwiers of
the poor, as the case way be, with the approval of the judge of the could), or
circuit court. 'A boy committed to a training school for boys, or a girl committed
to a girls' Lndustritil school or to the State Home for Juvenile Female Offenders,
May be bound out by the officets of said institution.

A p p r e n t i c e s p i n y bs bound out until t h e z arrive at the' age *of4410

"

14Po
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An apprentice must be taught reading, writing, an the ground rules ofarlthmetlq. Upon completing the apprenticeship the master must give theapprentice a new' Bible, two complete stilts of wearing apparel suitable to thecondition In life IY the apprentice, and $2(/ In money. The above must be givenonly-hi case the apprentice has served one year or more, and they must,be

secured to and for the Kole use and benefit of the apprentice.
. It is unInwful for any person to counsel, persuade, or entice an apprentice to
run away or absent himself from the servioe of Ida master, or for an apprenticeto rebel ngalust or assault his master. The master may not remove an appren-tice out of the tote without the consent of the county court. The death of theCaster discharges the orliirentloesItlp.

Source: Annotated Stututea of 1S1s1, chapter 9, sections 1 to 19; chapter,,,sections 121..135, 1:10.
INDIANA.

A minor may be !Nonni nut by the futher : by the mother. if there lie no father,
or If be lie Incompetent; by the guardian, If there be neither lather nor mother.If the minir is over 14 yearn of age his consent is necessary, and must be ex-pressoi in the indentures and attested by hl signati:re. Theoversers of the
poor (township trustees) may. whir the consent of the county judge, indorsed
1.11 Indentures, blud out the child of nay pauper supported In whole or In part bythe county, and any child whose pa -rents abandon or Inv.:Peet or are unntile tosupport it., They cony nisi bind out a child hating neither father, mother, norguardian. and having no sufficient means of support or education ; and any whitechild taken. from any asylum in any other State and brought into the State ofIndiana to lie boffin. Children co bound out by the overseers of the poor must
be under 113 years of age. The auperinteittents of county asylums may bind outsuch poor children as from time to time fall under their core and charge. 'theboard of children's guardians of a county may, by leave of the circiflt court ofthe county. bind out children abandoned. neglected, or eruelly treated by Mehl'
parents; children begging on the streets; children of habitually drunken or
vicious or malt parents; children kept in 'vicious or immoral nssociations; .chtbdren known by their life ant language to be vicious and incorrigible, and juv,e-title delinquents and truants. Any association for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining an asylum and home for the care, support. discipline, and edu-
minim of orphan children may bind out any Inman!. who tins neither father,mother, nor gunrdimi, or one whose parents have'granted to the corporation the
authority to bind the child. A minor may be bound not by manual-labor schools
organized sad incorporated under the lbws of the State. The superintendent of
the female reformatory of tbr State may bhul out a girl committed there duringher minority. but only with her consent. The superintendent of the 'Reform
School for Boys may bind out -a boy during Minority, but only with his consent.A miner over the age of 14. having no father, Mother, nor guardian, may bind
himself but the (mimed. of the probate judge of the county, to be indorsed on theLudenturos, is neeasary.

Children may be Metall for a term not eittonding beyond the age of 21 years if
nudes and IS if females. but the marriage of a female annuls her indenture.The Indenture' Is not assignable,.

An ludkuturs binding a white nppfleglee who has more than three years to
Nerve aust contain an tenement on the part of the master to 'muse the smarm-tiee.to be taught reedit*, Wilther, and the rube of arithmetic to the double rule
of three: inclualve, If practicable. All, valuable agreements on the pert of the
master must Is, for the benefit of the apprentice and may be sued on and recur-.tired in his pgma.,

It Is unlawful for n master to compel an apprentice to work more than ten,
houra per day without additional siimpenvatien. An absconding apprentice may
by oiler of court he returned to the master or if tic refuses may be committed to

'bet maelees dpath *Bache was the apPrentice. In ravel the master retucSes
frelnthe Sint* the dleoliarga is ontiong) with the apprentiem.

;Source: Annotated kitatutes of MC seetions'81138a, 8188, 7200 to T817,
$108, t

WAWA.

A.MInor tylke 446,p4ippt*ftb ,n ,trrIttep .04battp,iit fled te. pr indorsed,. Otn the hid& Vet'bttee filer; If (liehither uhoned hid fttipily1
or Is for an; cause incapacitated, then by the mother; if she is deal:Z. or Wet-
paeltated, then by the guardian; or, if th no guardian, then by the clerk

,
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of the/circult court. If the minor is more than 12 years of age. the Indentures
must be *aimed by him of his own'free will. A 'metier minor may be bound out6y jhe clerk of the circuit court without obtaining his assent. Poor children
under 10 years of age In it poor house or house of refuge may be-bound out by
the board of supervisors of the County until lit xeurs of age or such earlier time
as why be fixed, or tfhtll married before that thee. Children in the Slate Reform
School may. with the written chnseut of their parents or guardians. If any. he
bound out by the trustees thereof until the end of their term or an earlier time.

The terms of apprentieeship, except as abeve-indicated. may continue mail the
attainment of the age Of Majority, which Is 21 years lit the case of males, and 1 s
years in the case of females. or ?Mtn nmrriage.

It is the duty of the waster to send the apprentice who is 6 years old or in or,
to school, If there is one in the district, at least four months in each year. nail he
meet clothe him in a comfortatble and becoming manner and provide him with
suitable and sufficient food.

The .death 60 the master or his .removal front the State ditiatilVeS the In-
denture unless otherwise provided or unless the apprentice elects to con!
his service.

Source: Code of 1807, sections 2714, :229 to 3249.

KANSAS.

A minor may bind himself with the consent of the tether, indorsed en the
Indentures, or, if he is dead, has no legal capacity to Mte consent, has willfully
abandoned his fetidly for six Months without making sltable provision for
their support, of has hecowe an habitual drunken!, then of the mother or guar-
dian, and if there is no parent or guerdlan, then of the proltate coma. An
orphan or minor who bits no estate sufficient for his maintenance may be bound
out by his guardian with the consent of the probate mutt. An exentor who is
directed by the last will of at father to bring up a child Id slime trade or calling,
has the power, with the cansent of the neither, If living, to bind the child out.
A poor child who is or may be chargeable to the penny or shall beg for alms,
whose pAreuts are poor 11111.1 the father an habitual drunken!, or, If there be no
father, whose mother is of a had chavacter, or sutlers her children to grim. up
In habits of idieneg* without any visible ntcaIts of id/Mining uu homest
may be bound out by the probate court. Overseers of Ilipoor ill townships and
cities and superintendents of county asylums way Wed out soda poor children
as fall under their care and charge. The trustees of the State Reform Sides)l
may bind out any boy committed thereto with his clinseat. An imatte of the
Industrial &dead for Girls may be bound our by the trustees of said school.

Male apprentices may be bound until, they .reach the age of Is years end
females 16 years.. Inmates of the State Reform School and of the State Inelns-
trlal School for Girls easy be bound out during their minority or for a shorter
period.

Au apprentice must be taught reading, wfiling, and the ground rules it ern-
metic, the compound rules, and the rule of three. At the expiration of his term
of service, the master must give him or her it new Bible, two new sults of clothes
of the value of $40, and $10 In currency.

It is unlawful to counsel, persuade, entice, or assist any apprentice to run
away or absent himself from the service of his matter. or to harbor or conceal
such an apprentice, knowing him to be it runaway. The master may not take
his apprentice out of the State, but the probate eourf may discharge the appren-
tice from the service of such master, end again'hind him, if necesenry, to sonic
other 'person.

Source: General Statutes of 1001, sections 295 to318, 6988, 7129, 7130, 7151.

KENTUCKY.

A poor orphan and any other child whose relatives'or parents, in the judgment
of the court, will not bring them up In moral courses, may be pound out by the
county court. Any orphan minor may be bound out by his guardian, or, if he
has no guardian, by his mother, with the consent of the county court. Children
of a man sentenced to the penitentiary may be bound out by the court§ in their
discretion. The board -of trustees of the State House oeitefonn for Boys and
the State House of Reform for Girls may also bind out Inmates of these
Institutions.
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The term of apprenticeship Is untithe apprentice attains tile age of 21 yearsif a law. and 18 years If a girl.
The luster is required to furnish the apprentice proPer medical attention,

food, and clothing, and to treat him humanely. At the end of the term of
service the master must pay the apprentice, if a boy, $100, and if a girl, Still, but
If the piaster has taught the appient ice to read anti write he is not hound to pay
any money at the end of the ter,m.

It is unlawful to entice an aPprentlee from his master or knowingly to con-
CHI], tin rhor, or employ an apprentice who has left tin service of his master. A
runaway opprent to may. by order of the c;tunty arrested anti returned
to his waster or confined in Jail for not more than twenty days. It is unlawful
to take ot send an apprentice out of the State. or to sell his term of service or
any imt thereof, to any person, or to give another persen the right to eontrol
such child. If the master dies the apprentice may be hound again to another

orde of the county court.
Sonces: Statutes of sections :mot to 2610: Acts of 1S9li, chapter 33,

sections 11, IS.
LOUISIANA.

99

A minor inn y hind himself as an apprentice. The consent of n parent, tutor,
or curator is necessary, or, if there be no such person In the parish wheretthe
minor resides, thou tilu roistent of the mayor of New Orleans, hi the parish...2r
Orleans, or of the parish Judges of their rtspetive parishes throughout 11114
State.

The term of apprenticeship expires at the age of 21 years in the case of males
and of Is years in the case of females, unitssan earlier period is stiptilated.
Per,ons who have ambits, the age Of 11171jOrity may hind themselvey to service
fur a term of taco years.

Apprentices under 2t pars of' age must he taught reading, writing, and the
fundamental principles of Wthinetic.

The ta.titli of the master or his removal front the State dissolves The contract
of a pprent iceship.

Source: Rev Veil Laws of 1597, Page iii. etli114 4-0 to S4.

MAINE.

A minor may be bound out by Wi father, If living; if not, by the mother or legal
guardian. The consent of a minor, who IN liver-14 years of age, is necessary. and
If a minor is hound out prior to that age the indenture will not continue In force
beyond that age unless the miner upon reaching It shall give his consent. A
dilutor, linvlbg no parent or4nardiall. may bind himself out with the Nip )ba-
t ion of the municipal ollicersof the town where he resides. Overseers of t poor
,,,i, town may bind out the ilnor children of parents chargeable to the t 11 or
of 41,ose who, In the opinion of the overseers, lire unable to maintain them, and
minor children wipi are themselves chargeable. The trustees of tpc State Reform
School may bind out boys committed thereto. and the trAtees A the lodustrial
School for Girls, girls' committed thereto, fur a period riot extming the'term of
confinement.

Males may be bound until the age of 21 years and females until 18 years or
until married. ..

All conshieratlitis allowed by the master or mistress In nay contract of
apprentieship must he secured by the Indenture to the sole use of the minor.

The master may not transfer the apprentice to another person or removerhim
out of the State. The tittith of the muster dissolves the contract of apprentice-
ship.

Source: Revised Statutes of 1003, chapter 27, sections 22 to 26; chapter 04.
sections 1 to 7; chapter 143, sections 1, 10, 11, 28, 24.

MARYLAND.

The orphans' courts in the several counties and the city of
two justices of the peace, or In Superset County a single j
may bind out any orphaq child, the Increase or profits of
Sufficient for his maintenance, support, or education, chtldre
through the indigence or 'poverty of their parents, children
Mate children, and children **mons out of the State to

ItImore, or any
sliee of the peace,
hose estate Is not
who are suffering

beggars, Matti-
= sufficient sue-
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tenance Is not afforded. The trustees of the poor in any comity may, In the recess
of the orphans' court, bind out the child or children of any pauper or Vagrant,

.
but the indentures must within two months thereafter be approved by the
orphans' court by indorsement thereon. A minor may behoupd out by his father.
The directors of the penitentiary and the managers of the house of correction,
or any thme' of them, may birrd- out the children of female convicts who are
brought to or born in said institutions. The Ilouse of the Good Shepherd of the
city of Baltimore may, with the children's consent, btna out such white feuwle
children as are committed to the institution. The managers of the House of itefor-
mation, the managers of the House of Refuge, and those of the Industrial Ilowt,
for Colored Girls may, .with similar consent, bind out the minors committisl to
these respective institutions. In Baltimore city the president and board of
auagere of the Children's Aid Society and the manager's of the Ilome for the

Friendless may apprentice male and female minors committed to their care. In
Allegany Couuty the trustees of the almldiouse may hind out any minor `child
under their charge and dependent on the county for stnesul.

Male apprentices may be bound until 21 and female apprentices until 18 years
of age.

The master or mistress is required to give the apprentice a reasonable educa-
tion in reading, writing, and arithmetiC, to teach the apprentice a useful trade,
and to supply suitable clothing and maintenance.

It is uuluwful for any person to entice an apprentice from the service of a
master or knowingly 1p harbor any apprimtice so enticed.

Sources: Public General Laws, 1901 article it. sections 1 to 30; article 27,
section 454; Public Local Laws, 1888, article 1. sections 3, 4; article 20, sections
29 to 31; Acts of 1898. chapter 123, sections 891, 898.

MASSACHUSETTS.

A minor may be bound out by the father ; if he is dead ordincompetent. by the
mother 'or legal guardian, and If illegitimate, by the mother. If the minor is
over 14 years of are and is bound out by his parent or guardian, his consent Is
necessary and must be expressed in the indentures and testified by the signa-
lore of the mirror. A intim/. child who is, or either of whose parents is, charge-
able to a town, may be bound out by the overseers of the poor. A minor who
has.no parent competent to act and no guardian, may, with the approbation of
the selectmen of the town where he resides, bind himself out.

A child under 14 years of age may be bound as an apprentice Until that age.
A minor over that age or a child of any age bound by the overseers of the poor
May be apprenticed to the age of 18 years if a felon* or to the time of her
Marriage within that age, and to the titre of 21 years If a male.

- A'mtnor bound out by the overseers of the poor must be taught rending, writ-
Aug, and arithmetic, and must he given such other 'nett-action, benefit. or ;How-
epee, either within or at the end of the term, as the overseers, in the corkract

' of apPrenticeship, may require. All considerations of money or other things
fOld of allowed by the master upon a contract of.apprenticeship must be paid
or secured to the sole use of the minor.

The deathof the master discharges the Apprenticephip:
Source: Revised. Laws of 1902, chapter 155, itectl6us 1 to 20.

t,tithfjokii.
4

I. A minor may bind himself out with the consent of the father indorsed on the
Iiidenturett, or, If the father is dead, not in legal capacity to give his consent, or

all haNe abandoned 'bud neglected to provide for his fanilly,Jhen of the
Or: .614, ifithe isrdend or hot In legal capacity to give or ttitnwAteh etsiseid,

then of the guardian; or, If there is no guardian, then of any two Justices of
the peace of the township, of the recerder 0 the city, or of the circuit or pro-
bate judge of the county. The cotnity enperintendenib of theix)or may hint out
.a.chIld whgmay. be seurto spy county poorhouse, who is or who may became,
'ftriteable,ln !Whole or In'part, to the county, or whose parent or parents may

oliie*o 'Chargeable. Minors .mad' also be bonnd out by officers of State In-
tatithiti let uit4er the ProtrialOns Ala* anthorizing them to place children
retilleli by. denture, etc.; by otlicera;of incorporated asylmns or tpetitutions

04(4 by W ft? recelVe, care fpr, and diapbsoof miner obildrett; by the
rdait 'Mother' reiliditite itt the 'State; and It ;either biktlead, or of lean l. tn.

capacity, or has abandoned the child,, then by the opter,Allind if the child bb
. . ,. 4,4
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Illegitimate, then by its mother: and by the guardian duly appointed If therebe no father or mother of legal capacity.
A mule luny be apprenticed until 21 years and a female until 18 years of

age, or until her Marriage within that age, or for a shorter time.
A pauper minor bound. by the county superintendent of the poor must begiven a suitable education. All considerations, of mosey or other things paid

or allowed by the master must be paid or secured to the rule use of the ap-prentice.
Thp death of the master discharges the apprentice.
Source: Compiled Laws eft 1597, sect,lons 2020, 21;19, 2213, 2261,2202, 5559. to

5502, 5568 to 3570, 8292, 8748 to 8775t

MINNESOTA.

A minor may be bound out by the father: if the father Is dead or Incompetent,by the mother or le: it guardian. and if Illegitimate. he may be bound Ant by
the mother. The consent of a tumor who Is over 14 years of fleets necessary
and must be expressed in the 4udentures and testified by his signing the saws.If there Is no parent competent to act and no guardian. a minor may bind him-self, but must havelhe approbation of the county commissioners of the countywhere he resides. A minor chargeable upon a county for support may be bound
out by the board of county commissioners of said county.--"Plie managers ofthe State Reform School may, with his consent, bind out a minor committedto their care.

Children under 14 years of age nifty be bound as apprentices until that age.Minors above the age of 14 years may be bound as apprentices, males to the
age of 21 and females to the age of IS years or to the time of their marriagewithin that age.

Provision must be made in the indenture for teaching the appreutice reading,writing, and the general rules of arithmetic. All considerations of tummy or
other things paid or allowed by the master Must be paid or secured to therole use of the apprentice.

The,defith of the master discharges the apprentice.
Source: General Statutes of 1M94, s'ectionA 19641, 3521, 475n to 47(12.

MISSISSIPPI. .

The law provides only for the binding out of poor orphan. children and
children whose parents are unable to stipport them. They may he bound out .Pby the supervisor of the proper district under the irectIon Of tbo'board.ofsuprvistirs of the minty.

Males may be bound out until 21 and fen1S ieR until 1S years.of age.
The person to whom the apprentice is bound is required to provide the latter EVEwith finfliclent good and wholesome food. necessary clothing, washing, and big-

wig; to Arent him humanely, and to send him to &told until he learns to read,write, and perform the ordinary calculation Incident to the business of themaster. At the expiration.of the apprenticeship he is to furnishthe apprenticewith two suits of hew clothink, including hats and shoeg.
AP Source: Annotated Code of 18112, sections 3159 to 3103.

MISSOURI.
.

A minor may be bound out by the ?ether, Or, in case of the father's death,
incormstency. or willful abandonment of his family for six months withoutmaking suitable provision fur their support, or If an habitualL1 drunkard: Ihen by the Mother or legal g rdlnn. If Illegitimate; a minor maybe! bound out by the mother. When a minor who Is over 14 years of age is
hound out by a parent or punrdhul the laisent of said miner is necessary and
must be expressed in the intieutttres and testified by his signing the Annie. An
executor who Is directed In the will of the father to tiring upa child to sometrade or calling may hind mid child out be like manner as the father could
have done. A poor Mild who Is. or may L. chargeable to the county, or who
shall beg for alms, orwhose parents 'are Toor and the father Is en habitual
drunkard, or whose father is dead and the mothar Is of bad character or suffers..fiercidldren to grow Alp Ii habits of idleness "rithput any visible means ofobtaining acs honest livelihood, may be Dowd outigb the,-probate court. An°when Miner who nag not estate !sufficient for tab maintenance may be bound
obt by his guardinneundet direction et the probitte court.;
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Males may be bound as apprentice. tq the age of 21, and females to the age of18 years, or until marriage within that age.
The master is required to cause the apprentice to be given a common school

education, and at the expiration of the apprkticeship be Is to ghe the appren-
tice a new Bible, two pew suits -of clothes worth $50, and $2e1 in money. Ap-

lprentices are to be defended by those who bound t hem, from cruelty. neglect,
0 and breach of contract on the part of their master,.

It is unlawful for any person to counsel, persuade, cutlet., or assist an op-
Prentice to run away or absent himself from the service of his master, or to
entertain, harbor, or omeeal an aptirentiee knowing hint to be a renawyy, or
or an apprentice to rebel against or assault his master. It is unlawfurfor

Master ten remove an apprentice out of the State. The death of the master
discharges the apprenticeship.

Source: Itevesed Statutes of 1899, sectious 4794 to 4821.

. MONTANA.

Every minor may bind himself in writing to Serve as an apprentice provided
he obtains the conseet. indorsed on the indenture, of the follow lag person or
persona: The father and mother: the mother, if the father lacks capacity to
consent, has abandoned/ ft' hegleeted to provide for his family, or is dead and
no testamentary guartrian or executor has been appointed by him: IMF father,
if the mother is (iced er lacks capacity to consent : the testamentary guardianor executar, if the father is dead. If there is no parent of capacit- to consent
and uo such executor or guardian, then consent must be given by the county
commissioners of rite county, by any two justices of the peace ofolle town, orby the di,strict judge. The county commissioners may bind out minors who
have become chargeable ton the county. .
- Apprentices may be bound out until their majority, whirl' is 21 years in the
case of males and 18 years in tho ease of females.

Themaster must agree la (he contract of apprenticeship that he will cause
the apprentice to be instructed to read and write, to be taught the general rules
of arithmetic, or in lieu thereof that he will semi the apprentice to school three
months each year of the period of indenture. The Aptienture bay he annulled
for cruelty or maltreatment of the apprentice by the master.

It Is unlawful willfully and knowingly to aid, assist, or enesunar an ainwen-
tice to run away or to harbor or conceal him.

Source: Codes and Statutes, Sanders's Edition, 1S95, Civil Code,'sections 360
to 309; 'Penal Code, section 115-I:.

NEVADA. .r
A male person under the age of 18 years and a female person under the age

of 15 years may be Wand out until they arrive at these ages respectively, or for
a shorter period, by. the father, or, lu case of his death or inability, by, the
mother or guardian. An orphan or destitute chain may be bound out by the
board,of county commissioners of the county or by the district judge of the
district In which the child resides. The board of directors of the State Orphan
Asylum they also indenture apprentices, and reserve the power to cancel the
indenture at any time.
A male apprentice, being bound to serve five years or more, must he taught
reading and writing, the rules and principles of etomnou Effellsh grammar, and
arithmetic to and including the single rule of three. A reunite apprentice,

it'being bound tio serve four years or more; must lie taught reading,and writing,
and the first four ivies of arithmetic. The master must furnish substantial
food and decent wearing apparel to a male minor bound to serve live years or'
more, and an ample supply of decent clothing and Wholesome food Or a female
minor bound to serve four years or more.

Upon completion of the term of apprenticeship the master must give two sults
of clothing, each sult'being of the %nine of not less than $25, and $1c0 In wooer
to a male bound to serve five years or more; and two full suits of wearing
apparel and 00 in money to a female bound to serve,four years or more. All
money and property stipulated to be delivered or paid by the master or mistress
must be secured to and for the sole use and benefit of dip minor.

It Is unlawful.to &ledge!, persuade, entice, aid, or assist ail), apprentice to run
away or absent himself from the service of his master, or to harbor or to con-
ceal an apprentice, knowing "him to lictve ruts away.

Source: Compiled. Laws of 1899, sections 620 to 636, 1402.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

A minor may he bound out by the father. or, if he he deed, he mother orguardian. If the at or is over 14 years of age his contsmt ledstutry and
mast be expressed In the indentures and testified by his signing the saute. Ifa minor has no par(;nt Or guardian he may hind himself ,nut. with the appro-
bation of the selectmen or overseers of the poor of the town where he resides.
f%erseOrs of the poor in any-lown may banal out all eldhlren who are not em-pleed in saute 111%0'111 b11:4111PSS and whose parents are unable or neglect totanititnin them. The county commissioners may hind oat any minor charge-.

:11)1e lir likely to be ehargeabie to the county. Trustees ofethe Itrform School
may biod_out any soholatr of snid school.

Males may lie hound until 21 years, and felonies until 15 years of age -oruntil their marriage within that anze. Children Inaba. 14 years may be boundout without their consent until tat, age. Inmates of the State industrial
'School may be bound out for the tern ir which they were committed to the,
Institut ion.,

The master is required to tench his lop I44 the art or trAide for Which hewas bound. Pauper minors bound 4.111 the overseers of the poor must be
Ought to read. write, nut cipher. mid must he given Stirh other instruction as,
the overseers may deem reasonable.

Ti Is unlawful to entice or persualle"hny nn apprentice front the service ofhis master, or to srerete. convey, or send off an apprentice or In any way to
noise Win 'to heave such soervIce. The mister any recover duninges against
th-parents or guardian of an apprentice for leaving his service without suffi-cient cause, or itinn apprentle uses V itli1,11(1, tOWarti him. No indenture Isbinding after the ',tenth of the master, except that it the apprenticeship has
nearly expired. the noprentile may choose to nom plete his term of service with
the withoy, exutor, or administrator of his noisier, In which case hods entitled
to nil the bettatits)of the Indenture.

Source: Public /Stool-es ccf 1591. eluipter Si, seetionts 5, 6: chapter 150, sec-tions I to 13; ehnpter 2,1+451km 20.

NEW JERSEY.

A minor may bind himself out of lilt Own freevill and Record with the consent
of tint Pother or, If he is dead, of the mother or guardian. The e9rIsent of themother Is necessay also IIPIV I he till1S1.111 of Iloe father tor guardian is obtained:
Said C0111.1`111 mast he expressed itt, the Indentures mid testified by the party
signing and sealing the 1411111P. Tile 0% et-seers of the poor or any two of them,
with the approbation of two Justices of the (aince of nay moot', or township,
may bind out any poor child, children who breve no parents, children whore
parents admit apply tothe overseers for relief, and the child orochlitiren ofrnnypaw parental ho,sitall taring up their said children In sloth, Idleness, and tguo-Wpm, and who, upon advice and direction glaenby the overseers, shall for three
'tomtits after sold ply let' and direction refuse or neglect to hind out their chil-dren. trustees of UK! Reform School may, bind out boys committed to gala-TIT6 trustees of the IntInstristi School for Girls may bind out girlstherein. The president of n lantrd of trustees of a poorhonse, with the consentof a majority of the board, or, where no trustees tare appointed, the director
of the board of chosen freelaIlders, with the consent of a majority of saidboard. may bind oaf poor childretwho are chargeable upon the c ty. An(mama itsyltun nssocintIon nosy bindout any child under its care for more than
one year, but if the parental pay anything toward its support their consent mustfirst he obtain(0.

Moles may be bound out until the age of 21 atue fent:ilea until the age of 18years.
It is unlawful for nay person knowingly to eminsel persuade, entice, aid, orassist an apprentio to run away, or ntlsent himself Man the service of LIBmaster, or to harbor or conceal an apprentice knowing hint to have run away.
Sources: General Statutes of 1595, lavart$5, sections 1 to 10; large 2505, sec-

tions 12,20, 51, 70; page 2525. Peetions 107 to 110; page 2721. section 8; page
2728, section' 79, 81, 100; Acts of 1898, chapter 181, section 10. .

.
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NEW MEXICO.

A minor may be bound out by the father, or, if the father is dead and no
guardian hay been appolqed, by the mother. Guardians, under direction of the
probate court, may bind, out orphan minors who have not sufficient estates fur
their maintenance mud education norgfrleuds 'yr relatives -willing to Incur the
expense of the same. In the above cases t mientures must be approved by
the probsteiestirt. The Judge of t . my bind out children who are poor
orphans or whose tooretAts have not the meads of maintatulug thew or who
willfully neglect to support and educati thee. and children who are poor and
whose parent or parents shall have been ,sentenced to cOnfinetnent In Jail or
prison for a term elf live years or .more.

Males may be bound out until 21, and females outil 18 years of ago,
The meter is required to teach the apprentice some useful and reputable art

or trade, to send him to school at least three montlis each year after the age of
fl r.lars, to clothe. feed, and lodge hlm, aud to trert him humanely.

Source: Compiled Laws 1S97, sections 1472 to 1475, 14;8 to 1487.

NEW YORK. ... .-t *

A minor may bind himself out as an apprentice for a term of not less than
three nor more than five years. The Indenture must' be signed, by the minor;
by the father of the minor unless he Is legally 1110111)1We of givIng consent or
has abandoned its filthily; by the mother of the minor unless, she Is:legally In-
capable of giving consent : by the guardian of the minor, if any : in tbe ohs nee
of either parent or guardian. by the county judge of the comity fir 11 ifistive of
the supreme court of the district, hose consent Is also necessary to the ap-
prenticing of a minor caul rig from n foreign eonntry, or of the clam of as
Indian woman, and, by the master. Thedias4 officers of a middle:it (liriknitt too
may apprentice any minor whose support hap become chargeable to such corpo-
ration, in which Case the indenture Is signed by the °dicer ainnentichoothe
minor, by the.masigk and by the county Judge If the support of the child was
chargeable to theceonty, 1)y. two justices of the peace If chargenblo to the ttiwn,
or by the mayor and aldermen or any two of them if chargeable to the city.
Orphan asylums and charitable Institutions may apventiee dependent or In-
digent children c4Immitted to their charge. fit which ease the indenture must be
signed and sealed 'In the corporate name of such Institution bylthe officer or
°Ricers thereof nutlowIted by the dirmters, and by the master. 111)41 it Any be
sighed. by the child if over 12 years of age. A county court May authorize the
county superintendent 41r overseer ttf the pair to npprentice shy disorderly per-

,.son until of age; or if of age. to contract for his Hervices as an apprentice for
not more than one year. The superintendent of State and 'Mien poor may ap- ..
prentlee 'males under 21 rind females under 1H years, committed to anylState
almshouse, until} they become of age. '['lie managers of State reform schools
may apprentice inmates during the term for which they have been eommItted.

The master must agree In the indenture that he'will teach tineapprent lee, or
cause him to be taught, every hranch of fhe businesa to which the miprentice is
Indentured, and that nt the expiration of the term ht. will give hum a certificate
In writing that such apprenticethas served the full term at such trade or mit%
If the minor Is !Men:forts] by the poor o eers of a county, city, or town or by
the nutheritles of au orphan asylum,asylum, pen or cliarlf able biteltution, the laden-
tare must contain an: agreement that th . twister will cense such child to be
Instructed in rending. writing, and the general rules of nritinnetie. and that at
the expiration of thelerm he will eve him n m' Bible. The lodootnre mrtft
In all cases contain h sta l. t of every sum of money agreetleto be pnlit in -,

relation to the service and an 'a eement that suitable and propedboard, lodging,
and medical attendance shall be rovided elthertiv the Master or by 'the parent
or guardian.. The toaster may man reasonable and naidernte force nr Violence to
restrain or correct an apprentice.

It is unbewful for a master to accept frpm anamtrentiee any agreement 4It to
cause him to be bound by oath that,, after his terniy serviee etptres, he will not
exercise his trade. pofetation, or employment in any particular plat, or to exact
from him, after his term of ttervice expires, any money or other thing for eXer-
tiring his Wade, profession, lfr employment In nay tam. it itisAinwfin td take
a, person as no Apprentice Without haring' obtained, the cement at his 1t4$1
gyardtan, or sinless a written agreeni6nt has been entered Into as preacflhed by
law. On the death of a master -to whom a perwin M indeutUred.,by the poor

.
4
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officers of n monleipa I ctorlooration,,t he ',torsional reprOMentaties of the master
may, with the written consent of such person, assign motel' indenture; or If
such consent is refused. the assignment may be made by the county Judge o£ the
comity-after fourteen days' iMtlee to the person Indentured,

Source: Revised Statutes (4,1901. pnge 1710. sect on 7: page 9W1, section 1St;
Page 1055, sections TO to 77: page 21114. section IN; page 2.7711. section 250;
page 3274, section 128."

NORTH cARoLrdA.

. minor above the age of 14 and under 21 yours toting a male, and 3nder 18
being a female, whether Indigent or'11ot, may be apprenticed to learn any lnItie
or eraft by the father, or, if he is drd. In petenti 'ham aillfnHy abandoned
his family totrstx months without making suitable pt'or 'gloms for their support,
or has become an habitual drunkard. by the mother or legal guardian. if Ilk,
git Monte. such child may be bound by the mother.i. If said minor has no parents
competent to act and no guardian, he 11111y bind himself. with the approlontion
of a superior court clerk of thecomity when!, he resides. The consent lot such

pillow Is toolossary ittul must Is' expressed in the indenture and testified to 4
signing the saute. A ininonover 14 may also be of to learn a trade or
era f t by orphan aiyimus or} choorttable Institutions oftenized and 'neon onra tad
for the potrpose of taking care of indigent children. Indigent children, tinning
which are Included all (orphans whose estates are of Sit SISSII that no
permot will educate and maintain them for the benefits ,thereof; a I?' Infants %hose
fathers have deserted their families and...leen absent six months, leaving Them
without sufficient support; isoo children who are 'or may be chtirgenhle to the
county or slut II !Rg aims; any child who has no tattle, and the mother Is of had
chouracteror suffers her children to grow op In hnhlts of idlemotowIthont V1141bI#
111111104 of obtaining on honest livellh000d, and all children whose parents do not
habitually employ their time In some honest; isthistrions occolpution, may be
bound out by the superior court clerk of the comity spiere they reside.

Apprentices nittiohe bound for a period of not less than three nor more than
five yens. except in the case of indigent children hound out by the clerks of the
tottprlor coorts. whose terms continue to II majority, which In the case of innles
is 21 years and in the case of females is years of age.

loiroters are required -to teach npprevtticei their trade or calling. and in the
vase of Ithllgent children, the masters most cause them to be taught reading,

rItillg, Sad the rules of nritillifil;e:xethe double rule of three: AimrtVtIces
most be furnished with tnedi611 lice. lodging. unit clothiiig. ,At the end
of the term of apprenticeship the master is 'required to give the apprentice a
ccrtiticate in wrltiug salting 111:0 Le has sped a full term at the specified trade
or calling.

It Is unlawful for any person to.entice or persuade an apprentice in leave the
service of his 11111SIt.r. ktoivingly to harbor, conceal, or emptily an Aprentice
who has run away from his master.

Source: Acta'lif vimloter 'bill, sections 1 to 211.

NOIITH DAKOTA.

'A minor may bitid himself oat. The consent Is toeeessary of both the fattiest
and mother; If the father Ifelle1101, of the testamentary; guardian or 4.1Noviihm? on
If no tomb ;mantilla or executor has betf appoll ed, then of the mother; If the

.father lacks calamity fo consent or hits shun xi or neglected to, provide ter
his fatally. of the mother; lf the mother 1/1 d or lacks calamity to cotawnt. tit
the father; if there is net parent of capacity to consonot and ho executor. of the
guardbui; If there Is no such parent. vXectitor..or attention. then et the otttc:ete
of {he hoar of the town or county, of any two lost lees of the peace of the countyr
or of the prolate hatit.. A child who Is. or Whose parent's are. chnrgeablo to a

. county or city ISPOEISIIINI'. or who is In such poerhoue. any he hound I out by Abe
proper (officers of the rotor with the written consent of a JOORli s' of the pence. No
child of an Indian woman can be bood except in the pesnee of anal 'with the
consent of a jiittnee of the peace.

Male apprentices nmy be bound until 21 years mat female apprentices until 18
,'inns Of age, or fora shorter this% A ilniir capable. of becoming n citizen of
the State,vil Nailing from any other camtry, State. or '1' orrittory. lid binding
'dwelt (War this purpose of paying his paseage. inaftte r a term' hot

.1exceeding one Mir, although Stroh term extedde,beyond his Ky. 11

; ;MI
; !;,It. sc.; t.1,; .4.A. 1.
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An apprentice must be taught reading, writing, and the general rules of arith-
metic, or must he sent to school three months In each year for the period of ta
Indenture, At the expiration of his term the master most give him a new }tilde.

It is unlawful to accept from an apprentice any contract or agreement, or to
cause him to be bound by oath or otherwise that. after his term of service ex-
pires, he shall'not set up Ills trade. profession. or employment. in any particular
place, shop. house. or cellar, or to exact from au apprentice, after his term of
service expired, any money or other thing, for using and exerrialay his trade,
profession, or employment III any place.

In ease of the death of the toaster the executors or mindoistrntors May assign
the indenture with the written consent of the nyprentice, acknowledged before ajustice of the pence. If thi.; apprentice refuses such consent, the probate or dis-
trict court may authorize such assignment without his consent.

Source:. Revised Codes of 1891). sections 28.37 to 2849.

OHIO.

A minor may he bound out by the father. or, In case of his death or inability.
by the mother or guardian. An orphan or destitute child may be bound out by
the trustees of a township or by the officers of an orphan asylum winlreln he isplaced.

Males within the age of 21 years and females width) the age of Is yiars may
be bound out as apprentices mall they :mice at these ages, respectively.

The master is required to send the minor to a common school for at Least
twelve weeks in each yeneduring the upprentieeship. and at the expiration of
the term of service he must fn.rulsh the oporeutlee with as new Bible and two
good sults of clothes. All money or proierty stipulated to 1pe paid by the master
must be secured to Mid for the sole use and benefit of thellipprentice.

It is unlawful for any person to.counsel. I.egsuade. entice, Alit, or ysslst no Hp-
prevh to roll away or absent himself from the service of his m1t7ter, or to
harbor or conceal any such a pprentlev..knowing him to have run away.

Source: Annotated Statutes of 1900. seetiens 757, 751-41, 950-2, 3118 to 3135.

OKLAHOMA.

Minors committed to any reform school may. with their own consent. be bound
outAs apprentices during niltilirlty. or for 11, shorter jteriod. by the m agetnent of
sorb-shool to learn such trade or (4111.1.1.ns:tit its may tend to Or futurebenefit.

Sourer; Acts of 1415. chapter 2S. seetIon 5.

. OREGON.

A minor-may lie bound out by the father. or, if he Is dead or incompetent, by
the legal guardian: if illegitimate, by the mother: nod If there is no parent com-
petent to act and no guardian. he may bind himself out with the approbation of
the county court of the county where he resides. The consent of the minor who
Is above 14 years of age, bound out by a parent or guardian. in necessary and
must te expressed In the indentures and testified by his signing the some. The
COuuty court may bind out a child who Is, or whose parents sire, chargeable to

a the county. The superintendent of the reform school way, with the consent ofthe minor, hind out any minor committed to said Institution.
Apprentices may not be bound for n longer term that? until majority, which Inthe ease of vales is 21 and of females IS years of age. Children under 14 yearsOf age mar fie hound out until that age without their eonsent.
A pauper minor bound out by the county court Must be taught to read, write,and cipher, and must be given such, other in Ion as the court may deem

reasonable.
The death of the master discharges t apprentice.
Source: Annotated Codes and Statutes of 19112, sections 5291 to 5315.

PENNSYLVANIA.

"Minors may be bOund out with the assent..of a parent, lituardfile, or notfriend. The Justices of the orphans' court in the respective counties shall havefail power. at the instance and request of executons, administratqrs, guardians,
Or tutors, to order and direct the binding out of minors. The overseers of the
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poor may, with the approbation and consent of two or more magistrates of the
same county, bind out any poor child whose parents are dead or are found by
said magistrates to be unable to maintain it. All corporations organized for
the purpose of providing homes for friendless or destitute children may bind
nut it child committed to their charge, whose maintenance is unprovided for by
ids parents or Slardians. The directors of almshouses linty bind out any child
in their charge. The managers of the Douse of Refuge of Philadelphia and of
the Muse of Refuge of Western Pennsylvania may bind out. with his consent,
any minor committed to their care. The courts of common pleas and the
orphans' court of any county may decree, to officers of nuy benevolent or char-
itable institution that may have cared for and maintained a minor child for a
',ertenl of one year either wholly or partly at its expense, power to bind out the
same. provided that due notice must first be given to the %rent, guardian, or
next friend.

Males nay be bound out until 21 and fembles until 1s. years of age.
ft is unlawful for any person knowingly to harbor and conceal for more than

twenty-four hours 'an apprentice who has run away from the service of his
master..

Sources: Brightly's Pardon's Digest, 1S95. page 95. PectIon (3; page 117, sec.
tions 1 to 15 page 994. sections 8, 25: page 1704, section 45; Brightly's Digest,
1903. page 55, sections 1,-2.

RHODE ISLAND.

A minor may he bound out by the father, or, if he Is dead, by the mother
when sole; or, being under the age of 14, by the legalguardian. A minor, if he
Is 14 years of age and has no parent, may bind himself cut with the approbation
of his guard inn, or. If he has nu guardian, by And with the approbation of the
town council of the town where he resides. The overseers of the,poor of a
town, with the advice and consent of the town council, inns hind out children
of parents who are lawfully settled in and have become chargeable to the town;
(Whiten of parents so settled whose parents, whether they receive alms or ore'
chargenble or not, shall be deeined by said overseers nimble to maintain 'them;
children of parents residing in the town who are there supported nt the charge
of the State: children of parents or a parent. residing -1n a town, who Mike no
legit settlement in the State and are adjudged by the town council to be unable
to maintain them, and children in a town without estate sufficient for their
maintenance, who have no parents Molding therein, and who have no legal set-
tlement In the State. Such children may be bound out to any citizen or to any
incorporated institution for the care of children within the State or within the
States of Massachusetts or Connecticut, to the Providence Children's Friend
Society, to the Home for Friendless Children In Newport, or to the Providence
Shelter for Colored Children.

Minors may be apprenticed until 21 years of age In the case of males and 18
years in the ease of females. or tuttiPmarried within that age.

The master must obligate himself to cause the apprentice I* receive instruc-
tion In reading, writing, find ciphering, and such other instrhetion as may be
fit bud reasonable. All considerations of money, clothes, etc., must be given to
or secured to the sole use of the apprentice.

`' The death of the master discharges the apprenticeship.
Source: General Laws of 1899, chapter 79, section 14; chapter 198, sections

1 to 20. ee

SOUTH CAROLINA.

kif minor may he hound fttats with the approbation of the father, mother, or
gimrdinn, or, if the minor has whiter father, mother, nor gyardian, of the
grandfather, grandmother, or brother, sister, male, or aunt of manire.age, in the
order as above, or, If the minor has none of the above relatives, of the trial
Justice. Said approbation must he certified on the indentures by a trial Justice
under his hand and seal. A poor child chargeable to a county, and an Bleed.
mate childlikely to become chirp:001e to a county or t6 become demoralised
by the vicious conduct and evil example of its mother or other person having
charge of It, nay be bound out by the county commissioners.

Males may be bound ns apprentices until the age of 21 and females until 18
_years at age or until married within that age. Poor children bound out by the

county commissioners may be apprenticed until the age of 18 years In the case
of males and 14 years or until married within that time In the case of female"

'Source.; MU Code of 1002, sections 788, 2705 to 2714.

Al;
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SOUTH DAKOTA.

A minor may bind himself out. The consent is necessary of both the father
and mother; if the father is dead, of the testamentaryguardian or execubir, or.if no such guardian or executor has been appointed, then of the mother; If the
father lacks capacity to.iotfeent, or has abandoned or neglected to provide for
his fondly, of the mother; if the mother is dead or lacks cupaelty to consent.
oUthe father; if there is no parent of cdpacity to consent and no executor, ofthe guardian; if 'there is no such parent, executor, or guardian, then of the(officers of thg poor of the town or county, of any two Justices of the peace of

whocounty, or of the probate judge. A child 10 is, or whose parents are,
chargeable to a county or city poorhouse, or who is In such poorhouse, may bebound out by the proper officers of the poor with the written consent of a justice
of the peace. The State board of charities and corrections may bind out.tu-mates of the State Reform School for Juvenile Offenders.

Male apprentices may he bound until 21 and female apprentices Until 35of age, or for a shorter time. A minor capable of becoming a citizen o
State and coming from any other country, State. or Territory. And binding Win-self out for the purpose of paying his passage. may be bound for a term not
exceeding one year. although such term extends beyond his majority.An apprentice must be taught reading, writing, and the general rules ofarithmetic, or must be sent to school three months in each year for the periodof the indenture. At the expiration of his term the master must give hima new Bible.

It is nninwful to accept from an apprentice nay contract or agreement. or toCause him to be bound by oath or otherwise that, after his term of service hasexpired, he shall not set up his trade, profession, or employMent in any par-
ticular placer, shop, house, or cellar, or to exact from an apprentice. after his
term of service has expired, any money or other thing, for using and exercisinghis trade, profession, or employment in any place. Upon the death of the
master, the executors or administrators may assign the indenture with theWritten consent of the apprentice, acknowledged before a justice of the peace.
If the apprentice refuses such eonsent, the probate or district court may author-
ize such assignment without his consent.

Source-1 Revised Codes of 1903, Civil Code, sections 1113 to 181: code of crim-inal Procedure, sectket 705.

TENNESSEE.

The county court may bind out. in the name of the State. an orphan whose
estates are of such small value that no person will educate or maintain himfor the profits thereof, a base -born child, and any child totally abandoned by the

case above. the consent of the mother mast be given In open own tut se she
father mut for whom be fulls to proville support and maintenance. t( last
Is unable to provide for the maintenance Vie child.

bOrphan children may be bound out until e age of 21 years If males and 15years If females. In the case of base-born children the mire limit is 21 yearsfor either sex.
Masters are required 4o teach orphan apprentices. or cause them to be tatiglit.

to reed and write and Slither ns tar ks the rule of three. and to make fit Aul
necessary provision for their diet, clothee, nsigket. and acommodations. Uponthe completion of the apprenticeship tho master is remilred to pay tits ap-prentice $20 in addition to thtstipnIntions in the contract, and to furnish himWith one good suit of clothes.

A master is not permitted to remove an apprentice out of the State withoutthe assent of the court.
Sobree: Code of 1854, sections 2129, 8422 to 3431.
The county court may bind out an orphan who is without confident estate forhismaintentnice and education. n child yhose pn,rents have suffered Him to

become a charge upon the county, and n child whose parents. not being a charge.on the county, -shall consent In etlting to his apprenticeship, which consentshall he signed by them and tiled end entered of record In such court.
Males may 134* bound out until 21 and females unti,1 18 years of age or untilMarried within that age.
An apprentice must, if practicable, be sent to:School at least three months to

Mb year dining thwcontInuanee of the apprenticeship and while he is within
lietAellokatleragef ,Suffteleet toot and clothing and the Wont* meetetde

?..
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and medical attention must be furnished. Moderate chastisement, as may be
necessary and proper, way be Inflicted upon the apprentice by the master.

It is unlawful for a master to take an apprentice out of the county without
the order of the county judge.

Source: Revised Chil Statutes of 1SI5, articles 23 to 461-

UTAH.

A minor may be bound out by it parent or guardian. and If the minor Is over
12 years of age the indentures must also be siguts1 by him. The probate (seta
er selectmen may bind out an Idle, vicious, or vagrant minor child without Ita
consent and without the consent of Its parents or guardian. if said parents or
gunrdian neglect, refuse, or otherwise fail in properly controlling the actions
and education of such child. and do not train it up in some useful avocation;
also a child whose parents, from habitual drunkenness and vicious and brutal
conduit etc., are not deemed suitable persons to retain the guardianship or
control the education of it. The board of trustees of the State Industrial School
may bind out children as apprentices with their consent or the consent of their
parents or guardians.

Apprentices may be bound until the attainment of the age of legal majority,
which is 21 years in the ease of males and P1 years in the ease of feutalei.

The master is required to send the apprentlue to school while between the
ages of S and 14 years. at least twenty weeks to each year. and to clothe him
in a conitariable utal hemming manner.

The removal of the roaster from the State discharges the apprenticeship.
Source: Revised Statutes of 18115, sections 74 to ,Si.

VERMONT.

erA mlnilly he hound out by the father, or, if he Is dead of Incompetent,
by the neither or legal guardinn; or, if there is no parent 'competent to net and
no guardinn, he may hind hlmeelf, with the approbation of the selectmen of
the town where he resides.- If illegitimate. may be hound
Ion. the power of a neither to bind out her children. whether legitimate or
illegitimate. shell cease upon her subsequent marriage. The overseers of the
note' rimy bind out the minor children of /I isior person who has beeonie chnrge-
able to at town, or who is supported in whole or in part nt t,ite charge of such
town, and minor children who are themselves chargeable to the town. The
trustees of the reform school piny bind out children committed to said school.

Children uuder-14 years of age may be bound out until that age. A minor over
14 years of age. whose consent Is expressed in writing In the indenture. may be
bound during minority, or if n girl, until married before becoming of nos,
The ago of majority is 21 years for nutlet; and 15 years for females. Inmates
of reform whistle may be bound only for the terms fur which they were cotes
mitten.

ConelderatIons of money or other things land or allowed by the master upon
it contrnet of apprenticeship must be paid or seenred to the Kole use of the ap-
preutice. Parents, guardialle, selectmen, and overseers are required to inquire
into the treatment of apprent fees bound by them respectively. nuldefend them
from cruelty. neglect, and breach of contract on the part of the raster.

No indenture of apprentictohip is binding upon the minor after the death
of the master.

Source: Statutes of j594, sections 25'29 to 255-1, 3157 to 3159, 5189.

VIRGINIA.

A minor May he bound out by the guardlen, or, if there is no guardInto by
the father. or. If there Is neither gunrdien nor fitting, by the mother. The con-
sent, mitered of record, of the court of the county or corporation in-which .
the Minor resides Is necessnryi, unless the minor, tieing 14 years of age. gives
his consent in writing. An incorporated ssanelat Ion, asylum, or school instituted
fur the support and education of destitute children, may bind ant tomb children
as have been placed In Its charge. Overseers of the poor of a county...or cot%
poratIon may, If nllowed by order of a court thereof, bind pint any minor tones
begging in such minty or-corporation, or who le likely i become chargeable
thereto. .
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The term of apprenticeship must continue until the appentice attains the age
of 21 years if a boy and 1S years if a girl./ In the case of n minor placed In an
asylum, school, etc., he can only be bound for the period for which he ps
placed In such institution.

An apprentice must be taught, In addition to his trade, read.fteg, Oriting. and
CO111111011 arithmetic. Ind-oiling the rule of three. The atones itch the master
is to pay for any year except the last. most at the end of tl '. year for which
It is payable, be paid -to the father or mother, or part to each as the court may
diree, of it may be reserved to be paid to the apprentice at the end of the term
With interest. The money which the master is to pay for the last year must
be paid at the end thefeof to the apprentice.

It is unlawful for any person to (;ntice, take, or carry away an apprentice,
or knowingly to employ. conceal. or harbor an apprentice who has deserted
the service of his master. No apprenticc may he taken out of the county by
the master without the leave of the county court. If a master takes an ap-
prentice out of the county and remains more than ;one month, the apprentice
ceases to be bound 1)1' the indenture.

diSource: Code of 1S&S, sections 2:1%1 to 2:5941.

WASHINGTON.

The county' commisstoners may bind out n-minor likely to become chargeable
to the eontity, either because of its being an orplinn or because its parents m-
other relatives are nimble or refuse to ',import it.

Source: Codes anti Statutes of PsIIT. section 379,

WEST VIRGINIA.

A minor may be bound out by the father: if there be no father, by the
guardian, or. If there is neither fatluir nor guardian. by the inotligr. Tin- con-
sent. catered of record, of the concur court of the county wit the minor
resides Is neeessnry, unless the minor. being 14 years of age. gives his consent
In writing. The clerk of a county may hind out any minor who is found beg-
ging therein or who is likely to become chargeable thereto. Male Inmates of
the reform school may be bound out by the directors of said school.

The term of amwenticeship most be until 21 years of age in the case of a boy
and 18 years 'In the case of a girl.

Besides teaching the apprentice a trade the muster is required to Instruct him
In rending, writing, and common nrItInnetl. The money which 11 master Is to
pny for any year except the last must. at the end of the year for which it Is
payable. be paid to the father, the mother. or part to each as the court linty

'direct, or it may he reserved to he paid to the apprentice at the end of his term
with Interest. The money for the last year must be paid to the apprentice.

It Is unlawful to conceal or harbor an apprentice who has deserted his
Master. The master Is not permitted to take the apprentice out of the county
without the leave of the county court, and if he does so without leave and keeps
the apprentice out of the county for More than one month, the continuance of
the apprenticeship Is optional with the apprentice.

Source: Code of 1899, chapter 81, sections 1 to 14.

WISCONSIN.

A minor may bind himself out of kis own free will with the consent of the
father, or, if he is dead or not In legal capacity to Ore cdnsent or shall have
abandoned and neglected to provide for his fnmilyvind such fact be eertitioid by
a Justice of the peace of the town and indorsed on the Indentures, then of the
mother; if she Is dead or not in a legal capacity to give consent, then of the
guardian; if there are no parents living or none in legal capacity to give con:
sent and no guardian, then of the supervisors or any two justices of the peace
of the town where the minor resides. If a minor Is illegitimate the cdilsent of
the mother is necessary whether Its putative father is living or not. Minors
who have become or are likely to become shewable to any town may be bound
out as apprentices by the supervisors. The managers of the industrial school
for *boys may bind out those committed to their care with the consent of their
parents or guardian., if they have any.

An apprent y be bound, if a male, until the age of 21 years, and if a
female, anti age of 18 years, or until her marriage within that time, or
for air er period,

1.
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The master must obligate himself, In the indenture, to provide.for instructingthe apprentice In some trade or profesaio, for teaching him to read and write,for instructing him in the general rulesof arithmetic, and for such other
Instruction, benefit, and allowance no may he agreed upon./ At the end of theterm he must give the apprentice a new Bible. All consfderatIons of money
or.other things paid or allowedby the master apon any Indenture of apprentice-.
ship must be paid or secured to the sole use of the minor.
. It Is unlawful to accept from an apprentice any contract or agreement, or toenlist:- him to be bound by oath or otherwise that. after his term of service has
expired, he shall not set up his Inis. profession, or employment IA any par-
ticular place, or to exact from an apprentice. utter his term of service has
expired, any money (ttier thing for using and exercising his trade, profession,
or employment In anTtirace. No indenture Is binding upon the minor after the,death of the master.

Source: Annotated Statutes of 'Ms. sections 1511. 23' 77 to 2394, 4901, 49(14.

UNITED STATES.

A Federal art passed January 12. '197), authorizes the Public Printer to em-
ploy such number of bpprenties, not to t.:k(INXI 25 at any one time, as in his
judgment is consistent with time economical semlee of the ()thee.
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Academic instruction, overemphasised. 73; con-
nected with shopwork,71.

Admission to apprentice school. tn.
Advantages of apprenticeship system. specific, 85;

well-defined. 73.
Advocacy of one or the other apprenticeship spasm

prejudicial. 80.
Advocates of industrial education, 6R.
Age of apprentices, 14 to 16, 45.
Agreement between employer, apprentice. and

guardian, 47.
Alabama. digest of laws, 93.

usAlexander, Magn .. 29.
Alia-Chalmers Com y. Cincinnati. graduate stu-

dent system. 52.
American Federation of Labor, number of mem-

bers, 27.
American Locomotive Works. 39.
AppMtitioe. may act as substitute of workman, 38,-

must push himself forward. 76.
Apprentice classes in railroad shops. 37.
Apprentice education, bibbogrupite, 87.
Apprentice hiws passed In several States of the

'Union. 16.
Apprentice school. for railroad men. 36; stuarsits

learn during work hours. 36.
Apprentices, attend night schools. 62; at 12 years of

age preferred. 411; controlled outside of working'
hours, 57; forced to push forward. 30; in Baldwin
Locomotive Works divided into throe classee. PO;
in mschine work serve Orr years, 43; must be
graduates of phhlic schools, 33; miht
their knowleZ to others. 31; not having had col-
lege or high ool training, 42: not to work over-
time, 33; paid "on company time," 72; required
to pass an examination. 52; shifted from one ma-
chine to another, to get experience, 44; taught by
skilled laborers under pay, 36; visiting neighbor-
ing shops. 39.

Apprentices' work pays. 66.
Apprenticeship, determined by trade agreements,

28; inAnierlcan trades unions, 26; of girls, books
relating to, te9; types of. 9.

A ppmni.leeship agreement, covers a term of four
years, 58.

Appmsticeship laws In France. 88; Germany, 89;
-Great Beltsin, Fe; United Stoma 89.

Apprentic&hip system. it legal. 15: appeals to em-
ployers, 74; appeals to workingmen, 74; attitude
of trade unions toward. 25. can not meet problems
es can a trade school. 75: description of, 12;_extent
of, 17; In Austria, 19; in Belgium, 21; In France,
23; in Germany, 22; In litinpry, 24; In Switzer-
land, 21; In United States. 1.; Its basis of mutual

ent. 75; mixed types, 61; old compared
saArteheniew system. 50; old, does not meet present
conditions, RS; old, no return to, 09; old, replaced
by public education, elf: origin of, 14; relation to
Industrial education. I, 9; special, 66. 77; substi-
tute for a trade school, 73; which controls the stu-
dents, outside of work hums, 57.

Arbitration committed to adjust labor disputes, 20.
Arithmetic, for the machinist, 82.
Arkansas, digest of apprentice laws, 93.
Art and mysteries of trade,
Association, national, of machine tool builders, 85:

for protection of apprentices In France. 24.
Attendance, faithful, a condition of apprenticeship,

42; of apprentice classes. 37.
Attitude of labor toward apprenticeship. 16: of

manufacturers toward the trade schools. 12; of
railroads toward the apprentice schools, 41; of
trade unions toward apprenticeship, 28.

Maeda, apprenticeship system, 19.

56560-08--8

no.

Baldwin L000motivo Works, apprenticeship ars
tem 6 r2

Balliet, r., on evening schools, RI.
Beginner. paid 12 centran hour, 78.
Belgium: apprenticeship system, 21.
Bend In the efficiency curve, 30.
Bibliography of apprentice education. 87.
Bonus given at completion of term of service. 71.
Bookbinders, apprentices, 89.
Book-making trades have apprenticeship systems,

70.
Boys, ability "to hang on," 84; anxious to eater

apprenticeship. 33; fitted for particular work, 701,
for general shop courses, 77; given work to .pailthem out," WI; hired by the employment de
ment, not by specialists, 64: in apprentice classes
of the railroad companies. 38; Indentured to mas-
ter craftsman. 68; when apprentices, not paid. 48.

Breaking a year out of the college coarse, 66.
Brown. Commissioner Elmer Ellsworth. letter of

transmit tat, 5.
Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, appren-

tices. V. 64.
Brovo-Ketcham Iron Works. apprentiodahlp eys-

tem; 61.
Building troche. apprentices. 90.
Bullard Machine Tool Company, apprenticeship

system, 65.
Bulletins of the Bureau of Education. 3.
Bullock Works. Cincinnati, graduate student am

tern, 52. 56.
Bureau of Education. 17; bulletins. 3.
Bureau of statistics and labor, Massachusetts, 18.
Burlingame, Luther D . 64.

California, digest of apprentice laws, 93.
Care for Interests of apprentices, 76.
Case school of applied science, Cleveland, 18,
Chance to Tarn as well as learn. 73.
Chemistry lqr the textile worker, 82.
Chicago Workingmen's Advents, 16.
Cincinnati Wiling Machine Co., apprenticeships.

system, 47. 56.
Class-room Instruction part of apprenticeship aye-

tem, '29.
Class-room work for apprentices of railroad shape, 42.
Code, industrial. in Austria, 20.
College course, breaking a year out, 56.
Colorado. digest of apprentice laws, 94.
Combination of apprenticeship and academic edu-

cation, 9.
Commission on industrial and technical education,

Massachusetts. 13.
Commissioner of Labor. 10th special report. 93.'
Common schools. industrial courses In, 13.
Comprehension-of needs of apprenticeship system,

70.
Compulsory school age In the United States. 13.
C rns do not agree In methods for academic In-

s -Bon, 72. having a system of apprentices,
ge for academic work, 71.

C tritons concerning apprenticeship systems. 67.
Conditions, changing. In machine manufacturing,

77; which make shops look for trade schools, 75,
Connecticut, digest of apprentice laws, 94,
Considerations concerning apprenticeship system,

67.
Continuation schools In Germanys 82.
Cm tract for special apprenticeship, 78.
Control of apprentices outside of working hours, 67.
Convention, 15th annual of Society for Promotion

of Engineering Education, 54.
Cooperative courses In engineering, 64.
Cooperative student work, 66.
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Correspondence school wo;k for apprentices, 72.
Copies Of apprentice training, four years, 33.
Course of study, In apprentice school of Ludlow's,

tentative, 45; in apprentice, school of R. Hoe Si
Co., 60; in apprentice school of Westingiruse
46.

Courses In engineering, Cincinnati University. 54..
Courses of problems, and drawing for apprentices, 37.
Cresson (Geo. V.) Co.. apprenticeship system, 51.
Cross, C. W., 35.
Cross and Russell, investigation of apprenticeship

system, 43.

Daily Evening Voice. Boston, 10.
Day school of the Westinghouse Co., 46.
Decadence of practice of Indenturing apprenticed,

70.
Decline of mechanical skill, 14.
Delaware, digest oPapprentice laws, 95.
Delaware and Hudson It. It. apprentice school, 44.
Demand for trade schools, 78.
Description of apprenticeship systems. 12.
Difference, between factory ,nd handicraft trades,

20; between trade school and half-time trade
school, 83.

Digest of apprentice laws. 9.3.
Dicedviunages of apprentice schools. 84, 85:
Discharge for nonattendance of apprentice school,

43.
District of Columbia, digest of apprentice laws, 95.
Douglas Commission, Massachusetts, 13, 79.
Drawing, a chief study In apprentice school, 49;

mechanical, taught to apprenticed, 29.
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 63.

Economy, foreman's aim. 76.
Edwation. academic. 9; engineering, promotion of,

K. industrial. 1, 9: In special trades, books relat-
ing to. 89, of apprentices, bibliography. 87; ofoap-
prentIces in France, 91. In Germany, 92; In Great
Britain. 92; public, replacing apprenticeship, 68.

Efficiency of education recognized. 72:
Efficiency curve, bend in, 30.
Efforts made in Belgium to old the apprenticeship
` system, 21.
ElemenLs of mechanical drawing, 42.
Employers, compelled to teach the whole trade, 16;

In favor of skilled labor, 15; opposed to Industrial
education, nue, 69.

Engineering, electrical, 54; mechanical, &I; mining,
53.

Engineers, electrical, apprentices, 90; mechanical,
90.

England, lack of apprenticeship system, 2.5.
Establishments, industrial, have schoolrooms, 71;

industrial. proprietors of. not blind, 60.
Estimate of apprentice's personality and progress,

so.
Europe. apprenticeship system. 19.
Evening school. Instruction for apprentices. 72;

public, agency supplemental education, 61.
Examinations of apprentices, 30.
Expense of special courses, 75.
Experiences of manufacturers, in apprenticeship

systems, 82.
Experiment of cooperative courses in engineering,

5.
Ex4ploitation of a boy fly employer, 5

betEx at of apprenticeship stem, 17.

Factory. can not give graded irentetresiohool does,
9.1: introduction of modern. 9.

f Faculty to Impart knowledge developed, 32.
Fauns of the old apprentice system, OA.
Featares of the apprentice animal in railroad shops,

37.
Pincher's Trade Review, 16.
Finns, some. make no provision for academic In-

struction, 81.
Florida, digest of apprentice laws. 95.
Foreman, repremmte the company, 76; strives for

nomy and chisspness of production, 76.
Fo en, object to training apprentices, 29; risen

apprentice boys, 74; utilize apprentices as
nd boys, 30; and workmen, sometimes nap

ro -minded 84.
..1, River Shipbuilding Co., 32, 72.

Fot dryrnen, apprentices, 90.
France, apprenticeship system, 23; aseodation for

protection of appzenticm, 24.

Gardeners, apprentices, 90.
General Electric Co. 21., 34, 36, 65,72.
General Electric Co.'s system adopted by other

companies, 61.
Georgia, digest of apprentice laws. 96.
Germany, apprenticeship system, 22; continuation

schools, 82; law concerning apprenticeship 23;
legislation to free industry of restrictions, 22.

Gingrich, Chas. 8., 56.
Girls as apprentices. books relating to, 89.
Gledhill, John A., 117..
Gorham Manufacturing Co.. Providence, 67.
Grand Central station at New York. 35.
Grand Trunk Railway, apprenticeship system, 43.
Growth of shoe industry enormous. 70.
Guilds. the old. fostered apprenticeship, 9; in

Austria. declining, 20.

Habits. clean personal. encouraged, 73.
Head workers should rise from the ranks, 74.
High school, technical, at Springfield, Mass., 82;

Stuyvesant. N. Y.. 82. .

History of textile industry studied by apprentices,
46.

Iloe, R., a@ Co., New York. apprenticeship system,
60. 84.

Houston, Stanwood H Gamble Co., apprenticeship
system, 54.

Howe. Charles S . 18.
Hubbard. Samuel F., 59.
Hungary. apprenticeship system, 24.

Idea of earning money strong In boy. 73.
Ideal of apprenticeship and foreman's action at

cross purposes, 84.
Illinois, digest of apprentice laws, 96.
Illinois Central Railroad, olliciaL. of. 15.
Income of apprentices in !Ice years, 59; of which one

year In school, fib.
Indenture. for one department only, 77: form

adopter( by school ofprinting.; guarantees con-
tinuous service of the boy. 09.N.

Indentures, bouk relating lo,*; old legal, 14.
Indiana, digest of apprentice laws, 97.
Industrial. education. In Austria, 19; In Beam,

21; In France. Z1; In Germany, 24; In Hungary,
24; In Switzerland, 23; In United States,17; ap-
prenticeship system. I, 9: books relating to, 87;
prejudice against. 27; which controls appren-
tices outside of working hours, 57.

Industrialism, no return to. 118.
Industrial schools, distinguished from trade schools,

13; equipment, 13.
Industries icxsteki in small cities, 75.
Influence, moral, of apprentice school, 4.5.
Inquiries relative to apprenticeship . 18.
Instruction in apprentice scaool, of two kinds. 44.
Instructors In workshops. 38.
International Harvester Co.. technical school, 48.
International Typographical Union, 26.
Interregional Union of Bricklayem 26.
Introduction of Industrial education, 60.
introductory note by Carroll D. Wright, 7.
Investigation or apprenticeship systems by in-

quIries, 19; by Messrs. Cross St Russell, 43.
Iowa, digest of apprentice laws, 97.

Jewelers, apprentices, 5)
ludgment, value of good, 50.

Kansas, digest of apprentice la , 98.
Kentucky, digest of appren laws, Mb
Kid, "let him pick It up m we did,' 84.

Labor. skilled, one of the greatest needs, al.
Laborers, their position upon the question of ap-

prenticeship. III.
Lack of skilled stone cutters in Belgium, 21.
Laldlow- Dunn-Gordon Co., apprenticeship sys-

tem, 61.
Lake Erie Railroad, 36.
Lime; apprentice, In the United States. 93; appren-

tice, passed In savant! Stales, In: In Austria, to
aid guilds and the appreptIcrehlp system. 20; In
Germany, concerning dpprentinashlp, 23; In
Switzerland, concerning apprenticeship, 23.

Learning a trade formerly meent shop sweeping, 68.
Le Blond, R. K. MachineiThol Company, Cincin-

nati, apprenticeship system, 50.
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Legislation regarding handicraft trades Ili tier -
many, =.

1

Length of service of apprentices. 71.
Limitation of number of apprentices, 16. 26.
list of hooks relating to education of appre , 87.
Louisiana, digest of apprentice laws, 99 i
Louisiana and Texas R. Co., apprent hip aye i

tem, 42.
Louisiana Western R. R. Co., apprenticeship sys. !

tem, 42.
Isallow Manufacturing Co., apprentice wheel, '

44, 4.5
',inflow Textile School, 83.
Lupton's (David) Sons t Si., apprentimhip system, ..

47.

Me Kees Rocks shops, 35.
Maine, digest of apprentice laws, 99.
Manufacturers desire apprentices. 27.
Maryland, digest of apprenthe lows. 99
Massachusetts, Commission on Industrial and

Technical Education, 13, digest of apprentice
Jaws. BE; State committed to industrial educa-
tion, 27.

Master erkftsman. boy Indentured to. 6R.
Mathematics a chief study in apprentice school, 49.
Methods of training apprentices. 78; recording ap-

prentices' advancement, 34.
Michigan. digest of apprentice laws, 100.
Minneapolis. St. Paul, and Sault Ste. Made, ap.

menthe school. 43.
Minnesota, digest of apprentice lases, 101.
hi issis.sippi, digest of apprentice laws, 101.
Missouri, digest of apprentice laws. 101.
Money earning, the idea of boy in his teens, 73.
Montana. cligeet of apprent it,* lows, 102.
Motley. Dr. James 14.. 26.

National Association of Marhirte Too( Builder, IS,
66, RO.

National Railway Engineers, 17.
Nevada digest of appren t lows, 102 i
New Ilanipshire. divest of apprentice Iasi, nri.
New Jersey. digest of apprentive laws. 161.
New Mexico, digest of apprentice laws, Mt
New York Central It. R.. 19. 34, NI,
New York, digest of apprentice laws. Int
Night school of the Westinghouse Co . 46.

'North Carolina, digest of apprentice 13W5,
North Dakota. digest of apprentice laws. NV.
North End Pnion, Boston, appredthe ion.

.57; apprentice school. St.

Object to teach the boy a trade, 7t.
Officers of railroad showing their interest in ap-

prentices, 41.
4n1lcials of Illinois Central Beamed, 13.
Ohio, digest of apprentice laws, 106.
Oklahoma. digest of apprentice laws, Inti. .

Operations in making a shoes 70.
Opinion that toile can otily he learned In shop, 74
Opportunities epialised for all apprentices. 31; to

specialize given to apprentices. 32.
Oppression by employers cause of limiting num-

ber of apprentlis,
Oregon, digest of apprentice laws, 106,
Origin of modern apprenticeship system, II

Pedagogical pelnelples in torching apprentices, 71.
Pennsylvania. digest of apprentice laws, 106.
Performance, faithful, of duty on part of appren-

tice, 76.
Petitions asking for apprenticeship system. 16.
I'hiladelphia N. E. Branch of Y. M. C. .1_17
,Pittsburg and Lake Erie It. It., apprentice schools.

Pd4iililitles for training employees. 70.
P er and Influence of trade schools. 12
Practice In all operations of production, ft.S; In

shops in school, 12.
Pratt Ss Whitney. Hartford, 87.
Prejudice against any kind of Industrial education,

27.
Principles of matitlacturIng taught. 71.
Printers. apprentices. 91.
Printing trades have apprenticeship systems. 70.
Problem, of evening schools. 81; of industrial educe-

ties 10; of securing and holding apprentices. 40.

7.--) 115
Problems arrar3ged for appremtlees.
Product, of an engineering school. 54; of the training

room Is of value. 32.
Production. cheap, the foreman's aim, 76.
Programmes of Industrial wheels. all emphasize WS-

%demie study. 74.
Proprietors of Industrial establishments not blind,

69.
Prosperity of recent years. 70.
Provisions, statutory for apprenticeship. 93.
Public most interested in question of apprentice-

ship. 27.

Questionnaire concerning apprentices' progress. 39.
Questions answered by t he system of t he N. Y. Cen-

tral tines. 40.

Railroad men. apprentices. 91.
Rate of pas' of apprentices. 71.
Reed and Barton, apprenticeship system. 67.
References relating to the education of apprentices,

Si.
Herulstions, regarding technical and moral nstrtx,

thin of apprentices, 20; statutory. for apprentices.
In the 1.7. S.. 25.

It plat ions. of apprenticeship to I nil lot slat Morello
27: harmonious, ;between employers and em-
ployees. 20.

en ts. entrance. for engineering courses. 5S.
Report of Mass. Bureau of Statisties.and Labor, 18.
Require
Return. no. to old apprenticeship system. I'S; no, to

older Industrialism. GS.
Revival of system of training labor. 70.
Revolution. industrial. in 18th century. Jo.
Rhode Island. direst of apprentice laws. 107.
It linnIng errands nay try out is boy. 76.
Russell. w . B.,

Santa Fe Railroad. apprenticeship system, 44.
Schneider. I lermann, 54.
School, gives graded lessons, the faetory doe not,

SS; girt, Ideas of relit en of pods to the whole. 85;
gives opportunity tertsk questions. 0.5; Its Ins
lion Is direct and personal. sti; of printing. in ri;;5*".....
ten. 57; produces a profitable workman be giving
hint shop work to do. 85.

School and shop intimately emirs-vied. 25..
Sehcolrooth of apprentiees on a plane with recita-

tion room In miler& 41.
School training Supplemented by shop trsining. 70.
Semple. Mr.. superintendent of apprentices. 03.
Shoe, operations needy.' to make one. 7').
SISSie industry. Its enormous growth. 70.
Shop riondVions of former limes. 68.
Shop course of stints. 71.
Shop instruction Is fiaphasaril and accidental. 86.
Shop management. ascertaining hoc's ability. 70.
Shop superintendents asstgn work to apprentices,

4(1.

Shop training, all around. 77; supplements school
tralnl% 71).

Shop and school Intimately cenneeied.
Shops, In school. practice In. 12. w Herr apprentice-

ship system is Itripossi idle. 75: with apprenticeship
system In name mu y. 75; all h indenture system
but no school training. 75.

South Carolina, digest of apprentice laws, 107.
Smith Dakota, digest of apprentice laws, 108.
Southern Bell Telephone Co., .ttlatita, operators'

school, 4tt.
Special schools preferred to grammar schools, 73.
Specializatlesi, limits capacity. 711; tends to narrow

field of vision. MO. .
Spring Garden Institute. Philadelphia. 83.
Student cougars. cooperative, 94.
Students paid for soviets (5.
Stuyvesruit Technical I School, K2.
Subdivision of labor. I
Subjects taught to sporetaught 81.
Superintendent of apprentice. 33. 80
Supervision of apprenticeship system In Germany,

22.
Supervision and instruction of apprentices In shops,

36.
Switzerland. apprenticeship s)atem, 23.
System, departmental, of a tk'eshlp, 88; coot

plea, of industrial ash In Ilussgary, 24;of
noruitIng skilled labor, 40.
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Taylor, Frederick W., 54
-Tlachen, of apprentices, 29; should be masters of

'pedagogical principles, 71; of evening schools, 81;
of public schools, 81

Teaching connected with shopwork. 33.
Tennessee. digest of apprentice laws,'108.

1

Text -books for apprentices, 34, 72.
Textile branch, former apprenticeship system Im-

poSsible, 69.
Tompkins Company, Charlotte, N. C , apprentice

school. 46..
Trade, art and mysteries 1W, 69; learning it as a

whole, 76.
Trade agreements determine apprenticeship. 26.
Trade schools, do not meet railroad men's needs. 35;

graduates, 74; meet problems letter than ap-
prenticeship system. 75. never so narrow In scope
as specks/ apprentioeship, 77: supplementin
trade instruction, 12; di& power and influence,
12; train for trade and develop the mind, ga

Trade training in shop, 69.
Trades unions and' apprentioeship, books relating

to, 89; their attitude toward apprenticeship sys-

Tradettnists object to trade schools, 12.
tem

Training rooms, for apprentices. 28; In factory, 52.
Tuition paid by a promissory note, 59.
Type of industrial education which controls appren-

Wee outside of working hours, 57.
Tyype.pes, oL apprenclooshlp system, 28; advancedt
Typographical Society of New Orleans, 26.

Underwood Typewriter Co., Hartford, 6T.
nlon Pacific R. apprentice school. 44.

United States, digest of apprentice lass, 93. III;
extent of apprenticeship system, 170, its standing
in industry, it; statutory regulation of appren-
tices, 25.

University of Cinbinnati, cooperating with the Buis
lock Works, 52; dept. of civil engineering, 54.

Unwillingness to employ boys under 16 or 17, 80.
Utah, digest of apprentice laws, 109.

Vette. of Industrial instruction, 71: of time taught
In shop. 86; of trade school compared with that
of apprenticeship system, 79.

Vermont. digest of apprentice laws, 109.
Views of manufacturers on cooperative student

work, 56.
Virginia. digest of apprentice laws. 109
Visits to neighboring shops made by apprentices. 39.

Wage. maximum, at end of four years, 76.
, Wages. good, earned at automatic machines. 78; of

apprentices, 58; gradual Increase. 69.
Washington. digest of apprentice laws, 110.
Western Electric Company, Chicago, apprentice-

system, 49.
TV7strughouse Air Brake-Co., apprentice school. 46.

Westinghouse Electric Company, apprenticeship

WeestteNTrgi. Tie, dig st of apprentice laws, 110.
White. Ihm 36.

ilitam Tod Company, Youngstown, apprentice-
ship system, 48.

Wisconsin, digest of appientice laws, 110.
Woodworkers, apprentices 91.
Work, expected of apprentices, 31; spoiled, greatly

reduced In amount, 39.
Workmen refuse "to be teachers," 85.
Workshop Instructor, his work, 38.
Workshops for girls In Belgium, 21.

-Wright, t arroli 1).. 1, 5, 7.

O

Yale and Towne Manufacturing Co., Stamford,
apprenticeship system, 32, 51, 72.

Young Men's ntristiriti Association, classes for ap.
prentices. 34, 72: classes can not meet the need
of apprentlegs. 41; night school at IndlunapolLs
61; schools In Philade pbia, 63. .


